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One of my favorite sayings is the one by American 

author Robert Benchley (1889-1945): “There are two 

kinds of people in the world, those who believe there 

are two kinds of people in the world and those who 

don’t.” Likewise, I believe there are two kinds of 

cultures in the world: those that require good argu-

ments, evidence, examples or illustrations to prove the 

opinion of those who speak or write; and those that do 

not require anything beyond the simple enunciation 

of an opinion. I sometimes feel that the Brazilian cul-

ture reflects the second type; opinions are accepted 

without questioning their supporting data.

This is why I am very glad Abed continues to pro-

vide the community interested in distance learning, 

in Brazil and abroad, with an annual statistical sur-

vey that brings under an imaginary microscope the 

numbers collected from public and private educa-

tional institutions and companies that are active in 

the distance learning field, in all educational levels, 

formal and informal, employing different kinds of 

technological support. While the Census for Higher 

Education of the Ministry of Education is competent in 

its task, including basic data on the distance learning 

activities performed by the post-secondary institu-

tions authorized by this very public body, the survey 

conducted yearly by Abed (presented in two languages 

for a broader reach of the results), takes a deep dive 

into the question, collecting rich and detailed data 

(involving educational methods, technology and man-

agement) on the current scenario and future plans of 

the entities acting in the distance learning modality 

in Brazil.

This year, Abed established a partnership with 

the Center for Technology and Society of the Law 

School of Getulio Vargas Foundation in Rio (Centro 

de Tecnologia e Sociedade da Escola de Direito Rio 

da Fundação Getulio Vargas – CTS FGV), a renowned 

research center, to analyze the data collected for the 

2014 Brazilian Census for Distance Learning. In 

addition, we feel honored by the continuing partner-

ship with the Uninter Group, a Curitiba educational 

institution that performs distance learning activities 

throughout the national territory, which supported 

us in the production of this volume.

We are still facing the challenge of obtaining data 

from all institutions in the country that act in dis-

tance learning, a persistent cultural phenomenon in 

Brazil. We invite the reader of this Census to recognize 

our applause to the institutions that participated in 

the survey. It is especially painful to have to make a 

note on many public institutions that systematically 

refuse to respond to the association’s annual survey 

and even to explain why they do not wish to be trans-

parent, thus confirming their lack of respect for the 

civil society that supports them. Any public institution 

acting in distance learning in the country should be 

represented here, reporting to the citizens.

Children and college students in the English- 

speaking world are frequently asked, in their exams, 

to write short essays to “compare and contrast” (ana-

lyze the similarities and differences) of the topics 

relevant to the course. We expect the same from the 

multifaceted data on distance learning in Brazil con-

tained in this study: it will be possible for the reader 

to adequately argue, compare and contrast using the 

data present in this material as supporting evidence. 

This shows a well-informed person who not only gives 

their opinion but also proves their point!

Fredric M. Litto
President, ABED

Presentation
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Executive summary

The Brazilian Census for Distance Learning: Analytic 
Report on Distance Learning in Brazil, currently in 

its seventh edition, consists in an effort to understand 

the scenario of distance learning (DL) in Brazil, and 

provides related segments and academia with a map-

ping of the main trends in this industry. This year, 

the survey had the technical support of the Center for 

Technology and Society of the Law School of Getulio 

Vargas Foundation in Rio (Centro de Tecnologia e 

Sociedade da Escola de Direito Rio da Fundação Getulio 

Vargas – CTS FGV).

The survey methodology largely reproduces the one 

used in previous editions, with an expert review of 

the questionnaire and the incorporation of a new data 

collection and processing tool. Thanks to the collab-

oration of CTS FGV, the institution that coordinates 

the Creative Commons project in Brazil, a section was 

developed on educational resources (Part 5), adapted 

from the questionnaire on technologies applied in 

2013, and new questions on copyright and licensing 

were applied to distance learning products and ser-

vices suppliers as well.

Also, the 2014 edition brings a special section on 

the wages of distance learning professionals in Brazil 

(Part 4). The choice for this edition’s theme was based 

on suggestions received over the year from partici-

pant institutions who see the Brazilian Census for 
Distance Learning as a benchmark.

The team responsible for the 2014 survey consulted 

with 271 institutions, among which 226 exclusively 

educational – those that offer only distance learning 

courses –, 17 exclusively supplying – those that only 

develop products or services in distance learning –, 

15 supplying-educational and 13 that chose to be clas-

sified under the category Others. Of the total sample, 

86 institutions are public, while 172 are private. The 

32 institutions that chose to classify as supplying are 

private, and among the 241 educational establish-

ments, 86 are public and 155 are private.

In 2014, the educational institutions that compose 

the sample offered 25,166 courses. The most common 

courses are open, which means they do not require 

authorization from a legal body to be offered, total-

ing 19,873 courses – being 12,475 corporate and 7,398 

non-corporate. Next are the accredited blended courses 

or distance learning disciplines, which accounted for 

3,453 courses. In addition to that, 1,840 accredited full 

distance learning courses were offered.

Enrollments in 2014 accounted for 519,839 in accred-

ited full distance learning courses; 476,484 in accred-

ited blended courses or distance learning disciplines 

in on-site courses; and 2,872,383 in open courses, 

totaling 3,868,706 enrollments.

Below we present a summary of the main results 

of the seventh edition of this survey, which allow 

for an overview of the distance learning scenario in 

the country.

 ■ Regional disparities – Most participating institu-

tions are located in the Southeast (41% of the total) 

and South (25% of the total) regions, totaling 66% 

of the sample. The North and Central-West regions 

are the least represented, accounting for 9% of 

respondent institutions. The Northeast accounts 

for 41 participating institutions (15% of the total), 

while the Federal District has 28 (10% of the total). 

In what concerns supplying institutions only, the 

inequality observed in the sample is palpable, more 

pronounced than in the general profile of institu-

tions. This distribution – with no companies in the 

North and only 2 companies in the Central-West and 

Northeast regions – suggests these institutions may 

be concentrated in the Southeast region, where 69% 

of the sample is located.

 ■ Relevance of open courses – Open courses (either 

corporate or non-corporate) account for both the 

largest number of courses offered in 2014 – 79% of 

the total – and the largest number of enrollments – 

75% of the sample –, against 13% of accredited full 

distance learning courses and 12% of blended 

courses and distance learning disciplines of on-site 

courses.

 ■ Representativeness of Applied Social Sciences – 

Among the accredited full distance learning courses 

or blended courses and distance learning disciplines, 
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Applied Social Sciences were the knowledge area 

that concentrated the highest number of courses 

in 2014 – including courses such as Business, Law, 

Tourism, Architecture and Planning, Information 

Technology, Communications etc.

 ■ Diversity of formats – The offer of materials in dig-

ital format is the most significant in the different 

types of courses; however, the representativeness 

of courses based on physical materials distributed 

personally or by mail cannot be disregarded, espe-

cially among non-corporate open courses.

 ■ Reduced groups – The average number of students 

in distance learning courses does not significantly 

change over the different types. The average group 

has 31-50 students. Courses with more than 100 

students or massive courses with unlimited par-

ticipants are less common in the sample analyzed.

 ■ Demand for courses in youth and adult education – 

The demand for distance learning courses offered 

by participating institutions was significant in 2014, 

with an average 154 enrollments per course and 

16,053 per institution. In some areas, the demand was 

quite higher than the average, namely in youth and 

adult education courses, which presented significant 

average enrollments per course: 730 in accredited 

full distance learning courses and 3,156 in accred-

ited blended courses or distance learning disciplines. 

This situation may indicate that the market has room 

for more courses like this.

 ■ Evolution of investments – Regarding investments 

made in distance learning in 2014, most institu-

tions declared an increase when compared to the 

previous year: 51% of all educational institutions, 

that is, 123 institutions. Most institutions forecast 

a continuing increase over the next period.

 ■ Focus on innovation – Most institutions consulted 

say they invest mainly in technology and innova-

tion and the production of new courses or modules.

 ■ Stability – Most institutions said their revenues 

with distance learning remained the same as the 

previous year (21%). Also, 20% of them said reve-

nues increased, and 10% saw a decrease. Finally, 

49% of institutions did not have information on the 

evolution of revenues from 2013 to 2014.

 ■ The challenge of dropouts – For the majority of 

institutions participating the survey, the greatest 

obstacle faced were dropouts, whose average rate 

in 2014 was up to 25% in different distance learn-

ing modalities.

 ■ Lack of information – A significant portion of par-

ticipating institutions did not provide informa-

tion on the gender, age group and occupation of 

students, which seems to indicate that they do not 

have information on the profile of their students. 

Such information allows for a broader planning 

of public and institutional policies because they 

offer a more accurate understanding of the public 

of distance learning.

 ■ Reduced teams – In the special section on the teams 

and wages of distance learning professionals, it was 

noted that in 2014 the number of institutions with 

teams of 50 people or less was practically double 

that of establishments with teams of 50 people of 

more – 160 and 87, respectively –, which indicates 

that the sample is composed mostly of institutions 

with reduced distance learning teams. The com-

pared analysis of public and private institutions 

points out that a larger proportion of public insti-

tutions has teams of 50 people or more, contrarily 

to private institutions, which have smaller teams.

 ■ Majority of educators – The majority of profes-

sionals employed by the institutions surveyed in 

the distance learning industry were educators, 

among tutors (17,962) and teachers (11,074). The 

total number of professionals working in distance 

learning in these institutions in 2014 was 35,707. The 

production of text or audiovisual content employed 

3,089 people.

 ■ Wages – A significant number of institutions (almost 

half the sample) did not provide information on the 

wages paid to teachers, tutors and educational coor-

dinators. Yet, from the total of respondent institu-

tions, most declared paying these professionals up 

to R$ 45 per hour, whereas, for tutors, most (28%) 

indicate a value of up to R$ 30.

 ■ Educational resources – In 2014, e-books and 

other text in digital media were the educational 

resources used by most institutions in every type 

of course – 359. Next came video lessons or videos – 

used by 331 establishments – and printed books 

and materials, used by 218 institutions. Open edu-

cational resources were used by 212 institutions 

2014 Brazilian Census for Distance Learning
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in the different courses, and proprietary learning 

objects were the least used in 2014 – 60 institu-

tions. Regarding other resources, such as audio, 

video games, online simulations and digital ency-

clopedias, the number of institutions who declared 

using them is balanced, varying according to the 

type of course.

 ■ Own production – Most institutions declared pro-

ducing their own text and audiovisual materials 

autonomously, without the use of third parties in 

any step of production. Particularly for audiovisual 

products, these data indicate that such establish-

ments have infrastructure (film and audio record-

ing equipment, editing rooms etc.) and professionals 

qualified to carry out this sort of production (pro-

ducers, editors, camera operators etc.). Regarding 

texts, the choice for producing their own materials 

is noteworthy, specially considering that most of 

the courses offered are in higher education, which 

normally demands broad scientific literature and 

bibliographic references. The number of institu-

tions who declare using free resources is still small.

 ■ Predominance of free virtual learning environ-
ments (VLEs) – Free virtual learning environments 

(VLEs), either leased or developed within the insti-

tution, were the most used tool both for sharing 

content and for communicating with students. 

However, as for communication and assistance, 

e-mail appears as the second most used medium. 

Message boards and social networks also appear 

as communication channels used in 2014.

 ■ Low mobile use in distance learning – Of the 254 

institutions that compose the sample of educational 

institutions, 174 – that is, 68,5% – did not incorporate 

mobile devices in their distance learning courses 

in 2014. The proportion is a little higher when only 

public institutions are considered: around 80%. 

Among private establishments, the proportion was 

60%. Of the institutions that used this resource, 62 

affirmed using smartphones and 54 used tablets. 

Also, 19 institutions confirmed using regular cell 

phones, 4 provided e-readers such as the Kindle, 

the Kobo, Positivo etc., and 1 used Personal Digital 

Assistants (PDAs). The main purpose of using these 

devices was to share content.

 ■ Focus on technology and providing full courses – 

Most supplying institutions – 11, or 34% of the total – 

is in the IT field, developing software. Seven are in 

the publishing business (22%) and 3 are in audiovi-

sual production (9%). Regarding the type of service 

offered, most establishments (20) offer full distance 

learning courses and 18 offer training. In addition, 

13 institutions supply educational materials and 13 

more offer consulting in fields such as photography, 

gamification and others. Moreover, investments of 

66% of supplying institutions focus on technology 

and innovation.

 ■ Founded for the distance learning business – 

While educational institutions have been on the 

education field longer and only recently entered the 

distance learning business, suppliers seem to have 

similar experiences in both areas, which indicates 

that many of them my be involved with distance 

learning from their foundation, while the others 

would have entered the business after a few years 

acting in education. Because of that, services in the 

distance learning business are very important for 

most institutions analyzed, representing 76-100% 

of revenues for 14 of them (44%) in 2014. Other 5 

institutions (16%) declared distance learning was 

important, representing 51-75% of their revenues, 

and 6 (19%) said its impact was low, less than 25% 

of the total revenue that year.

 ■ Low participation of public investment – Of the 

sample of supplying institutions, only 19% (6) said 

to have received funds from public programs. All 

others said they did not receive public resources 

of any kind in 2014.

 ■ Predominance of standard copyright (all rights 
reserved) – Among supplying institutions that 

develop materials subject to copyright protection, 

the “all rights reserved” model is predominant, both 

for software and other content, despite the advances 

and the flexibility offered by alternative licensing 

options, such as the Creative Commons licenses and 

those developed by the Free Software Foundation.
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Overview of 
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Census for 
Distance 
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* All charts and tables in this section are based on data from the 2014 Brazilian Census for Distance 
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1.1 Objective and scope

The Brazilian Census for Distance Learning: Analytic 
Report on Distance Learning in Brazil, currently in its 

seventh edition, consists in an effort to understand the 

scenario of distance learning (DL) in Brazil and provides 

related segments and academia with a mapping of the 

main trends in this industry. This year, the survey had 

the technical support of the Center for Technology and 

Society of the Law School of Getulio Vargas Foundation 

in Rio (Centro de Tecnologia e Sociedade da Escola de 

Direito Rio da Fundação Getulio Vargas – CTS FGV).

The 2014 Brazilian Census for Distance Learning 

aims to make available quantitative information and 

qualitative analyses on the distance learning activities 

in Brazil to all those interested, covering all educa-

tional levels of the formal education system, informal 

teaching initiatives and the activities of institutions 

that supply products and services in the segment.

1.2 Criteria for participation in 
the survey

Participants in the 2014 Brazilian Census for Distance 
Learning included:

 ■ Institutions accredited by the Brazilian National 

Education System (Sistema Nacional de Educação) – 

Ministry of Education (Ministério da Educação – 

MEC) and the National Education Council (Conselho 

Nacional de Educação – CNE) – in all levels: primary, 

technical, undergraduate and graduate.

 ■ Formal and informal educational institutions that 

offer open courses and are or are not partners of 

the Brazilian Association for Distance Learning 

(Associação Brasileira de Ensino a Distância – Abed).

 ■ Institutions acting in corporate learning.

 ■ Companies that supply distance learning products 

and services.

The institutions contacted develop direct and indi-

rect actions in distance learning, as detailed below.

1.2.1 Direct actions

Direct actions are those that specifically cater to the 

public interested in distance learning, such as full 

distance learning courses, blended or hybrid courses 

and distance learning disciplines.

 ■ Full distance learning courses: Over 70% of the 

content is developed for distance disciplines. 

Students learn from materials in print, audio, video 

(recorded or live), content broadcast via satellite or 

digital technologies, such as computers, tablets and 

smartphones, performing synchronous or asyn-

chronous activities. These courses can be held by 

correspondence, satellite or online.

 ■ Blended or hybrid courses: Combine on-site activ-

ities and distance activities, with the proportion 

ranging from 30% to 70% of one form over another.

 ■ Distance learning disciplines: Consist of authorized 

on-site undergraduate courses, corresponding to up 

to 20% of the curriculum in the distance learning 

modality, according to national laws.

1.2.2 Indirect actions

These are actions that do not involve the implementation 

of distance learning courses or disciplines, but gener-

ate products (learning objects, texts, crude content or 

pedagogically treated content etc.) or services (website 

hosting, tutoring, content production, among others) 

that enable direct actions or make them more effective.

1.3 Invitations and institutions’ 
participation

Participation in the Abed Census depends on the col-

laborative and voluntary attitude of each institution. 

Abed works with available sampling, where the data 

collected establish the limits of the analysis.

1.3.1 Invitations and responses

 ■ Abed contacted about 1,145 institutions via email 

newsletter and an invitation made available on 

the association’s website with information about 

the survey to all establishments operating in dis-

tance learning.

 ■ 360 institutions applied using the online channel 

to participate in the 2014 edition of the Brazilian 

2014 Brazilian Census for Distance Learning
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Census for Distance Learning: Analytic Report  on Distance Learning in Brazil and receive the link to access 

the questionnaire.

 ■ After the questionnaire was sent, 348 interested parties accessed the system. The questionnaire was partially 

responded by 332 of those parties. At the end of the set deadline, 271 institutions finished their responses, 

having their data validated: 241 educational institutions, including 15 institutions acting as both educa-

tional and supplying, 17 non-educational establishments that provide products and services for the distance 

learning industry, and 13 institutions that do not fit any of those categories.

 ■ Of the total responses initiated, 61 institutions did not identify or did not finish their questionnaire within 

the set deadline.

Chart 1.1 – Percentile distribution of institutions according to degree of participation in the 2014 Brazilian 

Census for Distance Learning

75%

17%

5%

3%

  Institutions that registered, but never accessed the system to respond to the 
questionnaire

  Institutions that accessed the system at least once and did not finish the 
questionnaire

  Institutions that began responding the questionnaire, but did not finish within 
the set deadline

  Institutions that finished the questionnaire within the set deadline

Table 1.1 – Number of institutions according to the degree of participation in the 2014 Brazilian Census for 
Distance Learning

Degree of participation N. of 
institutions

Institutions that registered, but never accessed the system to respond to the questionnaire 12

Institutions that accessed the system at least once and did not finish the questionnaire 16

Institutions that began responding the questionnaire, but did not finish within the set deadline 61

Institutions that finished the questionnaire within the set deadline 271

Total of institutions registered to participate in the 2014 Brazilian Census for Distance Learning 360

Chart 1.2 – Distribution of the sample of institutions who finished the questionnaire within the set deadline 

by administrative category

21%

21%

17%
8%

7%

6%

6%

6%
5%

2% 1%
  For-profit private educational institution
  Non-profit private educational institution
  Federal public educational institution
  “S System” institution[1]

  Government or public body
  State public educational institution
  Non-educational company that provides consulting, project development etc. to 
the distance learning industry

  Private educational institution that acts as both supplying and educational
 Other
 Non-governmental organization (NGO)
  Municipal public educational institution

Note:  [1] SNA institutions (Senai, Sesi, Senac, Sesc, Senat, Sebrae etc.).
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Table 1.2 – Number of institutions who finished 
the questionnaire within the set deadline by 
administrative category

Administrative category N. of 
institutions

For-profit private educational 
institution 

58

Non-profit private educational 
institution

56

Federal public educational institution 46

“S System” institution 21

Government or public body 19

State public educational institution 17

Non-educational company that 
provides consulting, project 
development etc. to the distance 
learning industry

17

Private educational institution 
that acts as both supplying and 
educational

15

Other 13

Non-governmental organization 
(NGO)

5

Municipal public educational 
institution

4

Public educational institution, public 
body or “S System” that provides 
consulting, project development etc. 
to the distance learning industry

0

Total 271

1.4 Survey methodology

The survey methodology largely reproduces the one 

used in previous editions, with an expert review of 

the questionnaire and the incorporation of a new data 

collection and processing tool. Thanks to the collab-

oration of CTS FGV, the institution that coordinates 

the Creative Commons project in Brazil, a section was 

developed on educational resources (Part 5), adapted 

from the questionnaire on technologies applied in 

2013, and new questions on copyright and licensing 

were applied to distance learning products and ser-

vices suppliers as well.

Also, the 2014 edition brings a special section on 

the wages of distance learning professionals in Brazil 

(Part 4). The choice for this edition’s theme was based 

on suggestions received over the year from participant 

institutions that see the Brazilian Census for Distance 
Learning as a benchmark.

1.4.1 Sources of potential respondents

The selection of institutions contacted to compose 

the 2014 Brazilian Census for Distance Learning 

was carried out by Abed from a survey of the entities 

that act in the distance learning field based on the 

sources listed below.

1.4.2 Educational institutions

 ■ List of educational institutions accredited by the 

CNE to offer distance learning courses at the under-

graduate and graduate levels.

 ■ List of institutions accredited by State Education 

Councils to offer distance learning courses at the 

primary, youth and adult education and vocational 

levels.

 ■ List of institutions cited in the Educational Census 

that offer distance learning courses.

 ■ List of institutions partnered with federal proj-

ects of the Open University of Brazil (Universidade 

Aberta do Brasil – UAB), the E-TEC Network of Brazil 

and institutions partnered with the Unified Health 

System (Sistema Único de Saúde – Unasus).

1.4.3 Corporate entities

 ■ Companies with notorious projects in corporate 

distance learning.

 ■ Companies classified as involved with the distance 

learning modality in recent studies produced by 

academia.

 ■ Companies listed by the Ministry of Development, 

Industry and Foreign Trade (Ministério do 

Desenvolvimento, Indústria e Comércio Exterior – 

MDIC) as having projects in corporate learning.

 ■ Companies indicated by class-representing institu-

tions, such as the Brazilian Association of Corporate 

Learning (Associação Brasileira de Educação 
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Corporativa – Abec) and the Brazilian Association 

of Human Resources (Associação Brasileira de 

Recursos Humanos – ABRH).

1.4.4 Market entities

 ■ Companies that stand out in the distance learning 

market, suppliers and service providers of institu-

tions or companies that develop distance learning 

actions.

1.4.5 Survey variables

In 2014, some of the study variables selected in 2012 

and 2013 were maintained for comparison of the data 

obtained. Also, a comparative reading of public and 

private institutions was added for some of the results. 

A section on distance learning wages and profession-

als was added as well.

The results were organized into the following 

groups:

 ■ General profile of institutions – Brings the general 

characteristics of institutions participating in the 

Brazilian Census for Distance Learning, including 

the peculiarities observed in educational, supply-

ing, private and public establishments.

 ■ Educational institutions – Comprises information 

on the number of courses and enrollments in 2014, 

as well as data on the evolution of enrollments, 

investments, revenue, obstacles, dropouts and pro-

file of students in: accredited full distance learning 

courses; accredited blended courses or distance 

learning disciplines of authorized on-site courses; 

and corporate and non-corporate open courses.

 ■ Wages and teams – Section incorporated to the 

2014 edition of the Brazilian Census for Distance 
Learning, includes information on the sizes of 

teams, educational level of professionals, and wages.

 ■ Educational resources – Adapted from the 2013 

edition, brings information on the most commonly 

used types of resources and how they are produced, 

including data on mobile use in distance learning 

in 2014.

 ■ Supplying institutions – Presents the features of 

institutions that provided products and services in 

distance learning in 2014, as well as the evolution 

of revenue, customers served and licensing of the 

materials produced.

1.4.6 Data collection system and tools

The institutions contacted were invited to register in 

an online system to participate in the 2014 edition of 

the Brazilian Census for Distance Learning. Once 

registered, establishments received an individual 

link to respond to the questionnaire according to 

their category. Educational institutions, for example, 

responded to a specific questionnaire, different from 

that of suppliers; those offering accredited full dis-

tance learning courses responded to questions aimed 

at their type of offer, and so on.

1.4.7 Monitoring the completion 
of questionnaires

Registrations were monitored daily, as well as the 

responses obtained, in order to avoid the duplicity of 

responses. In addition, the responses were analyzed 

in case of doubt and inconsistencies.

 ■ All questionnaires sent by the institutions/com-

panies were analyzed prior to processing the 

data, identifying the coherence and consistency 

of information.

 ■ In case of inconsistency, an email was sent to the 

respondent pointing out the specific issues detected 

and requesting the correction and resubmission of 

the questionnaire for a new verification.

1.4.8 Analysis of results

The data were analyzed quantitatively and qualita-

tively and organized into tables and charts in order to 

identify trends. We are committed to all participants 

to maintain full confidentiality of the information 

sent. Because participation is voluntary, we worked 

with available sampling.
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In the 2014 edition of the Brazilian Census for Distance Learning: Analytic Report on Distance Learning in 
Brazil, 271 institutions were considered, among which 226 were exclusively educational – only offer distance 

learning courses –, 17 were exclusively supplying – only develop distance learning products and services – 15 

were supplying-educational1.

The detailed distribution among the 11 administrative categories can be seen in Chart 2.1 and Table 2.1 below2. 

Chart 2.1 – Distribution of the sample by administrative category

For-profit private educational institution
Non-profit educational institution
Federal public educational institution
“S System” institution (Senai, Sesi, Senac, Sesc, Senat, Sebrae, etc.)
Government or public body
State public educational institution
Private supplying company
Private supplying-educational company
Other
Non-governmental organization (NGO)
Municipal public educational institution

58
56

46

21 19 17 17
15 13

5 4

1 The other 13 institutions were classified into the category Other and, therefore, were not included in this analysis.
2 The question was: “Institution’s administrative category – Federal public educational institution; State public educational institution; Municipal 

public educational institution; For-profit private educational institution (school, training center, learning institute, etc.); Non-profit educational 
institution (community, religious, philanthropic); “S System” institution (Senai, Sesi, Senac, Sesc, Senat, Sebrae, etc.); Government or public 
body; Non-governmental organization (NGO) and third sector; Non-educational company that provides consulting, project development etc. 
to the distance learning industry; For- or non-profit private educational institution that, in addition to distance learning courses, provides 
consulting, project development etc. to the distance learning industry; Public educational institution, public body or “S System” that provides 
consulting, project development etc. to the distance learning industry; Other”.
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Table 2.1 – Distribution of the sample by 
administrative category

Administrative 
category

N. of 
institutions

Distribution 
(percentage) 

For-profit private 
educational 
institution (school, 
training center, 
learning institute, 
etc.)

58 21

Non-profit 
educational 
institution 
(community, religious, 
philanthropic)

56 21

Federal public 
educational 
institution

46 17

“S System” institution 
(Senai, Sesi, Senac, 
Sesc, Senat, Sebrae, 
etc.)

21 8

Government or public 
body

19 7

State public 
educational 
institution

17 6

Private supplying 
company

17 6

Private supplying- 
educational company

15 6

Other 13 5

Non-governmental 
organization (NGO) 
and third sector

5 2

Municipal public 
educational 
institution

4 1

Public educational, 
public body or “S 
System” institution 
that provides 
consulting, project 
development, etc., to 
the distance learning 
industry

0 0

Total 271 100

Analyzing ting the distribution of the sample by 

region, it can be noted that the majority of partici-

pating institutions is located in the Southeast region: 

111 institutions – 41% of the total. Following is the 

South region, with 66 institutions, equivalent to 25% 

of the sample. The North and Central-West regions 

were the least represented, with only 14 (5%) and 11 

(4%) institutions, respectively. The Northeast has 41 

respondent institutions – 15% of the total–, and the 

Federal District has 28 (10%).

Chart 2.2 – Distribution of the sample by region

 Central-West
 Federal District
 Northeast
 North
 Southeast
 South

25%

4%

10%

15%

5%

41%

In addition, of the total sample, 86 institutions are 

public, while 172 are private. The 32 institutions that 

chose to classify as supplying are private; among the 

241 educational establishments, 86 are public – among 

educational and non-educational institutions (pub-

lic bodies) – and 155 are private – distributed into 

the different administrative categories, according 

to Chart 2.3.3 Both non-governmental organizations 

and “S” System institutions were counted as private 

institutions because they characterize as private para-

statal institutions.4

3 Other 13 institutions were included in the Other classification, not 
accounting for public or private, nor for educational or supplying. 
Therefore, only 258 establishments are considered.

4 REIS, Lívia Kim Philipovsky Schroeder. As entidades paraestatais. 
Universo Jurídico, Juiz de Fora, ano XI, Oct. 26th 2006. Available 
at: <http://uj.novaprolink.com.br/doutrina/2719/as_entidades_
paraestatais>. Accessed: July 16th 2015.
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Chart 2.3 – Distribution of educational institutions by administrative category (simplified)

15

Federal public educational institution
State public educational institution
Municipal public educational institution
For-profit private educational institution
Non-profit educational institution
“S System” institution (Senai, Sesi, Senac, Sesc, Senat, Sebrae, etc.)
Government or public body
Non-governmental organization (NGO)
Private supplying-educational company

46

17

4

58
56

21 19

5

Regarding the years of operation in the education field, among all institutions surveyed, most responding 

establishments have been in the field for over 20 years – 63%, that is, 170 institutions –; 68 of the (25%) have 

been in the industry from 6 to 15 years, and 17 of the institutions (6%) have been acting in education from 1 to 

5 years. Only one institution has been in the field for less than 1 year. The distribution of the sample regarding 

years of operation in the education field is shown in Chart 2.4.

Chart 2.4 – Distribution of institutions by years of 

operation in the education field

Less than 
1 year

1 to 5 
years

6 to 10 
years

16 to 20 
years

11 to 15 
years

More 
than 20 
years

Not  
available

1 1

17
32

36

14

170

Chart 2.5 shows the years of operation of respondent 

institutions in the distance learning field, where the 

situation is the opposite: most institutions declared 

to have been in the field for 6 to 10 years – 35%, that 

is, 96 institutions. Followed by 71 institutions – 26% 

of the total – declaring they have been in the field for 

1 to 5 years, while 57 of respondent establishments 

(21%) have been operating for 11 to 15 years. Five have 

been in the field for less than 5 years (8%). Only 14% 

of institutions declared to have been in the distance 

learning field for more than 15 years: 22 institutions 

(8%) for 16 to 20 years, and 17 (6%) for more than 20 

years.
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Chart 2.5 – Distribution of institutions by years of 

operation in the distance learning field

Less than 
1 year

1 to 5 
years

6 to 10 
years

16 to 20 
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11 to 15 
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than 20 
years

Not  
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5

71
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57
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3

The sample mainly covers traditional institutions 

in the educational field that have been entering the 

distance learning field in the past few years, mostly 

from the year 2000.

The general sample has been divided into four cat-

egories: educational vs. supplying, and private vs. 

public. The specific profile is shown below, along with 

a few data of each of the categories of institutions 

analyzed in the survey5.

5 Because they did not fit any specific type of institution, the 13 estab-
lishments that chose the Other classification were not accounted 
for in this analysis of the four main groups, although their data 
were included in the overall profile.

2.1 Educational institutions

In the context of this survey, educational institutions 

are those that offer distance learning courses or dis-

ciplines. They include the following categories:

 ■ federal public educational;

 ■ state public educational;

 ■ state public educational;

 ■ for-profit private educational;

 ■ non-profit private educational;

 ■ private educational (for- or non-profit) that also 

offer distance learning products and services;

 ■ “S System” institutions (Senai, Sesi, Senac, Sesc, 

Senat, Sebrae, etc.);

 ■ public bodies;

 ■ NGOs.

Educational institutions are mainly private – repre-

senting 64% of the total. However, there is also a large 

number of public institutions (36%). The group also 

includes entities that are not necessarily educational, 

such as public bodies and NGOs.

Chart 2.6 – Distribution of the sample of educational institutions by administrative category

19%

6%

9%
7%

23%

8%

2%

24%

2%

Federal public educational institution
State public educational institution
Municipal public educational institution
For-profit private educational institution
Non-profit educational institution
“S System” institution (Senai, Sesi, Senac, Sesc, Senat, Sebrae etc.)
Government or public body
Non-governmental organization (NGO)
Private supplying-educational company

The majority of educational institutions in the sample is in the Southeast and South regions, with 91 and 

60 institutions, respectively, corresponding to 38% and 25% of the total. Next is the Northeast region, with 39 

institutions (16%). The Federal District has 27 institutions – 11% of the sample –, and the North and Central-West 

regions have 6% and 4% respectively, this last region being the least represented among educational institu-

tions, with only 10.
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Chart 2.7 – Distribution of educational institutions 

by region

25%

4%
11%

16%

6%
38%

 Central-West
 Federal District
 Northeast
 North
 Southeast
 South

In total, 241 institutions that participated in the 

Brazilian Census for Distance Learning fit into the 

educational establishments category. Regarding years 

of operation in education, most (67%) have been in the 

field for more than 20 years (Chart 2.8). Regarding 

operation in the distance learning industry, 64% of 

respondent institutions have been in the field less 

than 10 years, and 7% more than 20 years, as shown 

in Chart 2.9.

The separate analysis of public and private edu-

cational institutions shows few discrepancies with 

the overall sample; on the other hand, this indicates 

that public establishments are pioneers in developing 

distance learning activities.

Chart 2.8 – Proportion of educational institutions in each category by years of operation in the education field

3%
0% 0% 0%

5% 5%
7%

1%

67% 68% 70%

8% 11% 10% 9% 11% 11% 12% Overall
Private
Public

Less than 1 year 1 to 5 years 6 to 10 years 16 to 20 years11 to 15 years More than 20 
years

Chart 2.9 – Proportion of educational institutions in each category by years of operation in the distance 

learning field

2% 3%
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26% 25%
28%

36%

39%
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20% 19% 20%

8% 7% 7%
5%

10% 10%
Overall
Private
Public

Less than 1 year 1 to 5 years 6 to 10 years 16 to 20 years11 to 15 years More than 20 
years
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In 2014, most respondent institutions (109) offered courses in the full distance learning modality. Then come 

non-corporate open courses, offered by 97 institutions, and distance learning disciplines of on-site courses, 

offered by 92 institutions.6

In the same year, blended courses were offered by 75 institutions, and open corporate courses were offered 

by fewer establishments (72). Considering all open courses, however, it is clear that they are offered by more 

institutions (169) than all other categories. These are courses that do not require authorization from a legal 

body to be offered, which can indicate one reason why they are so popular among the institutions analyzed.7, 8, 9

Chart 2.10 – Type of offer in distance learning in 2014 by number of educational institutions

109

75

92
97

72

Accredited 
full distance 

learning 
courses

Accredited 
blended 
courses

Distance 
learning 

disciplines 
of on-site 
courses

Open non-
corporate 
distance 
learning 
courses

Open corpo-
rate distance 

learning 
courses

When comparing overall data with the data for each type of educational institution, a few differences can 

be noted in regards to the type of offer in distance learning, as shown in Chart 2.11. For example, a larger per-

centage of public institutions offering corporate courses can be noted. It is the same with the offer of blended 

courses: there are more public institutions offering this modality of course in comparison with private estab-

lishments. Regarding the offer of distance learning disciplines in on-site courses, the situation is the opposite: 

private institutions have a more significant presence in this segment.

6 The question was: “Types of courses offered by the institution in 2014 – Full distance learning courses; On-site courses (with or without 
distance learning disciplines); Blended courses; Not available”.

7 It is worth noting that, in this sense, institutions could choose more than one alternative.
8 For the means of this survey, the following criteria were considered: Distance learning course – Does not require the student’s presence in a 

specific site, teacher and student do not meet at the same physical space for the educational action; On-site course – The traditional course, 
where teacher and student share a space (classroom), and students are subject to presence control; Blended course – Happens partly in the 
classroom and partly at a distance, using different communication technologies. 

9 The question was: “Type of offer of the institution, within distance learning, in 2014 – Full distance learning courses, authorized/accred-
ited by a legal body (MEC, CNE, CEE); Blended courses, authorized/accredited by a legal body (MEC, CNE, CEE); Distance learning discipline 
of authorized on-site courses; Non-corporate open distance learning courses (which do not require authorization from a legal body to be 
offered); Corporate distance learning courses (whose students are employees or clients of the institution)”.
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Chart 2.11 – Percentage of educational institutions by type of distance learning offer

Overall
Private
Public
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distance learning 

courses
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The survey also analyzed the organization of dis-

tance learning in educational institutions.10 The 

majority (78%) is centrally organized, that is, one 

sector, department, unit or group is responsible for 

the distance learning actions. However, regardless 

of whether their organization is centralized, 63% 

have on-site hubs. The distribution of the sample of 

educational institutions by organization is shown 

in Chart 2.12.

The number of hubs among institutions that do 

have these structures varies from 1 to 469, with an 

average of 30 hubs per institution11.

10 The question was: “Type of organization of distance learning in 
the institution in 2014 – Centralized without on-site hub – One 
sector, department or group is responsible for all distance learning 
actions in the institution, with no on-site hubs; Centralized with 
on-site hubs – One sector, department or group is responsible for 
all distance learning actions in the institution, with on-site hubs 
(indicate the number of hubs); Decentralized without on-site 
hub – More than one sector, department or group develop distance 
learning actions with different objectives for different publics, with 
no on-site hubs; Decentralized with on-site hub – More than one 
sector, department or group develop distance learning actions 
with different objectives for different publics, with on-site hubs. 
(indicate the number of hubs); Other (specify)”.

11 The mean was calculated based on 128 institutions that informed 
the number of on-site hubs they have.

Chart 2.12 – Organization of distance learning by 

number of educational institutions
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The situation is similar when public and private 

educational institutions are analyzed separately. The 

majority is centralized – public establishments with 

72% and private with 82%. However, as we said pre-

viously, both centralized and decentralized institu-

tions have on-site hubs – public establishments with 

75% and private with 57%.
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Chart 2.13 – Organization of distance learning by proportion and type of educational institutions
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Of the total educational institutions, 85% are not in the Open University of Brazil System (UAB)12,13. The low 

percentage of institutions that participate in the system is due to its emphasis on public institutions14. The sam-

ple of educational institutions surveyed is composed largely of private entities – 155 establishments (64,3%), 

against 86 public institutions (35,7%). Regarding only public educational institutions, only 41% of establish-

ments is part of the system, with undergraduate (12%) and graduate (1%) courses or both (28%).

Chart 2.14 – Participation of public institutions in the UAB system in 2014

Does not participate
Participates with undergraduate courses
Participates with graduate courses
Participates with graduate and undergraduate courses

59%

12%

1%

28%

Regarding participation in the Unified Health System Open University (Unasus)15, 95% of educational 

institutions do not participate of this program. On the other hand, 13% of public institutions do, still a low 

number when compared to establishments that participate in the UAB System. In this case, however, we must 

12 The Open University of Brazil (Universidade Aberta do Brasil) is a program of the Ministry of Education (MEC) created in 2006 by Decree no. 
5,800 of June 2006 – available at: <http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/_ato2004-2006/2006/decreto/d5800.htm> − aimed at “expanding and 
distributing the offer of higher education courses and programs in the country”. According to the program’s website, 104 public institutions 
currently integrate the system. Sources:

BRASIL. Ministério da Educação. Universidade Aberta do Brasil (UAB). Available at: <http://portal.mec.gov.br/index.php?option=com_ 
content&id=12265:universidade-aberta-do-brasil-uab&Itemid=510>. Accessed: July 17th 2015.

CAPES – Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior. Instituições. Available at: <http://uab.capes.gov.br/index.php/ 
instituicoes>. Accessed: July 17th 2015. 

13 The question was: “Participation in the Open University of Brazil System (Universidade Aberta do Brasil – UAB) – Non-participant; 
Participant with undergraduate courses; Participant with graduate courses; Participant with undergraduate and graduate courses”.

14 “Art. 2. The UAB System shall fulfill its purposes and socio-educational goals in collaboration with the Union with federal entities by offering 
courses and higher education programs at a distance by higher education public institutions, in conjunction with on-site hubs. § 1. For the 
purposes of this Decree, an on-site hub characterizes as an operational unit for the decentralized development of educational and admin-
istrative activities related to the courses and programs offered at a distance by higher education public institutions. § 2. The on-site hubs 
should have infrastructure and human resources adequate to the on-site phases of the courses and the UAB System programs” (Brasil, 2006). 

15 The question was: “Participation in the Unified Health System Open University System (Universidade Aberta do SUS – Unasus) – Non-participant; 
Participant with graduate/specialization courses; Participant with open courses; Participant with graduate/specialization and open courses”.
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consider that Unasus is newer and operates specif-

ically in the training and permanent education of 

health professionals, while UAB is aimed towards 

different knowledge areas.16

16 The Unasus System was created in 2010 by Decree no. 7,385, of 
December 8th – available at <http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/_
Ato2007-2010/2010/Decreto/D7385.htm> − and currently has 36 
higher education institutions. Source: UNASUS − Universidade 
Aberta do SUS. O que é a UNA-SUS? Available at : <http://www.
unasus.gov.br/page/una-sus/o-que-e-una-sus>. Accessed: July 
17th 2015. 

Chart 2.15 – Participation of public institutions in 

the Unasus system in 2014
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The majority of educational institutions (32%) 

declare to have served, in 2014, from 1,000 to 4,999 stu-

dents in the distance learning modality; 19% declare to 

have served from 10,000 to 49,999; and 14% from 5,000 

to 9,999.17 This percentage does not vary significantly 

when public and private institutions are analyzed 

separately, as shown in Chart 2.16.

17 The question was: “What was the approximate number of dis-
tance learning students served by the institution in 2014? Up 
to 99; 100 to 499; 500 to 999; 1,000 to 4,999; 5,000 to 9,999; 10,000 
to 49,999; Over 50,000”.

Chart 2.16 – Number of students served in the distance learning modality in 2014 by type of educational 

institution
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2.2 Supplying institutions

Supplying institutions are those exclusively dedicated 

to offering distance learning products and services (17 

in the total sample analyzed) and those that, in addi-

tion to offering courses, provide products and services 

to other institutions, which includes 32 institutions. 

All establishments analyzed that act as suppliers are 

private educational (47%) and non-educational (53%).

Regarding the geographical distribution of the 

analysis, the regional disparity observed in the sample 

is obvious and more pronounced than in the general 

profile of institutions. This distribution – with 0 dis-

tance learning companies in the North region and 

only 2 institutions in the Central-West and Northeast 

regions – suggests these institutions may be concen-

trated in the Southeast region, where 69% of the sam-

ple is located, as shown in Chart 2.17

Chart 2.17 – Distribution of distance learning 

products and services suppliers by region
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Regarding years of operation in the industry, the 

activity of supplying institutions is recent both in 

the education and the distance learning fields. While 

the general sample indicates that most institutions 

surveyed have been in the education area for over 

20 years, among suppliers, 11 institutions (34%) have 

been in education for 6 to 10 years, 10 establishments 

(31%) have been in the industry for 11 to 15 years, and 

3 companies (9%) have an experience of 1 to 5 years. 

Overall, 74% of the sample of supplying establish-

ments have been in the education business for up to 

15 years. On the other hand, 3 (9%) institutions have 

been in the field for 16 to 20 years, and 5 (16%) for 

over 20 years.

Chart 2.18 – Distribution of supplying institutions 

by years of operation in the education field
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Regarding the distance learning business, while 

educational institutions have been in the education 

field longer and only recently entered the distance 

learning business, suppliers seem to have similar 

experience in both areas, which indicates that many of 

them might be involved with distance learning from 

their foundation, while others would have entered the 

business after a few years acting in education. Most 

(13 institutions – 41%) have been in the business for 

6 to 10 years, and 34% of respondent suppliers (11 

institutions), for 11 to 15 years. Two institutions, 6% 

of the sample of suppliers, have been in the field for 

over 15 years.

Chart 2.19 – Distribution of supplying institutions 

by years of operation in the distance learning field
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Chart 2.20 – Years of operation in the distance learning field by type of institution (supplying vs. 

educational)
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Regarding the main activity18, most supplying institutions surveyed – 11 (34% of the total) – is in the infor-

mation technology (IT) business, developing software; 7 are in the publishing business (22%) and 3 are in 

audiovisual production (10%). One is in press consulting – 3% of the sample of suppliers. Other 10 institutions 

(31%) declared operating in other fields, such as training consulting and planning and cultural management. 

There were no institutions working as advertising agencies or with hardware in 2014.

Chart 2.21 – Distribution of main activity of supplying institutions
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2.3 Private institutions

Private institutions include the following categories:

 ■ for-profit educational;

 ■ non-profit educational;

 ■ non-educational;

 ■ educational that also offers distance learning products and services;

 ■ NGO;

 ■ “S System” institutions (Senai, Sesi, Senac, Sesc, Senat, Sebrae, etc.).

In regards to administrative category, the sample of private institutions is divided according to Chart 2.22.

18 The question was: “Main activity of the institution − Print; Publishing (production of printed or digital text and/or multimedia content); 
Audiovisual production; Information Technology – Software; Information Technology – Hardware; Press office; Advertising agency; Other”.
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Chart 2.22 – Distribution of the sample of private 

institutions by administrative category
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In this section, we present a few characteristics 

of private institutions, seeking to understand their 

peculiarities and show trends that may influence the 

overall data, since private establishments correspond 

to over 63% of the total sample.

Regarding geographical distribution, private insti-

tutions are concentrated in the Southeast and South 

regions, which account for 69% of the sample – 73 

institutions in the Southeast (42%) and 46 in the South 

(27%). This profile is similar to the overall sample, but 

presents a regional inequality a bit more pronounced 

(in the overall profile, Southeast and South account 

for 66% of the total).

The Northeast region is slightly less represented 

than in the overall sample, totaling 21 institutions – 

12% of the total. Next comes the Federal District, with 

14 establishments (8%) and, finally, the North and 

Central-West regions as the least represented – the 

first has 12 institutions (7% of the total) and the latter 

has only 6 (4%).

Chart 2.23 – Distribution of private educational 

institutions by region
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Regarding the years of operation in the education 

field, the sample of private institutions mirrors the 

trend of the overall sample, that is, 105 institutions, 

or 61% of the 172 establishments, have been in the 

field for over 20 years.

Chart 2.24 – Distribution of the sample of private 

institutions by years of operation in the education 

field
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It is the same with the years of operation of private 

institutions in distance learning: the data mirror the 

trend observed in the overall sample, as the majority 

of institutions – 66 (38% of the total) – have been in the 

field for 6 to 10 years. Only 8 institutions (5% of the 

total) have been in distance learning for over 20 years.
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Chart 2.25 – Distribution of the sample of private 

institutions by years of operation in distance 

learning
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Of the 58 for-profit private educational institutions 

analyzed, 57 are in the services sector, and only one 

chose to classify as commercial19. Regarding size, the 

majority classifies as large, that is, with over 100 

employees: 33 institutions – 57% of the total. Three said 

they were medium, with 50 to 99 employees (3% of the 

total), 15 were small (26%), with 10 to 49 employees, and 

7 classified as micro business (up to 9 employees – 12%)20.

Table 2.2 – Distribution of the private educational 
institutions by size

Size N. of 
companies

Distribution 
(percentage)

Micro business (up to 9 
employees for services 
and commerce; up to 
19 for industry)

7 12

Small business (10 
to 49 employees 
for services and 
commerce; 20 to 99 for 
industry)

15 26

19 The question was: “What is the company’s sector? Commerce; 
Industry; Services; Other”.

20 The question was: “Size of the institution − Micro business (up 
to 9 employees for services and commerce; up to 19 for industry); 
Small business (10 to 49 employees for services and commerce; 
20 to 99 for industry); Medium business (50 to 99 employees for 
services and commerce; 100 to 499 for industry); Large business 
(over 100 employees for services and commerce; over 500 for 
industry)”.

Size N. of 
companies

Distribution 
(percentage)

Medium business 
(50 to 99 employees 
for services and 
commerce; 100 to 499 
for industry)

3 5

Large business 
(over 100 employees 
for services and 
commerce; over 500 
for industry)

33 57

Total 58 100

Regarding private distance learning products and 

services suppliers, among the 17 institutions in this 

category, 16 are in the services sector, while only 1 

declared being in the commerce sector.

Contrary to private educational institutions, most 

suppliers classify as micro business: 10 institutions, 

representing 59% of the total. Only 2 said they were 

large businesses (12%).

Table 2.3 – Distribution of the private 
non-educational institutions by size

Size N. of 
companies

Distribution 
(percentage)

Micro business (up to 9 
employees for services 
and commerce; up to 
19 for industry)

10 59

Small business (10 
to 49 employees 
for services and 
commerce; 20 to 99 for 
industry)

2 12

Medium business 
(50 to 99 employees 
for services and 
commerce; 100 to 499 
for industry)

3 18

Large business 
(over 100 employees 
for services and 
commerce; over 500 
for industry)

2 12

(continues)

(Table 2.2 – conclusion)
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Finally, of a total of 15 private educational insti-

tutions which, in addition to courses, offer distance 

learning services and products, 14 classified as service 

providers and one as Other. Now regarding size, most 

declared being micro or small businesses, while only 

2 were large businesses.

Table 2.4 – Distribution of private 
supplying-educational institutions by size

Size N. of 
companies

Distribution 
(percentage)

Micro business (up to 9 
employees for services 
and commerce; up to 
19 for industry)

5 33

Small business (10 
to 49 employees 
for services and 
commerce; 20 to 99 for 
industry)

5 33

Medium business 
(50 to 99 employees 
for services and 
commerce; 100 to 499 
for industry)

3 20

Large business 
(over 100 employees 
for services and 
commerce; over 500 
for industry)

2 13

Total 15 100

2.4 Public institutions

Public institutions represent around 31.5% of the 

total sample21. They include the following categories, 

distributed according to Chart 2.26:

 ■ federal educational;

 ■ state educational;

 ■ municipal educational;

 ■ public bodies.

21 The total sample included the 13 institutions classified as Other.

Chart 2.26 – Distribution of the sample of public 

institutions by administrative category
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It is worth noting that the public bodies category 

refers to public institutions whose function is not 

primarily educational, but that offer distance courses.

Regarding years in the education field, 60 institu-

tions – 70% of the total – have been in the field for over 

20 years and none for less than 1 year. This distribu-

tion, to some extent, reproduces the trend of the gen-

eral survey, but the percentage of institutions in the 

education field for over 20 years is relatively higher.

Chart 2.27 – Distribution of the sample of public 

institutions by years of operation in education
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Regarding years in distance learning, 31% – 27 insti-

tutions – have been in the segment for 6 to 10 years, 

while 28% of establishments (24) reported operating 

for 1 to 5 years. None has been in the segment for less 

than 1 year. The trend is similar to the overall sample, 

but the percentage of institutions in the field for over 

20 years is higher than the general average: 10% of the 

total (9), which may indicate that public institutions 

are pioneers in the distance learning field.
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This trend may be mirroring the strong presence 

of the state in the early beginnings of distance learn-

ing in Brazil. As Pereira and Moraes (2009)22 said, the 

country lived a series of trials to implement distance 

learning since the 1970’s.

The idea of development and economic growth was the 

argument used by the military for the education reform 

in 1972, mainly to justify the expansion of educational 

offerings, which were based on minimal training for 

the job market, understood as the world of fast indus-

trialization. With the democratization process in the 

80s, distance education has been relegated to oblivion. 

(Pereira; Moraes, 2009, p. 82)

According to the authors, after this period, distance 

learning regained prominence in the 1990s. One pio-

neer initiative developed within public universities 

was the Interuniversity Consortium of Continuing 

and Distance Learning (Consórcio Interuniversitário 

de Educação Continuada e a Distância – Brasilead), 

created in 1993 (Guimarães, 1997, p. 28)23 and con-

sidered a predecessor of other initiatives, such as 

the Public Virtual University of Brazil (Universidade 

Virtual Pública do Brasil) and UAB.

22 PEREIRA, Eva Waisros; MORAES, Raquel de Almeida. História da 
educação a distância e os desafios na formação de professores 
no Brasil. In: SOUZA, Amaralina Miranda de; FIORENTINI, Leda 
Maria Renagearo; RODRIGUES, Maria Alexandra Militão. Educação 
superior a distância: comunidade de trabalho e aprendizagem 
em rede (CTAR). Brasília: Universidade de Brasília, Faculdade de 
Educação, 2009.

23 GUIMARÃES, Paulo Vicente. A contribuição do Consórcio 
Interuniversitário de Educação Continuada e a Distância –
BRASILEAD – para o desenvolvimento da educação nacional. 
Revista Em Aberto, Brasília, ano 16, n. 70, p. 28-33, abr./jun. 1997.

Chart 2.28 – Distribution of the sample of public 

institutions by years of operation in distance 

learning
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In the 2014 edition of the Brazilian Census for Distance 
Learning: Analytic Report  on Distance Learning in 
Brazil, 226 exclusively educational and 15 supply-

ing-educational1 institutions participated, analyzed 

as a whole in this section.

The educational category includes all institutions 

that offer distance learning courses or disciplines. 

These institutions are:

 ■ federal public educational;

 ■ state public educational;

 ■ municipal public educational;

 ■ for-profit private educational;

 ■ non-profit private educational;

 ■ private educational (for- or non-profit) that also 

offer distance learning products and services;

 ■ “S System” institutions (Senai, Sesi, Senac, Sesc, 

Senat, Sebrae, etc.);

 ■ public bodies;

 ■ non-governmental organizations (NGOs).

Educational institutions are largely private, repre-

senting 64% of the total, but there is also a significant 

number of public institutions (36%).

Most educational institutions of the sample are 

in the Southeast and South regions; while the North 

and Central-West regions are the least represented. In 

general, these are institutions that have been in the 

education field for over a decade – 67% of them for over 

20 years. The activities of respondent establishments 

in distance learning, however, are more recent: 64% 

have been in the field for less than 10 years.

Regarding the organization of these institutions, 

the majority (78%) is centralized, that is, one sector, 

department, unit or group is responsible for the dis-

tance learning actions. In addition, regardless of 

whether their organization is centralized, 63% have 

on-site hubs. The number of hubs varies from 1 to 469, 

with an average of 30 hubs per institution.2,3

1 The other 13 institutions chose to qualify in the category Other 
and, therefore, were not classified in this analysis of educational 
institutions, in the overall profile of the sample, in Part 2 of this 
report, nor in Parts 4 and 5.

2 The mean was calculated based on 128 institutions that informed 
the number of on-site hubs they have.

3 The detailed profile of educational institutions can be found in 
Part 2 of this report.

Below is an overview of distance learning in 

Brazil in 2014, based on the data from educational 

institutions.

3.1 Courses

In 2014, most institutions (138) offered accredited 

blended courses or distance learning disciplines of 

on-site courses. Next come open courses, which were 

offered by 131 institutions, and accredited full dis-

tance learning courses, offered by 109 institutions. 

Open courses are those that do not require autho-

rization from a legal body to be offered, which can 

indicate one reason why they are so popular among 

the institutions analyzed.4

Chart 3.1 – Type of offer in distance learning in 

2014 by number of educational institutions[1]
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Note:  [1] The sum of distance learning disciplines and blended courses 
may count the same institution twice. The same goes for open 
courses. The chart data are unaggregated, while the totals pre-
sented disregard institutions that offer both types of courses.

In 2014, 25,166 courses were offered by the insti-

tutions composing the sample. Open courses were 

the most common, totaling 19,873, of which 12,475 

4 For the means of this survey, the following criteria were consid-
ered: Distance learning course – Does not require the student’s 
presence in a specific site, teacher and student do not meet at the 
same physical space for the educational action; On-site course – 
The traditional course, where teacher and student share a space 
(classroom), and students are subject to presence control; Blended 
course – Happens partly in the classroom and partly at a distance, 
using different communication technologies. 
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corporate and 7,398 non-corporate. Next are the 

accredited blended courses or distance learning dis-

ciplines, which accounted for 3,453 courses. In addi-

tion, 1,840 accredited full distance learning courses 

were offered in 2014.

Chart 3.2 – Percentage of courses offered in 2014 by 

type
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As shown in Chart 3.2, of the total courses offered, 

open courses correspond to 79%, of which 51% are 

corporate.

3.1.1 Accredited full distance learning 
courses

In 2014, 1,840 accredited full distance learning courses 

were offered. Most (779) were specialization courses, 

corresponding to 42% of the total. Next are MBA 

courses, accounting for 11% of the total (208 courses). 

There is a clear trend, however, of lato sensu graduate 

courses being concentrated in the full distance learn-

ing category, representing 53% of the sample.

On the other hand, primary education, sequential 

and stricto sensu graduate courses did not reach 1% 

of the total accredited full distance learning courses 

offered. Technical courses totaled 155 (8% of the total), 

and teaching degree courses, 163 (also around 8% of 

the sample), while bachelor’s degree courses repre-

sented 6% of the sample, with 113 courses in 2014.

Chart 3.3 – Distribution of accredited full distance learning courses offered in 2014 by educational level
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Table 3.1 – Number of accredited full distance 
learning courses offered in 2014 by educational level

Educational level N. of 
courses

Primary education 9

Secondary education 26

Youth and adult primary education 46

Youth and adult secondary education 50

Technical 155

Sequential – specific training 9

Sequential – complementary studies 17

Undergraduate – bachelor’s degree 113

Undergraduate – teaching degree 163

Undergraduate – bachelor's and teaching 
degree

27

Undergraduate – technological 234

Graduate: lato sensu − specialization 779

Graduate: lato sensu − MBA 208

Graduate: stricto sensu – master’s degree 3

Graduate: stricto sensu – doctorate 1

Total 1,840

Regarding the distribution of full distance learning 

courses by knowledge area, not all institutions par-

ticipating in the survey provided data on the number 

of courses, besides, this type of classification does not 

apply to certain courses, such as those in primary, 

secondary and youth and adult education. Still, the 

data obtained refer to 1,434 courses, 78% of the total 

sample, which allows for an organization of the over-

all scenario.

In 2014, most accredited full distance learning 

courses reported were offered in the area of Applied 

Social Sciences (including Business, Law, Tourism, 

Architecture and Planning, Information Technology, 

Communications, etc.), totaling 519 courses. Next 

are the Humanities (including Philosophy, Theology, 

Psychology, Education, etc.) with 324 courses. In 

higher education, other highlights are Exact and Earth 

Sciences, but already with a number of courses quite 

inferior to the other areas (102). Now in the tradi-

tional technical education areas, the Business and 

Management area (including Business, Foreign Trade, 

Secretarial Studies, etc.) has the most courses (147).5

Chart 3.4 – Distribution of accredited full distance 

learning courses offered in 2014 by knowledge area
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5 The categories of knowledge areas in higher education correspond to the 
classification of the Coordination for the Improvement of Higher Education 
Personnel (Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior – 
Capes), available at: <http://www.capes.gov.br/images/stories/download/
avaliacao/TabelaAreasConhecimento_072012.pdf>. Those in secondary 
education correspond to the classification of the National Program for Access 
to Technical Education and Employment (Programa Nacional de Acesso ao 
Ensino Técnico e Emprego – Pronatec), available at: <http://pronatec.mec.
gov.br/cnct/eixos_tecnologicos.php>.
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Table 3.2 – Number of accredited full distance 
learning courses offered in 2014 by knowledge area

Knowledge area N. of 
courses

Exact and Earth Sciences 102

Biological Sciences 12

Engineering 18

Health Sciences 65

Agricultural Sciences 7

Applied Social Sciences 519

Humanities 324

Linguistics, Literature and Arts 54

Environment and Health 22

Industrial Processes and Control 11

Educational and Social Development 17

Business and Management 147

Information and Communication 37

Infrastructure 7

Military Studies 1

Food Production 4

Cultural Production and Design 11

Industrial Production 4

Natural Resources 7

Security 12

Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure 12

Other 41

Total 1,434

The distribution by type of course was also ana-

lyzed according to the technologies aimed to assist stu-

dents and the materials used. The data obtained refer 

to 2,072 accredited full distance learning courses6.

The most common type of course has digital mate-

rials available online and online assistance using 

chat, videoconferencing, email, message boards, etc. 

(738 courses). Next are 446 courses offering digital 

online materials and provide assistance both online 

and on-site. In addition to the modalities mentioned, 

a common format is courses with digital and physical 

6 The number higher than the total obtained by level may be due to 
the fact that some institutions considered that the same course 
could fit into more than one category.

materials distributed by mail and online, with on-site 

and online assistance (242 courses) or exclusively 

online assistance (200 courses).

Table 3.3 – Number of accredited full distance 
learning courses offered in 2014 by format and 
distribution of materials and student assistance

Type N. of 
courses

Physical materials sent by mail, no 
assistance 

36

Physical materials sent by mail, only 
on-site assistance

30

Physical materials sent by mail, 
online assistance through chat, 
videoconferencing, emails, message 
boards, etc.

62

Physical materials sent by mail, on-site 
and online assistance

105

Digital materials available online, no 
assistance

85

Digital materials available online, only 
on-site assistance

19

Digital materials available online, 
online assistance through chat, 
videoconferencing, email, message 
boards, etc.

738

Digital materials available online, on-site 
and online assistance

446

Physical and digital materials sent by 
mail (or delivered directly to students) and 
online, no assistance

26

Physical and digital materials sent by 
mail (or delivered directly to students) and 
online, only on-site assistance

9

Physical and digital materials sent by 
mail (or delivered directly to students) and 
online, online assistance through chat, 
videoconferencing, email, message 
boards, etc.

200

Physical and digital materials sent by 
mail (or delivered directly to students) and 
online, on-site and online assistance

242

Satellite distribution with no support 
materials and no on-site assistance

0

(continues)
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Type N. of 
courses

Satellite distribution with no support 
materials and only on-site assistance

0

Satellite distribution with no support 
materials, online assistance through 
chat, videoconferencing, email, 
message boards, etc.

4

Satellite distribution with no support 
materials, on-site and online assistance

6

Satellite distribution with physical and/
or digital support materials, no on-site 
assistance

0

Satellite distribution with physical and/
or digital support materials, only on-site 
assistance

11

Satellite distribution with physical 
and/or digital support materials, 
online assistance through chat, 
videoconferencing, email, message 
boards, etc.

31

Satellite distribution with physical and/
or digital support materials, on-site and 
online assistance

14

Other 8

Total 2,072

Contrary to what we might imagine given the 

advance and popularity of new technologies, the per-

sistence is noteworthy of courses with exclusively 

physical materials distributed by mail or directly to 

students. Of the sample analyzed, 233 courses follow 

this format, which caters to students with poor inter-

net access. The same goes for courses distributed by 

satellite (with or without support materials), which 

account for 66 courses of the sample.

Yet, the vast majority of full distance learning 

courses have digital materials available online (1,288). 

Other 477 provide physical and digital materials, dis-

tributed online or by mail.

Chart 3.5 – Distribution of accredited full distance 

learning courses offered in 2014 by format and 

distribution of materials

  Physical materials 
sent by mail (or 
delivered directly to 
students) 

  Digital materials 
available online 

  Physical and digital 
materials sent by 
mail and online 

  Satellite distribution

63%

23%

11%

3%

Regarding only student assistance, 147 courses do 

not offer any kind of assistance, while 69 offer only 

on-site assistance. The vast majority, however, offers 

online assistance, 1,035 being the only option and 813 

combining online and on-site assistance.

Chart 3.6 – Distribution of accredited full distance 

learning courses offered in 2014 by student 

assistance

  No assistance
  On-site assistance 
  Online assistance 
  On-site and online 
assistance 

7% 3%

50%

40%

Regarding the average workload of accredited full 

distance learning courses, most are over 700 hours 

long (58% of the total, or 64 institutions). In addition, 

23 institutions have courses from 360 to 659 hours 

long (22%).

(Table 3.3 – conclusion)
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Chart 3.7 – Average workload of accredited full 

distance learning courses offered in 2014

  360 to 659 hours
  More than 700 
hours

  Other

22%20%

58%

Now regarding the organization of accredited full 

distance learning courses, most institutions organize 

this modality into groups of 31 to 50 students. On the 

other hand, it is still uncommon for courses of this 

type to have groups of over 1,000 students, or even 

massive courses with no maximum limit of students, 

such as Massive Open On-line Courses (MOOCs).

What are MOOCs?
MOOC is the abbreviation for Massive Open On-line 

Course. These are courses offered online, largely in 

higher education, with an unlimited number of par-

ticipants. MOOCs are usually free and do not give out 

participation certificates.

From their creation, MOOCs have been increas-

ing their reach, being offered by several platforms, 

such as Coursera and edX, even offering courses in 

renowned universities such as Stanford, Harvard and the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). In Brazil, 

the first MOOC had distance learning as a theme and was 

certified by the Brazilian Association of Higher Education 

Maintainers (Associação Brasileira de Mantenedoras de 

Ensino Superior – ABMES).

Chart 3.8 – Type of organization of accredited full distance learning courses offered in 2014
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3.1.2 Accredited blended courses or distance learning disciplines

There was a total of 3,453 blended courses or distance learning disciplines offered by the educational institutions 

composing the sample. The majority (1,288, or 37% of the total) consists in undergraduate bachelor’s degree 

courses. Next are specialization courses, totaling 522 courses (15% of the total), and teaching and bachelor’s 

degrees, with 519 courses in 2014 (also 15% of the total).

If accredited full distance learning courses are concentrated in the graduate level (53% of the total), blended 

courses and distance learning disciplines are concentrated in the undergraduate level, 70% of the total courses 

of this type offered in 2014.
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Chart 3.9 – Distribution of blended courses or distance learning disciplines offered in 2014 by educational 

level

Primary education 
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Courses in primary, secondary, youth and adult, master’s degree and doctorate levels did not reach 1% of 

the total accredited blended courses or distance learning disciplines offered in 2014.

Table 3.4 – Number of accredited blended courses or distance learning disciplines offered in 2014 by 
educational level

Level No. of courses

Primary education 0

Secondary education 5

Youth and adult primary education 14

Youth and adult secondary education 14

Technical 190

Sequential – specific training 26

Sequential – complementary studies 91

Undergraduate – bachelor’s degree 1,288

Undergraduate – teaching degree 270

Undergraduate – bachelor's and teaching degree 519

Undergraduate – technological 356

Graduate: lato sensu − specialization 522

Graduate: lato sensu − MBA 149

Graduate: stricto sensu – master’s degree 7

Graduate: stricto sensu – doctorate 2

Total 3,453

The analysis of the distribution of blended courses and distance learning disciplines considered a sample 

of 2,483 courses, about 72% of the total. As for full distance learning courses, the most represented area in 

2014 was Applied Social Sciences, with 833 courses or disciplines, 33% of the total sample. Humanities came 

in second, with 358 courses or disciplines (14% of the total).
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Chart 3.10 – Distribution of blended courses or distance learning disciplines offered in 2014 by knowledge 

area
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Among higher education courses, those in Health Sciences came in third, with 280 courses (11%), followed 

by Engineering, with 252 courses (10% of the total). Now among technical courses, those in Business and 

Management were the majority in 2014, totaling 119 courses or disciplines (5% of the total).

Table 3.5 – Number of accredited blended courses or distance learning disciplines offered in 2014 by 
knowledge area

Knowledge area N. of courses

Exact and Earth Sciences 210

Biological Sciences 55

Engineering 252

Health Sciences 280

Agricultural Sciences 20

Applied Social Sciences 833

Humanities 358

Linguistics, Literature and Arts 92

Environment and Health 27

Industrial Processes and Control 13

Educational and Social Development 61

Business and Management 119

Information and Communication 38

(continues)
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Knowledge area N. of courses

Infrastructure 15

Military Studies 0

Food Production 3

Cultural production and design 9

Industrial Production 2

Natural Resources 8

Security 16

Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure 9

Other 63

Total 2,483

Regarding the types of blended courses and distance learning disciplines when it comes to the format of mate-

rials, distribution and student assistance, the data indicate 8,756 courses7. The most common type of course in 

this case has digital materials available online and on-site and online assistance (2,403). Next are the courses 

with digital material and exclusively online assistance (1,517), following the trend observed in full distance 

learning courses. It is also worth noting the number of courses with digital and physical materials and online 

assistance (1,246), on-site and online assistance (1,079), only online assistance (918), and no assistance at all (914).

Table 3.6 – Number of accredited blended courses or distance learning disciplines offered in 2014 by format 
and distribution of materials and student assistance

Type N. of courses

Physical materials sent by mail (or delivered directly to students), no assistance 83

Physical materials sent by mail, only on-site assistance 44

Physical materials sent by mail, online assistance through chat, videoconferencing, emails, 
message boards, etc.

104

Physical materials sent by mail, on-site and online assistance 175

Digital materials available online, no assistance 187

Digital materials available online, only on-site assistance 23

Digital materials available online, online assistance through chat, videoconferencing, email, 
message boards, etc.

1,517

Digital materials available online, on-site and online assistance 2,403

Physical and digital materials sent by mail (or delivered directly to students) and online, no 
assistance

914

Physical and digital materials sent by mail (or delivered directly to students) and online, only 
on-site assistance

918

Physical and digital materials sent by mail (or delivered directly to students) and online, online 
assistance through chat, videoconferencing, email, message boards, etc.

1,246

Physical and digital materials sent by mail (or delivered directly to students) and online, 
on-site and online assistance

1,079

7 The number higher than the total obtained by level may be due to the fact that some institutions considered that the same course could fit 
into more than one category.

(Table 3.5 – conclusion)

(continues)
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Type N. of courses

Satellite distribution with no support materials and no on-site assistance 0

Satellite distribution with no support materials and only on-site assistance 0

Satellite distribution with no support materials, online assistance through chat, 
videoconferencing, email, message boards, etc.

0

Satellite distribution with no support materials, on-site and online assistance 0

Satellite distribution with physical and/or digital support materials, no on-site assistance 0

Satellite distribution with physical and/or digital support materials, only on-site assistance 27

Satellite distribution with physical and/or digital support materials, online assistance 
through chat, videoconferencing, email, message boards, etc.

2

Satellite distribution with physical and/or digital support materials, on-site and online 
assistance

34

Other 0

Total 8,756

When analyzing only the format and distribution of materials, the prevalence is of courses and disciplines 

with physical and digital materials available online or by mail (4,157) and with digital materials available 

online (4,130). Courses with physical materials distributed by mail or delivered directly to the students total 

406 and only 63 have satellite distribution.

Chart 3.11 – Distribution of accredited blended courses and distance learning disciplines offered in 2014 by 

format and distribution of materials

  Physical materials sent by mail (or delivered directly to students)
  Digital materials available online 
  Physical and digital materials sent by mail and online 
  Satellite distribution

5%

47%
47%

1%

Regarding only student assistance, most distance learning disciplines and courses offer online and on-site 

assistance (3,691), probably mirroring the very hybrid character of blended courses and distance learning 

disciplines of on-site courses.

Next are courses that offer only online assistance (2,869). Courses with no assistance and only on-site assis-

tance, however, are also numerous, totaling 1,184 and 1,012, respectively.

(Table 3.6 – conclusion)
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Chart 3.12 – Distribution of accredited blended 

courses and distance learning disciplines offered 

in 2014 by student assistance
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33%
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  No assistance 
  On-site assistance 
  Online assistance
  On-site and online 
assistance

In regards to the average workload, most blended 

courses and distance learning disciplines offered by 

the institutions analyzed are over 700 hours long (53, 

or 38%). Next are the courses with 161 to 359 hours (26, 

or 19%). Courses from 360 to 659 hours are a minority, 

representing only 7% (10 courses) of the total. Many 

institutions reported Other in this topic, affirming 

they offer courses with less than 161 hours, or that 

the workload varies from course to course.

Chart 3.13 – Average workload of accredited 

blended courses or distance learning disciplines 

offered in 2014

  161 to 359 hours 
  360 to 659 hours
  More than 700 
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  Other
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Regarding organization, most institutions offering 

courses and disciplines in 2014 opted for the arrange-

ment into groups of 31 to 50 students (70 institutions, 

or 51%). Next are the institutions that organized their 

courses into groups of up to 30 students (21 institu-

tions, or 15%). 17 institutions organized the blended 

courses and distance learning disciplines into groups 

of 51 to 100 students (12% of the total). The complete 

distribution is shown in Chart 3.14.

Again, it can be seen that larger courses (for example, with over 1,000 students per group) or those with 

a different organization, such as massive courses with unlimited students, are rare in this course category.

Chart 3.14 – Type of organization of blended courses and distance learning disciplines offered in 2014
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3.1.3 Open courses (corporate and non-corporate)

Open courses are those that do not require authorization from an educational body to be offered. They can 

be either corporate (aimed at training employees or clients of an institution) or non-corporate (offered to the 

general public, linked or not to an institution). Courses in these categories constituted, in 2014, the majority 
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of courses offered by the educational institutions 

analyzed, totaling 19,873.

The majority of courses offered were corporate, 

representing around 63% of the total, that is, 12,475 

courses. The remaining courses are non-corporate 

(7,398 or 37%).

Chart 3.15 – Distribution of open courses offered in 

2014 by type

Non-corporate
Corporate

37%

63%

Most open courses offered in 2014 were update 

courses, that is, aimed at those interested in reviewing 

and improving their professional activity and inter-

acting with professionals of their areas. These are 

practical courses that can be quickly applied, with a 

workload of usually 30 to 60 hours. In total, there were 

11,497 courses – mostly corporate: 10,485 courses, 91% 

of the update open courses offered in 2014.

Next are professional initiation courses, which 

seek to prepare the student to perform basic and 

low-complexity functions in the job market, regard-

less of technical knowledge and previous professional 

experience. In 2014, 4,692 courses were offered in 

this area, 23% of the total open courses offered. The 

majority of courses were non-corporate: 4,420, or 94% 

of the professional initiation open courses.

Courses aimed at operational training were also 

seen in 2014, representing 5% of the total, with 1,097 

courses, of which 818 corporate.

Table 3.7 – Distribution of open courses offered in 2014 by area and type

Area No. of non-corporate 
courses

No. of corporate 
courses

No. of open 
courses

Professional initiation 4,420 272 4,692

Operational training 279 818 1,097

Training in social/behavioral skills 127 355 482

Update course 1,012 10,485 11,497

Improvement training 545 332 877

University extension (courses) 729 202 931

Preparation for standardized and admission tests etc. 191 5 196

Languages 64 6 70

Other 31 0 31

Total 7,398 12,475 19,873

Of the total open courses analyzed, 9,465 (around 48% of the total courses accounted for) provided data on 

the format and distribution of materials and the type of assistance.

A surprising trend noted in the sample analyzed is the prevalence of courses with physical materials distrib-

uted by mail or delivered directly to students, with no assistance (3,134). Next are those with digital materials 

online, offering online assistance (2,412).
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Table 3.8 – Number of corporate and non-corporate open courses offered in 2014 by format and distribution of 
materials and student assistance

Type N. of corporate 
courses

N. of non-corporate 
courses

N. of open 
courses

Physical materials sent by mail, no assistance 3 3,131 3,134

Physical materials sent by mail, only on-site 
assistance

12 0 12

Physical materials sent by mail, online assistance 
through chat, videoconferencing, emails, 
message boards, etc.

13 19 32

Physical materials sent by mail, on-site and online 
assistance

6 6 12

Digital materials available online, no assistance 385 1,431 1,816

Digital materials available online, only on-site 
assistance

23 15 38

Digital materials available online, online 
assistance through chat, videoconferencing, 
email, message boards, etc.

809 1,603 2,412

Digital materials available online, on-site and 
online assistance

114 185 299

Physical and digital materials sent by mail (or 
delivered directly to students) and online, no 
assistance

152 206 358

Physical and digital materials sent by mail (or 
delivered directly to students) and online, only 
on-site assistance

56 0 56

Physical and digital materials sent by mail (or 
delivered directly to students) and online, online 
assistance through chat, videoconferencing, 
email, message boards, etc.

73 222 295

Physical and digital materials sent by mail (or 
delivered directly to students) and online, on-site 
and online assistance

57 218 275

Satellite distribution with no support materials 
and no on-site assistance

1 3 4

Satellite distribution with no support materials 
and only on-site assistance

0 31 31

Satellite distribution with no support 
materials, online assistance through chat, 
videoconferencing, email, message boards, etc.

1 1 2

Satellite distribution with no support materials, 
on-site and online assistance

0 0 0

Satellite distribution with physical and/or digital 
support materials, no on-site assistance

152 210 362

(continues)
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Type N. of corporate 
courses

N. of non-corporate 
courses

N. of open 
courses

Satellite distribution with physical and/or digital 
support materials, only on-site assistance

18 0 18

Satellite distribution with physical and/or digital 
support materials, online assistance through chat, 
videoconferencing, email, message boards, etc.

220 31 251

Satellite distribution with physical and/or digital 
support materials, on-site and online assistance

20 23 43

Other 15 0 15

Total 2,130 7,335 9,465

In total, the majority of open courses has digital materials online (4,565), next are those that distribute 

physical materials directly to the students or by mail (3,190). The numbers vary significantly from corporate 

to non-corporate courses, as shown in Chart 3.16.

Chart 3.16 – Distribution of corporate and non-corporate open courses offered in 2014 by format and 

distribution of materials
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Regarding student assistance, unlike other types of courses, where the offer of some kind of assistance pre-

vails (usually, at least online), most open courses considered in the sample do not offer any kind of assistance 

to students (5,674). When assistance is provided, the most common is online, offered by 2,992 courses.

As seen in Chart 3.17, few courses offer on-site or combined (on-site and online) assistance. In this case, the 

pattern is similar for both corporate and non-corporate courses, but there is a clear trend among non-corpo-

rate courses to not offer assistance.

(Table 3.8 – conclusion)
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Chart 3.17 – Distribution of corporate and non-corporate open courses offered in 2014 by student assistance
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Regarding average workload, most institutions surveyed offer open courses 11 to 40 hours long (39% of the 

total) or 41 to 80 hours long (26%).

Chart 3.18 – Average workload of open courses offered in 2014
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The majority of institutions organize their corporate or non-corporate open courses into groups of 31 to 

50 students (31%). Unlike other types of courses, the number of institutions that do not organize this type of 

course into groups is expressive (23%).

On the other hand, the increased number of institutions offering massive courses with unlimited students 

is also noteworthy. These are 6 institutions against 2 that represent accredited full distance learning courses, 

blended courses or distance learning disciplines of on-site courses. Such results indicate open courses allow 

for more experimentation regarding format and organization, a factor that could favor innovation in these 

cases, when compared to accredited courses.
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Chart 3.19 – Type of organization of open courses offered in 2014
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3.2 Enrollment

In 2014, distance learning courses totaled 3,868,706 

enrollments, being 519,839 (13%) in accredited full 

distance learning courses; 476,484 (12%) in accredited 

blended courses or distance learning disciplines in 

on-site courses; and 2,872,383 (75%) in open courses. 

The overall average was 154 enrollments per course 

and 16,053 enrollments per educational institution.

Chart 3.20 – Distribution of enrollments by type of 

offer in distance learning in 2014

  Accredited full 
distance learning 
courses
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courses or distance 
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The distribution of enrollments in the different 

distance learning modalities follows the trend of 

open courses in 2014, also more numerous. In regards 

to accredited blended courses or distance learning 

disciplines, despite more numerous than full dis-

tance learning courses, the number of enrollments 

was lower.

3.2.1 Accredited full distance learning 
courses

In 2014, there were 519,839 enrollments in accredited 

full distance learning courses in institutions partici-

pating in the survey, an average of 4,770 enrollments 

per institution, since 109 institutions reported offering 

this type of course, and of 283 enrollments per course, 

since the total of courses of this type was 1,840.

Educational levels with the highest number of 

enrollments in 2014 were: technological (102,314); 

teaching degree (89,429); specialization (75,066); bach-

elor’s degree (67,591) and technical (60,177).

Table 3.9 – Number of enrollments in accredited 
full distance learning courses offered in 2014 by 
educational level

Level N. of 
enrollments

Primary education 640

Secondary education 1,614

Youth and adult primary education 23,521

Youth and adult secondary education 46,549

Technical 60,177

Sequential – specific training 441

Sequential – complementary studies 606

Undergraduate – bachelor’s degree 67,591
(continues)
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Level N. of 
enrollments

Undergraduate – teaching degree 89,429

Undergraduate – bachelor's and 
teaching degree

34,004

Undergraduate – technological 102,314

Graduate: lato sensu − specialization 75,066

Graduate: lato sensu − MBA 17,357

Graduate: stricto sensu – master’s 
degree

430

Graduate: stricto sensu – doctorate 100

Total 519,839

It is surprising that, despite specialization courses 

having been the most numerous in 2014, they did 

not have the highest demand in terms of number of 

enrollments, with an average of 97 enrollments per 

course. The average in technological courses, in turn, 

was of 438 enrollments per course in 2014.

Youth and adult education courses, although few 

in number if compared to other educational levels 

in 2014, had 70,070 enrollments in the primary and 

secondary levels, a significant average of 730 enroll-

ments per course. Undergraduate teaching degree 

courses, bachelor’s degree courses, or both, totaled 

191,024 enrollments, an average of 631 enrollments 

per course.

Primary and secondary education, sequential, mas-

ter’s degree and doctorate courses did not reach 1% 

of the total enrollments in accredited full distance 

learning courses in 2014.

Chart 3.21 – Percentage of enrollments in accredited full distance learning courses offered in 2014 by 

educational level
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The distribution by area accounts for 322,485 enrollments (62% of the total) and shows that the majority 

is in the Applied Social Sciences area, which had 88,790 enrollments in 2014, an average of 172 enrollments 

per course. Next are the Humanities, with 81,314 enrollments and an average of 251 enrollments per course. 

Among the technical courses, Business and Management was the area with the most enrollments in 2014, 66,422 

enrollments, with an average of 452 per course.

(Table 3.9 – conclusion)
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Table 3.10 – Number of enrollments in accredited full 
distance learning courses in 2014 by knowledge area

Knowledge area N. of 
enrollments

Exact and Earth Sciences 23,650

Biological Sciences 3,044

Engineering 3,003

Health Sciences 8,163

Agricultural Sciences 549

Applied Social Sciences 88,790

Humanities 81,314

Linguistics, Literature and Arts 10,038

Environment and Health 3,897

Industrial Processes and Control 1,108

Educational and Social Development 4,061

Business and Management 66,422

Information and Communication 11,423

Infrastructure 1,038

Knowledge area N. of 
enrollments

Military Studies 400

Food Production 9

Cultural Production and Design 607

Industrial Production 555

Natural Resources 796

Security 6,745

Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure 881

Other 5,992

Total 322,485

Enrollments in the technical courses of Industrial 

Production, Cultural Production and Design, Food 

Production, Military Studies, Infrastructure, 

Natural Resources, Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure, 

Industrial Processes and Control, and Agricultural 

Sciences (within undergraduate courses) did not reach 

1% of the total sample of enrollments in 2014.

Chart 3.22 – Percentage of enrollments in accredited full distance learning courses offered in 2014 by 

knowledge area
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For 55 institutions, a little over half the total of establishments that offer accredited full distance learn-

ing courses, enrollments increased. The majority (30) declared that the increase in 2014 was by up to 25% in 

(Table 3.10 – conclusion)
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relation to the previous year. 11 institutions reported 

that enrollments increased by 26% to 50%, 1 by 51% 

to 75%, while 7 said the increase was by 76% to 100%.

20 institutions said enrollments in accredited full 

distance learning courses decreased from 2013 to 2014. 

Most (9) said the decrease was up to 25%. 5 institutions 

saw a decrease of 26% to 50%, 1 of 51% to 75%, while 

5 did not provide information on the percentage of 

decrease.

On the other hand, 24 institutions (22% of the total) 

said enrollments in accredited full distance learning 

courses remained constant from 2013 to 2014.

Chart 3.23 – Evolution of enrollments in accredited 

full distance learning courses from 2013 to 2014
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3.2.2 Accredited blended courses or 
distance learning disciplines

In regards to accredited blended courses or distance 

learning disciplines, institutions participating in the 

survey had a total of 476,484 enrollments in 2014, an 

average of 3,452 enrollments per institution offering 

this distance learning modality (138 ) and 138 enroll-

ments per course or discipline, considering the total 

of 3,453 courses offered in 2014.

The majority of enrollments were concentrated in 

undergraduate bachelor’s degree courses (150,545). 

The high number of enrollments in this educational 

level reflects the high number of courses offered, so 

that the average of 117 enrollments per course or dis-

cipline is close to the overall average. The same goes 

for bachelor’s degree and teaching degree courses, 

which accounted for 51,838 enrollments, in an aver-

age 100 enrollments per course.

Although numerous in 2014, specialization courses 

did not have a significant number of enrollments, 

totaling 30.397, an average of only 59 enrollments per 

course. MBA blended courses or distance learning 

disciplines, in turn, although not as numerous, pre-

sented an expressive number of enrollments: 36,228 

with an average 244 enrollments per course.

Even more noteworthy is the situation of youth 

and adult education courses, which, despite the low 

offer (30 courses or disciplines), had a high number 

of enrollments in primary and secondary education 

(88,368) and an average 3,156 enrollments per course.

Table 3.11 – Number of enrollments in accredited 
blended courses or distance learning disciplines 
offered in 2014 by educational level

Level N. of 
enrollments

Primary education 0

Secondary education 3,000

Youth and adult primary education 29,810

Youth and adult secondary education 58,558

Technical 27,661

Sequential – specific training 6,881

Sequential – complementary studies 2,081

Undergraduate – bachelor’s degree 150,545

Undergraduate – teaching degree 50,250

Undergraduate – bachelor's and 
teaching degree

51,838

Undergraduate – technological 27,080

Graduate: lato sensu − specialization 30,397

Graduate: lato sensu − MBA 36,228

Graduate: stricto sensu – master’s 
degree

1,149

Graduate: stricto sensu – doctorate 1,006

Total 476,484

Courses in primary education, complementary 

studies, master’s degree and doctorate did not reach 

1% of the total sample of enrollments in accredited 

blended courses or distance learning disciplines.
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Chart 3.24 – Percentage of accredited blended courses or distance learning disciplines offered in 2014 by 

educational level
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When analyzing the distribution by area in a sample of 290,497 enrollments (around 61% of the total sam-

ple), the highest concentration is in Applied Social Sciences, which also had the majority of courses in 2014, 

with 126,998 enrollments, an average of 153 enrollments per course or discipline. Next are distance learning 

courses and disciplines in Humanities (58,885, about 165 enrollments per course), Exact and Earth Sciences 

(20,737 courses and an average 99 enrollments per course), Engineering (19,993, average 80 enrollments per 

course) and Health Sciences (17,065, average 61 enrollments per course).

Table 3.12 – Number of enrollments in accredited blended courses or distance learning disciplines offered in 
2014 by knowledge area

Knowledge area Accredited 
blended

Distance learning disciplines 
of on-site courses

Total

Exact and Earth Sciences 6,179 14,558 20,737

Biological Sciences 1,333 3,556 4,889

Engineering 4,907 15,086 19,993

Health Sciences 808 16,257 17,065

Agricultural Sciences 1,914 777 2,691

Applied Social Sciences 30,934 96,064 126,998

Humanities 15,219 43,666 58,885

Linguistics, Literature and Arts 3,897 5,735 9,632

Environment and Health 649 2,407 3,056

Industrial Processes and Control 422 0 422

Educational and Social Development 3,610 150 3,760

Business and Management 3,980 2,265 6,245

Information and Communication 1,585 101 1,686

Infrastructure 242 2,980 3,222

Military Studies 3,265 0 3,265

Food Production 568 60 628
(continues)
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Knowledge area Accredited 
blended

Distance learning disciplines 
of on-site courses

Total

Cultural Production and Design 70 257 327

Industrial Production 61 65 126

Natural Resources 254 0 254

Security 3,445 480 3,925

Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure 385 4 389

Other 1,117 1,185 2,315

Total 84,844 205,653 290,497

Of the institutions offering accredited blended courses or distance learning disciplines in on-site courses, 

76 (55%) reported enrollments in 2014 increased in relation to the previous year. The majority (45 institutions) 

reported the increase was up to 25%, 13 said it was 26% to 50%, 5 said the increase was of 51% to 75% and 3 

said it was of 76% to 100%.

Only 13 institutions (9% of the total) reported enrollments decreased from 2013 to 2014. Of these, 10 said 

the decrease was up to 25%, and 2 said it was of 26% to 50%. Finally, 31 institutions (22%) said the number of 

enrollments from 2013 to 2014 remained constant. The others did not provide information on the evolution 

of enrollments.

Chart 3.25 – Evolution of enrollments in accredited 

blended courses or distance learning disciplines 

from 2013 to 2014
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3.2.3 Open courses (corporate and non-
corporate)

Open corporate and non-corporate courses presented 

a total of 2,872,383 enrollments in 2014. The average 

enrollments per open course was 145, and 21,927 

enrollments per institution offering courses in this 

modality in 2014 (131).

Most enrollments were concentrated in the pro-

fessional initiation area (1,015,044, being 541,147 in 

non-corporate and 473,897 in corporate courses). The 

average in open courses in professional initiation in 

2014 was 217 enrollments.

Next come language courses, totaling 511,177, being 

500,123 in non-corporate and 11,054 in corporate 

courses. In this case, the offer seems quite inferior 

to the demand, with an average of 7,303 enrollments 

per course offered in 2014.

(Table 3.12 – conclusion)
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Table 3.13 – Number of enrollments in open non-corporate and corporate courses in 2014 by area

Area Non-corporate Corporate Total

Professional initiation 541,147 473,897 1,015,044

Operational training 16,848 338,463 355,311

Training in social/behavioral skills 6,632 166,823 173,455

Update course 311,130 31,527 342,657

Improvement training 181,644 38,183 219,827

University extension (courses) 162,753 5,974 168,727

Preparation for standardized and admission tests etc. 19,953 1 19,954

Languages 500,123 11,054 511,177

Other 39,770 26,461 66,231

Total 1,780,000 1,092,383 2,872,383

Despite representing the majority of open courses offered in 2014 (63%), corporate courses only accounted 

for 38% of enrollments in open courses. This phenomenon is probably due to the fact that such courses are 

offered to restricted groups, not open to the general public. Non-corporate courses, on the contrary, account 

for the majority of enrollments in open courses in 2014 with 62% of the total.

Most institutions offering open corporate or non-corporate courses in 2014 (66 institutions) reported that 

enrollments increased from 2013 to 2014. Of these establishments, 42% reported the increase was up to 25%; 

in turn, 38% indicated the increase was 26% to 50%. 1 institution (2% of the total) reported an increase in 

enrollments of 51% to 75%, while 5 informed an increase of 76% to 100% (the others did not provide informa-

tion on the increase).

In addition, 16% of institutions (21) reported that enrollments decreased from 2013 to 2014. For most (62%), 

the decrease was up to 25%. 2 institutions (10% of the total) said the decrease was 26% to 50%, while 3 said 

the decrease was 51% to 75%. None of the institutions reported a decrease in enrollments of 76% to 100%. The 

others did not provide information on the percentage of increase.

3.3 Students

The students that participate in distance learning courses in 2014 were largely 21 to 30 years old. Only in accred-

ited full distance learning courses the age range of students was from 31 to 40 years old, as seen in Chart 3.26.8

8 The question was: “Age profile of students in the institution’s distance learning courses in 2014 by type of course”.
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Chart 3.26 – Age range of students in 2014 by type of distance learning course
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In regards to the distribution of students by sex in 2014, in accredited full distance learning courses, most 

institutions that responded to the question said more than half their students were female: 49 out of 78. In only 

25 institutions, the percentage of men surpasses 50%. In 7 institutions, the percentage of women was 81% to 90%.

Table 3.14 – Number of institutions by percentage of 
male and female students in accredited full distance 
learning courses in 2014

N. of institutions

Male Female

Not available 163 163

0% to 10% 4 0

11% to 20% 3 4

21% to 30% 9 2

31% to 40% 19 13

41% to 50% 18 10

51% to 60% 13 26

61% to 70% 7 10

71% to 80% 4 6

81% to 90% 1 7

91% to 99% 0 0

100% 0 0

 Total 241 241

For accredited blended courses, only 48 institutions 

responded to the question about the distribution of 

students by sex in 2014. Among them, 24 said the 

number of females was higher than 50% of the total 

students, and 19 said males represented more than 

half the students.

Table 3.15 – Number of institutions by percentage 
of male and female students in accredited blended 
courses in 2014

N. of institutions

Male Female

Not available 193 193

0% to 10% 2 1

11% to 20% 3 2

21% to 30% 5 1

31% to 40% 11 10

41% to 50% 8 10

51% to 60% 11 12

61% to 70% 5 3

71% to 80% 2 5

81% to 90% 1 4

91% to 99% 0 0

100% 0 0

 Total 241 241

The situation is similar in distance learning dis-

ciplines. Of the 50 institutions that responded to the 

question, 26 said the majority (more than 50%) of 

the students were female, while only 17 declared the 

majority of the students were male.
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Table 3.16 – Number of institutions by percentage 
of male and female students in distance learning 
disciplines in 2014

N. of institutions

Male Female

Not available 191 191

0% to 10% 2 0

11% to 20% 1 0

21% to 30% 3 5

31% to 40% 13 6

41% to 50% 14 13

51% to 60% 9 16

61% to 70% 7 5

71% to 80% 1 3

81% to 90% 0 1

91% to 99% 0 1

100% 0 0

 Total 241 241

The number of respondents for open courses was 

even lower: 39 for non-corporate and 32 for corporate.

The situation in the case of non-corporate courses 

is similar to that of other courses, most institutions 

(22) declaring the majority of students were female, 

and 16 declaring they were male.

Table 3.17 – Number of institutions by percentage 
of male and female students in open non-corporate 
courses in 2014

N. of institutions

Male Female

Not available 202 202

0% to 10% 2 0

11% to 20% 1 0

21% to 30% 2 2

31% to 40% 10 7

41% to 50% 8 8

51% to 60% 12 14

61% to 70% 4 4

71% to 80% 0 2

81% to 90% 0 2

N. of institutions

Male Female

91% to 99% 0 0

100% 0 0

 Total 241 241

Now for corporate courses, although the sample of 

respondents is not significant, the situation is radically 

inverted, with the majority of institutions affirming 

their students in 2014 were mostly male (21). Of these 

establishments, 2 said they only had male students. 

10 institutions said the majority of their students 

were female.

Table 3.18 – Number of institutions by percentage of 
male and female students in open corporate courses 
in 2014

N. of institutions

Male Female

Not available 209 209

0% to 10% 1 3

11% to 20% 0 3

21% to 30% 3 3

31% to 40% 5 5

41% to 50% 2 8

51% to 60% 11 5

61% to 70% 2 4

71% to 80% 3 0

81% to 90% 2 0

91% to 99% 1 1

100% 2 0

 Total 241 241

In 2014, the majority of students in accredited full 

distance learning courses studied and worked: in 36 

institutions, they were over 75% of students; in other 

11, they represented 50% to 75% and in only 7 they 

did not reach 50%.

(Table 3.17 – conclusion)
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Chart 3.27 – Institutions by percentage of students 

in accredited full distance learning courses who 

study and work (2014)
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Of all institutions that responded to the question 

(30), 27 said that students who only studied did not 

represent more than 25% of their students, and only 

1 declared this percentage was over 75%. Other 2 said 

students who only worked represented 26% to 50% of 

their total students.

Chart 3.28 – Institutions by percentage of students 

in accredited full distance learning courses who 

only study (2014)
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It should be noted that the majority of institutions, 

however, did not answer the question: of the 109 

that offer this kind of distance learning course, 30 

responded.

The situation in accredited blended courses was 

similar, with 34 institutions declaring the percentage 

of students who studied and worked was higher than 

50%, and 9, that it was lower than 50%.

Chart 3.29 – Institutions by percentage of students 

in accredited blended courses who study and work 

(2014)
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Regarding those who only study, 25 institutions 

said this group represented up to 50% of the students, 

while 4 establishments declared it was over 50%.

Chart 3.30 – Institutions by percentage of students 

in accredited blended courses who only study 

(2014)
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For distance learning disciplines, the situation is 

again similar, with 27 institutions declaring that stu-

dents who only study did not surpass half the students 

(15 declared they represented up to 25% and 12 said 

they were from 25% to 50%).
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Chart 3.31 – Institutions by percentage of students 

in distance learning disciplines who only study 

(2014)
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Students who studied and worked represented over 

75% in 18 institutions, and from 50% to 75% in other 

14, totaling 32 institutions where over 50% of the 

students are in this condition.

Chart 3.32 – Institutions by percentage of students 

in distance learning disciplines who study and 

work (2014)
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The situation is the same for open non-corporate 

courses: in 26 institutions, the number of students 

who only studied did not surpass 50%; in 21 of them, 

this percentage was up to 25% of the total students.

Chart 3.33 – Institutions by percentage of students 

in open non-corporate courses who only study 

(2014)
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Now those who study and work represented more 

than 50% in 26 institutions, against 12 establishments 

where they did not reach half the number of students.

Chart 3.34 – Institutions by percentage of students 

in open non-corporate courses who study and work 

(2014)
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Finally, as was expected, in corporate courses pre-

vail students who study and work, representing more 

than half the students in 23 institutions, against 5 

where they represent up to 50% of the total students.
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Chart 3.35 – Institutions by percentage of students 

in open corporate courses who study and work 

(2014)
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In every case, few institutions answered the ques-

tion, which may indicate that they do not have this 

kind of information on the profile of their students.

3.4 Investments

Regarding investments made in distance learning in 

2014, most institutions declared an increase when 

compared to the previous year: 51% of all educational 

institutions, that is, 123 institutions.9 Of these estab-

lishments, 56 reported an increase of up to 25%; 33 

said it was 26% to 50%; 10 said it was 51% to 75%; 

and 9 institutions reported an increase in distance 

learning investments of over 75%.10

Other 68 institutions (28% of the total) said their 

investments remained the same as in 2013. Finally, 

only 11% of institutions (25) saw a decrease in invest-

ments from 2013 to 2014. Of these establishments, 9 

said the decrease was up to 25%; 8 said it was 26% to 

50%; 5 said it was 51% to 75%; and 3 said investments 

decreased 76% to 100%.11

9 The question was: “Investments made by the institution in dis-
tance learning in 2014 – Increased in relation to the previous year; 
Remained the same in relation to the previous year; Decreased in 
relation to the previous year; Not available”. 

10 The question was: “The institution’s investments in distance 
learning courses in 2014 increased by – Up to 25%; 26% to 50%; 
51% to 75%; 76% to 100%; Not available”.

11 The question was: “The institution’s investments in distance 
learning courses in 2014 decreased by – Up to 25%; 26% to 50%; 
51% to 75%; 76% to 100%; Not available”.

Chart 3.36 – Evolution of investments in distance 

learning from 2013 to 2014
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Among the courses offered in 2014, accredited full 

distance learning courses were the focus of invest-

ments of 86 educational institutions (36% of the total).12 

Next came blended courses, focus of investments 

of 22% of institutions (53), and open non-corporate 

courses, focus of 15% of educational institutions (36).

Chart 3.37 – Percentage of institutions by focus of 

investments in distance learning in 2014
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Most institutions also declared their investments in 

2014 concentrated in the innovation and technology 

area (59 institutions, or 24% of the total). Next came the 

production of new courses or modules, most relevant 

area in terms of investments in 54 institutions. Third 

came hiring staff, focus of 35 institutions, followed 

by content production, focus of 27 establishments.

12 The question was: “Among the distance learning courses offered, 
which type of course was the main focus of the institution’s 
investments from January 2014 to January 2015? Accredited full 
distance learning courses; Accredited blended courses; Distance 
learning disciplines of on-site courses; Open non-corporate 
courses; Open corporate courses; Other”.
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Chart 3.38 – Percentage of institutions by most 

relevant area for investments in distance learning 

in 2014
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In regards to future investments, the scenario is 

optimistic, with 56% of institutions (135) reporting 

they expect an increase in relation to 2014. Only 23 

institutions (10%) believe investments in distance 

learning will see a decrease, and 41 (17%) believe 

they will stay the same.13

Chart 3.39 – Evolution of investments in distance 

learning from 2015 to 2016
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13 The question was: “Over the next year (January 2015 to January 
2016), the institution’s investments in distance learning 
courses will – Increase in relation to 2014; Decrease in relation 
to 2014; Remain the same in relation to 2014; Not available”.

3.5 Profits

Only 10% of educational institutions (24) reported 

their profits decreased in 2014. The others declared 

profits increased (48, or 20% of the total) or remained 

the same (51, or 21% of the total).14

Chart 3.40 – Evolution of profits in distance 

learning from 2013 to 2014
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Among the 48 institutions who reported their prof-

its increased in relation to 2013, 27 said the increase 

was up to 25%; 5 said it was 26% to 50%; 4 said it was 

51% to 75%; and 4 said it was 76% to 100%.15

Now, of the 24 establishments that declared their 

profits decreased, 14 said the decrease was up to 25%, 

4 said it was 26% to 50%; and 4 said it was 51% to 75%. 

None of the institutions reported a profit decreased 

of more than 75%.16

3.6 Obstacles

Regarding the obstacles faced in 2014, 116 institutions 

reported the biggest obstacle was student dropout. The 

resistance of teachers to the distance learning modal-

ity, combined with the organizational challenges of 

an on-site institution that starts offering this learning 

modality, came in second, being considered obstacles 

14 The question was: “Profits made by the institution in distance 
learning in 2014 – Increased in relation to the previous year; 
Remained the same in relation to the previous year; Decreased 
in relation to the previous year; Not available”.

15 The question was: “The institution’s profits in distance learning 
courses in 2014 increased by – Up to 25%; 26% to 50%; 51% to 
75%; 76% to 100%; Not available”.

16 The question was: “The institution’s profits in distance learning 
courses in 2014 decreased by – Up to 25%; 26% to 50%; 51% to 
75%; 76% to 100%; Not available”.
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for 80 institutions. Third came course production 

costs, appointed by 77 institutions as an obstacle17.

Table 3.19 – Obstacles faced by educational 
institutions in offering distance learning courses in 
2014

Obstacle No. of 
institutions

Course evaluation 14

Union agreements that define the 
workloads of teachers 

15

Complying with quality standards set 
by public bodies

15

Other 19

Profiting from the courses 34

Educational and IT support for 
students

38

Adapting the courses to special 
needs students to comply with 
current legislation

39

IT support for teachers 41

Demand from students interested in 
the courses

41

Integration of new technologies in 
the courses

50

Resistance of students to the 
distance learning modality

52

Course production costs 77

Resistance of teachers to the 
distance learning modality

80

Organizational challenges of an 
on-site institution that starts offering 
distance learning

80

Student dropout 116

17 The question was: “What were the biggest obstacles faced 
by the institution in the different types of distance learning 
courses in 2014? Resistance of teachers to the distance learning 
modality; Resistance of students to the distance learning modal-
ity; Course production costs; Profiting from the courses; IT sup-
port for teachers; Educational and IT support for students; Union 
agreements that define the workloads of teachers; Organizational 
challenges of an on-site institution that starts offering distance 
learning; Student dropout; Course evaluation; Demand from stu-
dents interested in the courses; Integration of new technologies 
in the courses; Adapting the courses to special needs students to 
comply with current legislation; Complying with quality standards 
set by public bodies; Other”.

3.7 Student dropout

Student dropout is pointed out by many institutions 

as one of the greatest obstacles faced in the different 

types of distance learning courses. In every type of 

course, none of the institutions presented dropout 

rates higher than 75% and, in most cases, the dropout 

observed is concentrated in the 25% rate. Lack of time 

to study or participate in the course is pointed out by 

most institutions as the main reason for dropout in 

the different distance learning modalities surveyed.

3.7.1 Accredited full distance learning 
courses

Regarding accredited full distance learning courses, 

90 of the 109 institutions offering this distance learn-

ing modality provided data on student dropout. The 

majority (50) said the average dropout rate was up 

to 25%; 38 said it was 26% to 50%; and only 2 said it 

was higher than 50%. 19 institutions did not provide 

information on student dropout.

Chart 3.41 – Number of institutions by dropout rate 

in accredited full distance learning courses in 2014
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The reason given by most institutions (62) for stu-

dent dropout in accredited full distance learning 

courses is the lack of time to study and participate in 

the courses. Next is the struggle to adapt to the meth-

odology, appointed by 39 institutions, and third came 

the accumulation of work activities appointed by 30 

establishments as main dropout reason.
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Chart 3.42 – Number of institutions by dropout reasons in accredited full distance learning courses in 2014
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3.7.1.1 Accredited blended courses

For accredited blended courses, 36 institutions reported a dropout rate of up to 25%; 24 said it was 26% to 50%; 

and only 5 said dropout was higher than 50%.

Chart 3.43 – Number of institutions by dropout rate in accredited blended courses in 2014
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Again, most institutions (44) indicated the lack of time as main reason for student dropout. Next came the 

struggle to adapt to the methodology (34), followed by the accumulation of work activities, pointed out by 25 

institutions as the main reason for student dropout.
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Chart 3.44 – Number of institutions by dropout reasons in accredited blended courses in 2014
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3.7.2 Distance learning disciplines of on-site courses

In distance learning disciplines of on-site courses, 45 institutions reported student dropout was up to 25%; 9 

said it was 26% to 50%; and 1 said it was higher than 50%.

Chart 3.45 – Number of institutions by dropout rate in distance learning disciplines of on-site courses in 

2014
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For distance learning disciplines, 23 institutions appointed lack of time, while 23 indicated the struggle to 

adapt to the methodology as main dropout reasons. 13 attribute dropouts to the cost of enrollment or tuition fees.
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Chart 3.46 – Number of institutions by dropout reasons in distance learning disciplines of on-site courses in 

2014
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3.7.3 Open non-corporate courses

Regarding open non-corporate courses, 29 institutions reported student dropout was up to 25%, while other 

29 establishments said it was 26% to 50%. 3 institutions said student dropout was higher than 50%.

Chart 3.47 – Number of institutions by dropout rate in open non-corporate courses in 2014
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Just like in previous cases, lack of time was considered the main dropout reason by most institutions (39), 

followed by the struggle to adapt to the methodology, pointed out by 19 institutions, and the accumulation of 

work activities, presented by 18 institutions.
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Chart 3.48 – Number of institutions by dropout reasons in open non-corporate courses in 2014
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3.7.4 Open corporate courses

In open corporate courses, 33 institutions reported the dropout rate was up to 25%, while 15 said it was 26% 

to 50%. None of the institutions declared a dropout rate higher than 50%.

Chart 3.49 – Number of institutions by dropout rate in open corporate courses in 2014
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For corporate courses, again the main reason for dropout, appointed by 30 institutions, was the lack of time, 

followed by the accumulation of work activities, identified by 22 institutions.

Chart 3.50 – Number of institutions by dropout reasons in open corporate courses in 2014
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The 2014 edition of the Brazilian Census for Distance 
Learning: Analytic Report  on Distance Learning 
in Brazil has a special section on the wages of dis-

tance learning professionals in Brazil. The choice of 

this theme for this edition was based on suggestions 

received over the year from participant institutions 

that see the Brazilian Census for Distance Learning 

as a benchmark.

The special questionnaire on wages was applied to 

the 241 educational institutions that participated in 

the survey and the 13 institutions that classified as 

Other, configuring a sample of 254 Brazilian distance 

learning institutions.

4.1 Teams

The majority of the institutions analyzed (24% of 

the total, that is, 61 institutions) have more than 100 

people in their distance learning team.1 However, the 

margin of difference is not big between establish-

ments that reported having more than 100 people on 

their team and those that have from 6 to 10 people (47 

institutions, 19% of the total). Besides, 35 institutions 

1 The question was: “How many professionals are there on the 
institution’s distance learning team? Less than 5 people; 6 to 
10 people; 11 to 20 people; 21 to 30 people; 31 to 40 people; 41 to 
50 people; 51 to 100 people; More than 100 people; Not available”.

reported having teams of less than 5 people; and other 

35 reported having from 11 to 20.

The number of institutions with less than 50 people 

on the team is practically double that of institutions 

with more than 50 people on their team (160 and 

87, respectively), which indicates that the sample 

is largely composed of institutions whose distance 

learning teams are reduced.

When analyzing only private institutions, which 

represent 61% of the sample, the majority presents 

teams of 6 to 10 people (24%). Following are the institu-

tions with over 100 people (19%) and those with groups 

from 11 to 20 people (14%). Among public establish-

ments, representing 34% of the sample, most (36%) 

reported having distance learning teams with over 

100 people. 12 institutions (14%) have 51 to 100 people 

on their team, and other 12 have less than 5 people.

Chart 4.1 – Number of professionals in the distance 

learning team
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Chart 4.2 – Number of professionals in the distance learning team by type of institution
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The number of professionals employed in the dis-

tance learning sector among the institutions sur-

veyed is 35,707. Of these, 17,962 perform the role of 

tutors. Now teaching employed a total of 11,074 pro-

fessionals in the institutions analyzed. Third came 

text production, with 2,041 employees, followed by 

audiovisual production, with 1,048 employees. The 

sector with the fewest people in 2014, in the analyzed 

sample, was Information Technology (IT) training, 

with only 330 professionals.

Table 4.1 – Number of professionals in 2014 by 
function

Function No. of professionals

Teaching 11,074

Tutoring 17,962

Function No. of professionals

Educational coordination 1,044

Text production 2,041

Audiovisual production 1,048

Systems production or 
customization

503

Systems maintenance 436

IT support 487

IT training 330

Commercial or sales 400

Other 382

Total 35,707

Teachers and tutors together represented 81% of 

the total professionals employed by participating 

institutions in 2014.

Chart 4.3 – Distribution of distance learning professionals in 2014 by function
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Regarding the number of teachers by background2, most professionals have an undergraduate teaching 

degree (2,391). Next are those with a lato sensu graduate degree (2,137) and those with a master’s degree 

(1,970). Moreover, 1,557 teachers have a doctorate, 1,411 a bachelor’s degree and 1,074 a technical degree. The 

data refer to a total 12,132 teachers employed in the distance learning industry in 2014 by the institutions that 

composed the sample.

2 The question was: “How many professionals worked as teachers, by educational background, in the institution’s distance learning courses 
in 2014? Secondary education; Technical education; Higher education: Bachelor’s degree; Higher education: Teaching degree; Higher education: 
Lato sensu postgraduate degree; Higher education: Master’s degree; Higher education: Doctorate; Higher education: Postdoctorate; Other”.

(Table 4.1 – conclusion)

(continues)
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Table 4.2 – Number of teachers in 2014 by background in the different types of distance learning courses

Accredited 
full distance 
learning

Accredited 
blended

Distance 
learning 
disciplines

Open 
non-corporate

Open 
corporate

Total

Secondary education 32 472 29 4 1 538

Technical education 638 402 2 30 2 1,074

Bachelor’s degree 762 265 354 18 12 1,411

Teaching degree 1,470 710 171 29 11 2,391

Lato sensu graduate 
degree

1,233 614 149 36 105 2,137

Master’s degree 1,193 355 219 54 149 1,970

Doctorate 1,073 270 95 22 97 1,557

Postdoctorate 15 36 1 1 2 55

Other 361 180 66 232 160 999

Total 6,777 3,304 1,086 426 539 12,132

Despite totaling 55 professionals in 2014, teachers with a postdoctorate did not reach 1% of the sample.

Chart 4.4 – Number of teachers in 2014 by background
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When comparing the educational background of teachers in the different types of courses, subtle differences 

appear. The percentage of teachers with secondary education (14%), as well as professionals with a technical 

degree (12%), is higher in accredited full distance learning courses. The percentage of teachers with a stricto 

sensu graduate degree is also higher (47%) in open corporate courses; followed by accredited full distance 

learning courses.
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Chart 4.5 – Distribution of teachers in 2014 by background and type of distance learning course
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In regards to tutors, of a sample of 14,486 professionals, most have a teaching degree (5,058), followed by 

those with a lato sensu graduate degree (4,205). Third come professionals with a master’s degree (1,456).

Table 4.3 – Number of tutors in 2014 by background in the different types of distance learning courses

Accredited 
full distance 
learning

Accredited 
blended

Distance 
learning 
disciplines

Open 
non-corporate

Open 
corporate

Total

Secondary education 46 28 35 9 105 223

Technical education 874 413 2 18 3 1,310

Bachelor’s degree 515 288 147 30 134 1,114

Teaching degree 3,551 1,160 88 84 175 5,058

Lato sensu graduate 
degree

2,457 374 586 210 578 4,205

Master’s degree 871 210 64 39 272 1,456

Doctorate 133 99 22 10 81 345

Postdoctorate 1 3 1 0 2 7

Other 204 193 29 192 150 768

Total 8,652 2,768 974 592 1,500 14,486

Observing the percentage of tutors in relation to their background and comparing it to that of teachers, it can 

be noted that the number of professionals with a postdoctorate is still low (less than 1% of the sample) and the 

percentage of tutors with secondary (2%) and technical (8%) education is relatively lower than that of teachers. 

On the other hand, those with teaching degrees are the most represented (33%), as well as professionals with 

a lato sensu graduate degree (30%).
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Chart 4.6 – Number of tutors in 2014 by background
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Observing the distribution of tutors with different educational backgrounds in different types of distance 

learning courses, one can see the strong presence of teaching degrees in accredited full distance learning and 

blended courses, representing 41 and 42% of the total in these courses, respectively. On the other hand, in 

distance learning disciplines and in open courses, corporate or not, the predominance is of tutors with a lato 

sensu graduate degree, as shown in Chart 4.7.

Chart 4.7 – Distribution of tutors in 2014 by background and type of distance learning course
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In regards to the workload of distance learning professionals, the majority of the sample (111 institutions) 

defined up to 10 hours per week as the minimum workload for teachers, while 56 establishments determined 

a maximum workload of 31 to 40 hours.3 The workload for these professionals varied from 1 hour to 45 hours 

per week in 2014.

3 The question was: “What was the minimum and maximum weekly workload of each of the functions of the institution’s distance learn-
ing team in 2014? Up to 10 hours; 21 to 30 hours; 31 to 40 hours; More than 40 hours; Not provided”.
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Chart 4.8 – Number of institutions in 2014 by minimum and maximum workload defined for teachers
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For tutors, most institutions (84) said the minimum workload was up to 10 hours. Now the maximum workload 

was from 11 to 20 hours in 59 institutions. The weekly workload declared for tutors varied from 1 to 80 hours.

Chart 4.9 – Number of institutions in 2014 by minimum and maximum workload defined for tutors
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Most institutions (69) established, in 2014, a minimum workload from 11 to 20 weekly hours for educational 

coordinators. In addition, 85 institutions declared the maximum workload of these professionals was of 31 to 

40 hours. The workload of these professionals varied from 1 to 50 hours.
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Chart 4.10 – Number of institutions in 2014 by minimum and maximum workload defined for educational 

coordinators
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In 2014, professionals in text production had a minimum workload of up to 10 hours in 51 institutions. Their 

maximum workload was from 31 to 40 hours in 61 institutions.

Chart 4.11 – Number of institutions in 2014 by minimum and maximum workload defined for professionals 

in text production
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Now audiovisual production professionals worked a minimum of up to 10 hours in 47 institutions in 2014, 

and a maximum of 31 to 40 hours in 58 establishments.
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Chart 4.12 – Number of institutions in 2014 by minimum and maximum workload defined for professionals 

in audiovisual production
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Professionals involved in developing and customizing software had a minimum workload of up to 10 hours 

in 33 institutions. In 57 establishments, they performed their functions in a maximum workload of 31 to 40 

weekly hours.

Chart 4.13 – Number of institutions in 2014 by minimum and maximum workload defined for professionals 

in software development and customization
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Regarding professionals working in systems maintenance, their minimum workload was up to 10 hours in 

40 institutions and maximum workload from 31 to 40 hours in 65 establishments.
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Chart 4.14 – Number of institutions in 2014 by minimum and maximum workload defined for professionals 

in hardware maintenance
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Professionals in IT support in 2014 worked from 31 to 40 weekly hours in most institutions (42 with the 

minimum workload and 66 with the maximum workload).

Chart 4.15 – Number of institutions in 2014 by minimum and maximum workload defined for professionals 

in IT support
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Table 4.4 – Number of institutions in 2014 by minimum and maximum workload defined for different functions

Up to 10 
hours

11 to 20 
hours 

21 to 30 
hours 

31 to 40 
hours 

Over 40 
hours

Not 
available

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

Teaching 111 40 47 49 3 10 6 56 0 6 74 80

Tutoring 84 34 74 59 10 17 10 52 4 11 59 68

Educational 
coordination

53 21 69 41 12 11 36 85 11 19 60 64

Text production 51 25 33 29 10 4 35 61 7 18 105 104

Audiovisual 
production

47 22 29 26 11 5 31 58 14 23 109 107

Systems production 
or customization

33 16 31 26 11 3 33 57 14 26 119 113

(continues)
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Up to 10 
hours

11 to 20 
hours 

21 to 30 
hours 

31 to 40 
hours 

Over 40 
hours

Not 
available

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

Systems 
maintenance

40 21 29 18 11 5 40 65 14 26 107 106

IT support 36 18 26 20 10 2 42 66 20 31 107 104

IT training 41 19 22 26 6 1 24 44 10 17 138 134

In 2014, the minimum workload of professionals in IT training in most institutions (41) was up to 10 hours; 

while the maximum workload for 44 institutions was from 31 to 40 weekly hours.

Chart 4.16 – Number of institutions in 2014 by minimum and maximum workload defined for professionals 

in IT training
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4.2 Remuneration

Regarding the sums paid to teachers per hour, 56 institutions (22% of the total) reported paying from R$ 31 to 

R$ 45. Other 33 establishments (13% of the total sample) reported paying teachers less than R$ 30 per hour. In 

addition, 24 institutions reported paying more than R$ 65 per hour, 16 paid from R$ 46 to R$ 55, and 13 paid 

from R$ 56 to R$ 65.4

We must consider that 44% of the participating institutions did not provide information on the wages paid 

to teachers.

Chart 4.17 – Distribution of institutions in 2014 by wages paid to teachers
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4 The question was: “What was the average hourly wage paid to distance learning teachers in the institution in 2014? Less than R$ 30; R$ 31 to 
R$ 45; R$ 46 to R$ 55; R$ 56 to R$ 65; More than R$ 65; Not applicable; Not available”. The question was the same for all the other posts analysed.

(Table 4.4 – conclusion)
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In regards to wages paid to tutors in 2014, most institutions (28% of the total) reported paying on average 

less than R$ 30 per hour, and 51 establishments (20%) paid from R$ 31 to R$ 45. 10 institutions (4% of the sam-

ple) reported paying more than R$ 65 to tutors, while 7 paid from R$ 46 to R$ 55 and 4 paid from R$ 56 to R$ 65. 

Again, 44% of participating institutions did not provide information on wages paid to tutors.

Chart 4.18 – Distribution of institutions in 2014 by wages paid to tutors
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According to 51 institutions (20% of survey participants), educational coordinators earned an average of R$ 

31 to R$ 45 per hour in 2014. Other 35 (14% of the total) declared paying less than R$ 30 to these professionals, 

while 23 (9% of the total) reported paying, on average, from R$ 46 to R$ 55 per hour. Finally, 15 institutions 

(6%) paid sums from R$ 56 to R$ 65 per hour, and other 15, more than R$ 65 per hour. Again, 25% of institutions 

did not provide information.

Chart 4.19 – Distribution of institutions in 2014 by wages paid to educational coordinators
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Comparing the average values paid per hour to distance learning professionals in 2014, it can be seen that the 

distribution of wage ranges is similar for the different functions, with a slight trend of lower wages for tutors.

Chart 4.20 – Distribution of institutions in 2014 by wages paid to professionals in different functions
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The 2014 edition of the Brazilian Census for Distance Learning: Analytic Report  on Distance Learning in 
Brazil has a special section on educational resources, adapted from the section “Technology in distance learn-

ing” from the 2013 edition. Furthermore, a few specific issues on the use of mobile devices in the distance 

learning courses were applied for a panorama of how these technologies are being incorporated and what are 

the main practices in the industry.

The questionnaire was applied to the 241 educational institutions that participated in the survey and the 

13 institutions that classified as Other, configuring a sample of 254 Brazilian distance learning institutions.

The educational resources used by most institutions participating in the 2014 Brazilian Census for Distance 
Learning were e-books and other digital texts, used by 97 establishments in accredited full distance learning 

courses, 64 in blended courses, 78 in distance learning disciplines, 70 in open non-corporate courses and 50 in 

open corporate courses. Next are teleclasses or video, used by 95 institutions in their accredited full distance 

learning courses, 63 in blended courses, 64 in distance learning disciplines, 60 in open non-corporate courses 

and 49 in open corporate courses, followed by books and printed materials, as shown in Chart 5.1.1

Table 5.1 – Number of institutions in 2014 by educational resource used in each type of course

Accredited 
full distance 
learning

Accredited 
blended

Distance learning 
disciplines of 
on-site courses

Open 
non-corporate

Open corporate

Books and printed 
materials

78 59 37 24 20

E-books or digital texts 97 64 78 70 50

Teleclasses or video 95 63 64 60 49

Audio (podcasts, music, 
etc.)

56 38 39 34 26

Online simulations 54 32 26 34 21

Video games 36 19 17 24 18

Free learning objects 53 33 43 37 27

Proprietary learning 
objects

17 9 8 16 10

Online encyclopedias 
(Wikipedia, etc.)

41 31 34 26 18

Other 10 2 5 4 2

Open educational 
resources

53 41 45 43 30

1 The question was: “Educational resources used in the distance learning courses and disciplines offered in 2014 – Books and printed 
materials; E-books or digital texts (articles, booklets, book chapters, etc.); Teleclasses or video; Audio (podcasts, music, etc.); Online simula-
tions; Video games; Free learning objects; Proprietary learning objects purchased from private suppliers; Open educational resources (with 
open license); Online encyclopedias (Wikipedia, etc.); Other”.
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Chart 5.1 – Educational resources used in 2014 by type of course
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For texts, printed or digital, the most usual is to produce it internally without outsourcing the work, which 

is done by 139 institutions. On the other hand, 70 establishments reported producing their own text materials 

outsourcing certain processes. 53 institutions reported using free materials, adapting them or not.2

Chart 5.2 – Production of textual educational resources (printed or digital) in 2014
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26

11

27 26

4

Produced by the institution autonomously, without 
outsourcing any stage of production
Produced by the institution, but outsourcing some of the 
production stages
Produced by third-parties by request and under the 
supervision of the institution
Bought from specialized suppliers
Obtained for free and adapted by the institution
Obtained for free and used as is
Other

The sample can be divided into institutions that develop their own text materials (235) and those that use 

third-party resources, free or not (64).

Regarding audiovisual materials, the situation is similar, that is, most institutions (128) declared having 

produced their own resources autonomously without outsourcing any step of production, which indicates they 

have access to the proper audiovisual production equipment.3

2 The question was: “Regarding digital or printed texts used in the institution’s distance learning courses in 2014 – Produced by the insti-
tution autonomously, without outsourcing any stage of production; Produced by the institution, but outsourcing some of the production 
stages; Produced by third-parties by request and under the supervision of the institution; Bought from specialized suppliers; Obtained for 
free and adapted by the institution; Obtained for free and used as is; Other”. 

3 The question was: “Regarding teleclasses, video and audio – Produced by the institution autonomously, without outsourcing any stage of 
production; Produced by the institution, but outsourcing some of the production stages; Produced by third-parties by request and under 
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Other 49 establishments reported producing their own audiovisual resources, but outsourcing some of the 

production stages. On the other hand, 23 institutions reported obtaining these materials for free and using 

them as is, while 12 companies obtained the materials for free and adapted them later, which, again, indicates 

they have access to certain audio and video editing technologies.

Chart 5.3 – Production of audiovisual educational resources in 2014
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Most institutions (244) used free, leased or proprietary virtual learning environments (VLE) to share mate-

rials with students. Coming in second, email or email listings or groups were appointed by 78 institutions as 

a way to share materials.4 YouTube© comes third, indicated by 58 establishments; groups in social networks, 

such as Facebook, come fourth, appointed by 49 institutions as their way to share materials.

Chart 5.4 – Tools used for sharing educational materials with the students in 2014

VLE
Email or email listings or groups
YouTube©

Social network groups
Google Drive
Chat groups 
Blogs
Dropbox
Vimeo™
Other
Wikimedia Foundation channels
Flickr
Scribd

244

78
58

49
31 27 22 16 10 10 3 2 1

To communicate with and assist students, the tool used by the majority of institutions (225) was again the 

VLE, followed by email (193) and discussion boards, used by 119 of the institutions participating in the survey. 

Voice over IP services, such as Skype or Google Hangouts, are still unusual, mentioned by only 23 institutions.5

the supervision of the institution; Bought from specialized suppliers; Obtained for free and adapted by the institution; Obtained for free 
and used as is; Other”. 

4 The question was: “What were the tools used for sharing materials with the students in the institution’s distance learning courses in 
2014? Free (Moodle, Teleduc, Sakai, etc.), leased Blackboard, Webaula, Aulanet, WEBCT, etc.), or proprietary (developed by the institution) VLE 
(Virtual Learning Environment); Email or email listings or groups; Social network groups (Facebook©, Google+, etc.); Chat groups (WhatsApp, 
Telegram, etc.); Blogs; Wikimedia Foundation channels (Wikiversity, Wikipedia, Wikimedia Commons, etc.); Google Drive; Dropbox; Scribd; 
Flickr; YouTube©; Vimeo™; Other”.

5 The question was: “What were the tools used for student communication and assistance in the institution’s distance learning courses 
in 2014? Free (Moodle, Teleduc, Sakai, etc.), leased (Blackboard, Webaula, Aulanet, WEBCT, etc.), or proprietary (developed by the institution) 
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Chart 5.5 – Tools used in student communication and assistance in 2014
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5.1 Mobile devices

Of the 254 institutions that compose the sample, 174 (68.5%) did not use mobile devices in their distance learn-

ing courses in 2014. The percentage of public establishments that did not use these resources was a little higher 

than average (about 80%); among private institutions, this percentage was 60%.

Among the remaining establishments6, 62 reported using smartphones and 54 said they use tablets. In addi-

tion, 19 institutions used regular cell phones, 4 used e-readers (such as the Kindle, the Kobo, Positivo, etc.) and 

1 used Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs).7

Chart 5.6 – Use of mobile devices in distance learning courses in 2014

None 
Regular cell phones 
Smartphones 
Personal Digital Assistant 
Tablets 
E-readers 
Other 

174

19

62

54

4 2

1

Of the institutions that used mobile devices in their distance learning courses, 65 said they used them to 

share class contents; 45 to send announcements; 43 to send complementary materials; 33 to send exercises. 

However, only 25 establishments used this resources to receive exercises. In addition, 21 institutions used this 

tool to apply instant evaluations.

VLE (Virtual Learning Environment); Email; Email listings or groups; Social networks; Message boards; Voice over IP – VoIP (Skype©, Google 
Hangouts, etc.); Chat (Whatsapp, Telegram, Google Talk, etc.); SMS; Other”.

6 The question allowed institutions that reported using mobile devices to select more than one device used in their courses.
7 The question was: “Use of mobile devices in the distance learning courses offered by the institution in 2014 – None; Regular cell phones; 

Smartphones; Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs); Tablets (iPad® and similar); E-readers (Kindle, Kobo, Positivo, etc.); Other”. 
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Chart 5.7 – Content and materials made available to 

students over mobile devices in distance learning 

courses in 2014

Lesson content 
 Notices
 Sending exercises 
Receiving exercises
Instant evaluations
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Finally, regarding the format of materials provided 

via mobile devices, the most common was text, indi-

cated by 71 institutions, followed by video, used by 

56 institutions, and images, used by 54 establish-

ments. Only 23 institutions reported using apps in 

their courses in 2014.

Chart 5.8 – Format of materials made available to 

students over mobile devices in distance learning 

courses in 2014
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* All charts and tables in this section are based on data from the 2014 Brazilian Census for Distance 
Learning organized by the Center for Technology and Society (CTS-FGV) (2015).



In this seventh edition of the Brazilian Census for Distance Learning: Analytic Report  on Distance Learning 
in Brazil, were considered supplying institutions those dedicated exclusively to supplying distance learning 

products and services and those that, in addition to offering courses, also provided products and services to 

other institutions. In total, 32 institutions fit this classification. All supplying institutions analyzed are private, 

either educational (47%) or non-educational (53%).

The main activity of the majority of supplying institutions surveyed is Information Technology (IT), in soft-

ware development, followed by the publishing business and audiovisual production1.

Regarding the type of service offered2, most institutions (20) offer full distance learning courses, while 18 

offer training courses. In addition, 13 institutions supply educational materials and 13 more offer consulting 

in fields such as photography and gamification. 11 institutions develop or implement software, and 10 custom-

ize educational materials provided by other institutions. Finally, 4 institutions work in systems maintenance. 

None of the survey participants are in equipment maintenance.

Chart 6.1 – Type of service offered in distance learning in 2014

Supply of educational materials 
Software development or implementation 
Customization of educational materials provided by other institutions 
Supply of full distance learning courses 
Systems maintenance 
Equipment maintenance
Training
Consulting

15%

12%

11%

22%
5%0%

20%

15%

Of the 20 institutions that reported offering full courses, 10 (50%) declared producing up to 10 courses, 8 (40%) 

developed from 11 to 100 courses. 2 establishments reported producing 150 and 250 courses in 2014, respectively.

Regarding the type of client served in 20143, 20 institutions declared having served for-profit private edu-

cational institutions; 11 declared having served “S System” institutions (Sesi, Senai, Sesc, etc.) and 8 served 

public bodies. The complete distribution of institutions that served each type of client is shown in Chart 6.2.

1 The detailed profile of supplying institutions can be found in Part 2: “Overall profile of the sample”.
2 The question was: “What types of services were provided by the institution in distance learning in 2014? Supply of educational mate-

rials (books, video, audio, etc.); Software development or implementation; Customization of educational materials (books, video, audio, etc.) 
provided by other institutions; Supply of full distance learning courses; Systems maintenance (software); Equipment maintenance; Training; 
Consulting, In which field? Other”.

3 The question was: “Types of clients served by the institution in 2014 – Federal public educational institution; State public educational 
institution; Municipal public educational institution; For-profit private educational institution (school, training center, learning institute, 
etc.); Non-profit educational institution (community, religious, philanthropic); "S System” institution (Senai, Sesi, Senac, Sesc, Senat, Sebrae, 
etc.); Government or public body; Non-governmental organization (NGO); Other; Third Sector”.
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Chart 6.2 – Types of clients served in 2014
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In 2014, the supplying institutions analyzed served 71 micro businesses; 170 small businesses; 196 medium 

businesses and 426 large businesses, totaling 863 organizations served.

Regarding the new clients served in 20144 compared to the previous year, the majority of the supplying 

institutions analyzed (44%) reported serving up to 25% new clients. 9 institutions (28%) did not provide this 

information, and 25% declared having served from 26% to 50% more clients in 2014. Only 1 (3%) reported 

serving from 76% to 100% more clients.

Chart 6.3 – Percentage of new clients served in 2014 in relation to 2013
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The majority of institutions (21, that is, 66%) say the technology and innovation area received the most 

investments in 2014, followed by the content area, which attracted the most investments from 5 educational 

institutions (16% of the total). The staff and marketing areas received the least investments in the institutions 

surveyed, as shown in Chart 6.4.

4 The question was: “Percentage of new clients served in 2014 compared to 2013 – Up to 25%; 26% to 50%; 51% to 75%; 76% to 100%; Not 
available”.
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Chart 6.4 – Highest investment areas in 2014 among 

supplying institutions

  Technology and 
innovation 
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  Content
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Services in the distance learning area were very 

important for the majority of the institutions analyzed, 

representing from 76% to 100% of the revenue of 14 

establishments (44%) in 2014.5 Other 5 institutions 

(16%) declared that distance learning was relevant, 

representing from 51% to 75% of their revenue, while 

6 (19%) said its relevance was low, less than 25% their 

total revenue that year.

Chart 6.5 – Relevance of distance learning in the 

revenue of supplying institutions in 2014
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Regarding public funds6, only 6 supplying insti-

tutions (19%) reported having received funds from 

5 The question was: “What was the relevance of distance learning 
in the institution’s revenue in 2014? Very relevant (76% to 100% of 
total revenue); Relevant (51% to 75% of total revenue); Medium (26% 
to 50% of total revenue); Low (less than 25% of total revenue); Not 
available”.

6 The question was: “In 2014, the institution received public 
funds originating from – Tenders; BNDES loans; Public trust; 
The institution has not received any public funds; Other”.

calls for tenders. All others said they did not receive 

public funds of any kind in 2014.7

Chart 6.6 – Public funds received in 2014 and their 

origin
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  The institution has 
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The institutions were also questioned on the big-

gest obstacles faced in the production and supply of 

distance learning products and services in 2014.8 12 

institutions indicated the factor delay in the approval 

of intermediary stages of the project. 11 indicated the 

fact overcoming competition in the “price-quality” ratio 

of the product/service offered, and 10 informed the 

factor course production costs.

Table 6.1 – Obstacles faced by supplying institutions 
in 2014

Obstacle N. of 
institutions

Delay in the payment of the service 
provided/product supplied

8

Delay in the delivery of information/
clarification requested

5

7 Even the institutions that selected Other said they did not receive 
any kind of public funds in 2014.

8 The question was: Obstacles faced by the institution in the pro-
duction and supply of distance learning products to clients in 
2014 – Delay in the payment of the service provided/product supplied; 
Delay in the delivery of information/clarification requested; Delay in 
the approval of intermediary stages of the project; Changes to the 
initial order during development of the service/product; Course 
production costs; Adapting the courses to the VLE used by the client; 
Difficulty meeting the requirements of content production for ser-
vices/products; Resistance of the client companies/institutions’ 
employees to the distance learning courses produced; Adapting 
the courses to students with different disabilities, complying with 
legislation; Incorporating NICTs to the courses when requested by 
the client; Customizing solutions for different clients; Cost of techno-
logical solutions (resulting in a poorer service/product); Providing IT 
and technical support to students of client institutions; Inadequate 
requests for the distance learning modality; Overcoming competition 
in the “price-quality” ratio of the product/service offered; Other”.

(continues)
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Obstacle N. of 
institutions

Delay in the approval of intermediary 
stages of the project

12

Changes to the initial order during 
development of the service/product

8

Course production costs 10

Adapting the courses to the VLE used 
by the client[1]

2

Difficulty meeting the requirements 
of content production for services/
products

2

Resistance of the client companies/
institutions’ employees to the 
distance learning courses produced

4

Adapting the courses to students with 
different disabilities, complying with 
legislation

0

Incorporating NICTs[2] to the courses 
when requested by the client

0

Customizing solutions for different 
clients

6

Cost of technological solutions 
(resulting in a poorer service/product)

5

Providing IT and technical support to 
students of client institutions

0

Inadequate requests for the distance 
learning modality

4

Overcoming competition in the 
“price-quality” ratio of the product/
service offered

11

Other 4

Note:  [1] LMS: Learning Management System.
  [2] NICTs: New Information and Communication Technologies. 

Institutions that indicated other challenges men-

tioned the weakening economy, the client’s lack of 

knowledge of the solution proposed, budgets and high 

turnover of staff responsible for distance learning 

projects in the institutions. Moreover, one establish-

ment declared not having faced any obstacles in 2014.

6.1 Copyright and licensing

The 2014 Brazilian Census for Distance Learning: 
Analytic Report on Distance Learning in Brazil 
included an analysis of copyright and licensing of 

distance learning content produced by supplying 

institutions.

Standard copyright (all rights reserved) prevails 

for most materials produced. Regarding software, 12 

supplying institutions adopt this kind of license, while 

only 1 works with the open software model, with a 

GPL license (GNU General Public License).9 Another 

institution reported adopting their own license, and 

the others did not develop software that year.

9 The question was: “What type of license did the institution use for 
the software developed? No software was developed; Standard 
copyright (all rights reserved); GNU General PublicLicense (GPL); 
GNU Library or Lesser General Public License (LGPL); GNU Affero 
General Public License; BSD License; MIT License; Other”.

Chart 6.7 – Copyright and licensing of software produced in 2014

No software was developed
Standard copyright (all rights reserved)
GNU General PublicLicense (GPL)
GNU Library or Lesser General Public License (LGPL)
GNU Affero General Public License
BSD License
MIT License
Other

18

12

1
0 0 0 0

1

(Table 6.1 – conclusion)
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Regarding other types of licensable content10, 15 institutions declared adopting the standard copyright (all 

rights reserved), and 9 said they fully assigned copyright to their clients. 4 institutions mentioned the use of 

alternative licenses, such as Creative Commons.

Chart 6.8 – Copyright and licensing of content produced in 2014

Standard copyright (all rights reserved)
Copyright fully assigned to the content buyer
Openly licensed
Alternative licenses limiting commercial use
Alternative licenses limiting derivative works
Other 
No licensable content was produced
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9

2
1 1
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Alternative licensing and Creative Commons
Alternative licenses are standardized licenses that specify how a given work may be used. There are several licensing 

options for the author to choose, from the more restrictive, which guarantee at least the freedom to access, copy and 

distribute the work for non-commercial purposes, to the more open licenses, which allow modification and creation 

of derivative works, including for commercial purposes. Alternative licenses give authors more flexibility to choose 

which license is the best fit for their needs.

In addition to giving creators more freedom, alternative licenses contribute to promoting access to culture and 

knowledge, by giving society broader access to artistic creation, information and knowledge. The most popular alter-

native licensing standards are the Creative Commons project and the General Public Licenses of the Free Software 

Foundation (called GNU-GPL).

Creative Commons (http://www.creativecommons.org) is a global project present in over 40 countries. In Brazil, it 

is run by the Center for Technology of the Law School of Getulio Vargas Foundation in Rio (CTS FGV).

10 The question was: “Regarding copyright and licensing, the materials produced – No licensable content was produced; Were made 
available with standard copyright (all rights reserved); Had their copyright fully assigned to the content buyer; Were openly licensed (e.g. 
Creative Commons Attribution, CC-BY; Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike − CC-BY-AS, etc.); Were licensed with alternative licenses 
for commercial use (e.g. Creative Commons Attribution – Non-commercial – CC-BY-NC; Creative Commons Attribution – Non commercial – 
Share Alike − CC-NC-BY-AS, etc.); Were licensed with alternative licenses limiting the creation of derivative works (e.g. Creative Commons 
Attribution – NoDerivs – CC-BY-ND, etc.); Other”.
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Annexes

Annex I – Institutions participating in the 2014 Brazilian Census for 
Distance Learning

State Institution Email Contact name Website

AC Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência 
e Tecnologia do 
Acre – IFAC

ead@ifac.edu.br Victor Antunes Vieira ead.ifac.edu.br

AC Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-AC

senai@senaiac.org.br Antoine Alexsandra 
Nefertiti Souza de Melo

www.senaiac.org.br

AC Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-AL

ead@al.senai.br Ari de Castro www.al.senai.br/ead

AC Universidade Federal do 
Acre – UFAC

reitoria@ufac.br Adriane Corrêa da Silva www.ufac.br

AL Universidade Federal de 
Alagoas – UFAL

cied.ufal@gmail.com Fernando Silvio 
Cavalcante Pimentel

www.ufal.edu.br

AM Centro de Educação 
Tecnológica do 
Amazonas – CETAM-EAD

gabinetecetam@cetam.
am.gov.br

Laura Vicuña Velasquez ead.cetam.am.gov.br

AM Colégio Militar de 
Manaus – CMM

eadcmm@yahoo.com.br Carlos Alberto Garcia www.ead.cmm.ensino.
eb.br

AM Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-AM

ead@am.senai.br Gloria Lúcia Fernandes www.senai.br

AP Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência 
e Tecnologia do 
Amapá – IFAP

hilton.castro@ifap.edu.br Hilton Prado de Castro 
Junior

www.ifap.edu.br

AP Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-AP

nead@ap.senai.br Antonio Carlos da Silva www.ap.senai.br

BA Alexandre Alcantara da 
Silva

alexandre@alcantara.
pro.br

Alexandre Alcantara da 
Silva

www.alcantara.pro.br

BA Centro 
Universitário Jorge 
Amado – UNIJORGE

karen.sasaki@unijorge.
edu.br

Adriana Abib www.unijorge.edu.br/

BA Escola Bahiana de 
Medicina e Saúde 
Pública

antoniocarlos@bahiana.
edu.br

Antonio Carlos Costa www.bahiana.edu.br

BA Faculdade Ruy 
Barbosa – FRB

fsilvia@devrybrasil.edu.
br

Claudia Simões Pinto da 
Cunha Lima

www.frb.edu.br

(continues)
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State Institution Email Contact name Website

BA Instituto de Educação e 
Tecnologias – INET

secretaria@inet.edu.br Nadja Cristina Risso 
Silva

www.inet.edu.br

BA Secretaria da 
Fazenda do Estado da 
Bahia – SEFAZ-BA

coordenacaodeensinoa 
distancia@sefaz.ba.gov.
br

Luciana Barone Leite www.sefaz.ba.gov.br

BA Secretaria de 
Administração do 
Estado da Bahia – SAEB

rita.araujo2@saeb.
ba.gov.br

Rita Maria Oliveira 
Araújo

www.saeb.ba.gov.br

BA Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-BA

regina_cardoso@hotmail.
com

Regina Machado Araujo 
Cardoso

www.fieb.org.br/senai/

BA Universidade 
Estadual de Feira de 
Santana – UEFS

reitor@uefs.br Ana Cláudia Fiorin 
Pianesso

www.uefs.br

BA Universidade Estadual 
de Santa Cruz – UESC

uabuesc@uesc.br Marta Magda Dornelles www.nead.uesc.br

BA Universidade Federal da 
Bahia – UFBA

gabinete@ufba.br Edgard Neto www.ufba.br

BA Universidade 
Salvador – UNIFACS

reitoria@unifacs.br Daniela Barbosa www.unifacs.br

CE FANOR/Devry Brasil mbastos@fanor.edu.br Marbênia Gonçalves www.fanor.edu.br

CE Escola de Gestão 
Pública do Estado de 
Ceará – EGP

escola.gestao@egp.
ce.gov.br

Patricia Dibe Verissimo www.egp.ce.gov.br

CE Faculdade Ateneu – FATE ead@fate.edu.br Luciana Rodrigues 
Ramos

www.fate.edu.br 

CE Fundação Demócrito 
Rocha – FDR

uane@fdr.com.br Ana Paula Costa Salmin www.fdr.com.br

CE Fundação Edson 
Queiroz/Universidade 
de Fortaleza – UNIFOR

denisegomes@unifor.br Denise de Castro Gomes www.unifor.br

CE Grupo INTRA de Ensino 
e Pesquisa a Distância 
Ltda.

adm@intra-ead.com.br Ana Carolina B. de 
Almeida Pereira

www.intra-ead.com.br

CE Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência 
e Tecnologia do 
Ceará – IFCE

 ead@ifce.edu.br Cassandra Ribeiro Joye www.ifce.edu.br

CE Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-CE

senai-ce@sfiec.org.br Andreza Rezende Silva www.senai-ce.org.br

CE Universidade da 
Integração Internacional 
da Lusofonia 
Afro-Brasileira – UNILAB

mapasilva@unilab.edu.br Maria Aparecida da Silva www.unilab.edu.br

(continuation)
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State Institution Email Contact name Website

CE Universidade Estadual 
do Ceará – UECE

fabio.castelo@uece.br Tereza Carmo Pacífico 
Bezerra Viana

www.uece.br/sate

DF Academia Nacional de 
Polícia – ANP

secaed.anp@dpf.gov.br Daniel Vianna Ottoni de 
Siqueira 

ead.dpf.gov.br

DF Agência Nacional de 
Águas – ANA

gecap.ana@ana.gov.br Elmar Andrade de 
Castro

www.ana.gov.br

DF Brasil Central de 
Educação e Cultura 
S/S – BCEC

daniel.barbosa@
projecao.br

Daniel Barbosa Santos www.fapro.edu.br

DF Caixa Economica 
Federal – CEF

gedec@caixa.gov.br Maria Emilia Pereira 
Guimaraes

www.caixa.gov.br

DF Câmara dos Deputados nuead.cefor@camara.
leg.br

Márcio Martins www.camara.leg.br/ead

DF Centrais Elétricas 
do Norte do Brasil – 
Eletrobras Eletronorte

ec.ead@eletronorte.gov.
br

Sueli Garcia de França www.eletronorte.gov.br

DF Centro de Educação de 
Jovens e Adultos Asa 
Sul – CESAS

coord.eadcesas@se.df.
gov.br

Indira Rehem cesas.se.df.gov.br

DF Centro de Ensino 
Tecnológico de 
Brasília – CETEB

escolaceteb@ceteb.com.
br

Maria de Fátima 
Gonzaga

www.ceteb.com.br

DF Centro Educacional D’ 
Paula – CEDEP

cedep@eadnainternet.
com.br

Danielle Junges Bazzo www.eadcedep.com.br

DF Centro Universitário de 
Brasília – UniCEUB

online@uniceub.br Carlos Augusto de Souza www.uniceub.br

DF Departamento 
Penitenciário 
Nacional – DEPEN

depen@mj.gov.br Aisha Paulo Fonseca www.justica.gov.br

DF Escola de Administração 
Fazendária – ESAF

ead@fazenda.gov.br Valéria Salviano www.esaf.fazenda.
gov.br/capacitacao/
educacao-a-distancia

DF Escola Nacional 
de Administração 
Pública – ENAP

presidencia@enap.gov.br Bianca Macêdo Galvagni www.enap.gov.br

DF Faros Educacional atendimento@
faroseducacional.com.br

Luciana Maciel www.faroseducacional.
com.br

DF Federação das 
Associações 
Atlética Banco do 
Brasil – FENABB

evandro@fenabb.org.br Evandro Freitas Oliveira www.fenabb.org.br

DF Fundação Verde Herbert 
Daniel

contato@fvhd.org.br Vânia Carla Moraes 
Almeida

www.fundacaoverde.
org.br

DF Grupo NT sac@grupont.com.br Gabriela Lacerda www.grupont.com.br
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DF Instituto de 
Educação Superior 
de Brasília – IESB

fbotelho@iesb.br Francisco Villa Ulhôa 
Botelho

www.iesb.br

DF Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência 
e Tecnologia de 
Brasília – IFB

ead.ifb@etfbsb.edu.br Josue de Sousa Mendes www.ifb.edu.br

DF Instituto Legislativo 
Brasileiro do Senado 
Federal – ILB

ilbead@senado.gov.br Simone Figueira 
Dourado

www.senado.gov.br/ilb

DF Instituto Serzedello 
Corrêa – Tribunal de 
Contas da União

isc@tcu.gov.br Adriano Xavier Cabral www.tcu.gov.br

DF Raleduc Tecnologia e 
Educação Ltda. EPP

rafael@raleduc.com.br Rafael de Alencar 
Lacerda

www.raleduc.com.br

DF Serviço Federal de 
Processamento de 
Dados – SERPRO

admin.moodle@serpro.
gov.br

Márcio de Araújo 
Benedito

moodle.ead.serpro.gov.
br

DF Serviço Nacional de 
Aprendizagem do 
Transporte – SENAT

detleyporto@sestsenat.
org.br

Detley Porto www.sestsenat.org.br

DF Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-DF

thais.cardeal@
sistemafibra.org.br

Thaís De Luca Cardeal www.sistemafibra.org.
br/senai/

DF Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Rural – SENAR-DF

senar.comunicacao@
senar.org.br

Larissa Area Sousa www.senar.org.br

DF Serviço Social da 
Indústria – SESI-DF

claudia.rocha@
sistemafibra.org.br

Claudia Maria da Rocha www.sistemafibra.org.
br

DF Strong Edições strongedicoes@gmail.
com

Elias do Nascimento 
Melo Filho

www.strongedicoes.
com

ES Centro Universitário do 
Espírito Santo – UNESC

diretoria@uecga.org.br Geraldo Magela Freitas 
dos Santos

www.unesc.br

ES Escola Superior Aberta 
do Brasil – ESAB

secretaria@esab.edu.br Angela Gorete Schimith 
Lima

www.esab.edu.br

ES Fundação de Assistência 
e Educação – FAESA

ligia.rubim@faesa.br Ligia Cristina Bada 
Rubim

www.faesa.br

ES Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência e 
Tecnologia do Espírito 
Santo – IFES

ensino.cefor@ifes.edu.br Maria Auxiliadora Vilela 
Paiva

www.ifes.edu.br

ES Universidade Vila 
Velha – UVV

nead@uvv.br Ester Maria Klippel www.uvv.br

GO Instituto EaDVirtual – 
Ensino e Pesquisa Ltda.

portal@eadvirtual.com.
br

Werciley Silva www.eadvirtual.com.br
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GO Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência 
e Tecnologia de 
Goiás – IFG

gabinete@ifg.edu.br Julio César dos Santos www.ifg.edu.br 

GO Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência 
e Tecnologia de 
Goiás – IFGOIANO

valeria.lima@ifgoiano.
edu.br

Valéria Alves de Lima www.ifgoiano.edu.br

GO Pontifícia Universidade 
Católica de 
Goiás – PUC-GO

rosealmas@pucgoias.
edu.br

Rose Mary Almas de 
Carvalho

www.pucgoias.edu.br

GO Tribunal de Justiça do 
Estado de Goiás

dmysmar@hotmail.com Dayse Mysmar Tavares 
Rodrigues

www.tjgo.jus.br

MA CEUMA – Associação de 
Ensino Superior

suporte.cead@ceuma.br Cristiane Oliveira www.ceumaonline.com.
br

MA Instituto Federal de 
Educação Ciência 
e Tecnologia do 
Maranhão – IFMA

dead@ifma.edu.br Simone Costa Andrade 
dos Santos

www.ifma.edu.br

MA Universidade Estadual 
do Maranhão – UEMA

ilka.serra@uema.br Giselle Magalhães Pinto 
de Melo Ramos

www.uema.br

MA Universidade Federal do 
Maranhão – UFMA

wilgenio2000@yahoo.
com

Wilma dos Santos 
Eugênio

www.ufma.br

MG A.S. Sistemas administracao@
assistemas.com.br

Adelson Marques 
Canudo

www.aulasadistancia.
com.br

MG Aulaflex Educacional 
Ltda.

contato@aulaflex.com.br Isaias Braga www.aulaflex.com.br

MG Centro Universitário 
de Patos de 
Minas – UNIPAM

coordenacaoead@
unipam.edu.br

Flávio Daniel Borges de 
Morais

www.unipam.edu.br

MG Centro Universitário de 
Sete Lagoas – UNIFEMM

myrtes@unifemm.edu.br Myrtes Buenos Aires www.unifemm.edu.br

MG Centro Universitário do 
Sul de Minas – UNIS-MG 

gead@unis.edu.br Simone de Paula 
Teodoro Moreira

www.unis.edu.br

MG Centro Universitário 
Instituto Cultural 
Newton Paiva

eduardo.penna@
newtonpaiva.br

Raquel Mendes Pinto 
Chequer

www.newtonpaiva.br

MG Faculdade Ciências 
Médicas – MG

cmv@feluma.org.br Kely Cristina Pereira 
Vieira

www.cmmg.edu.
br/a-distancia/

MG Inspire Gestão Cultural lenacunha@inspirebr.
com.br

Maria Helena Cunha www.inspirebr.com.br

MG Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência e 
Tecnologia do Triângulo 
Mineiro – IFTM

cgepe.upt@iftm.edu.br José Ricardo Gonçalves 
Manzan

www.iftm.edu.br
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MG Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência e 
Tecnologia Sudeste de 
Minas Gerais – IFSUMG – 
Campus Barbacena

diretorgeral.barbacena@
ifsudestemg.edu.br

Robson Helen da Silva www.barbacena.
ifsudestemg.edu.br

MG Pontifícia Universidade 
Católica de Minas 
Gerais – PUC-MG

ead@pucminas.br Marcos André Silveira 
Kutova

www.pucminas.br

MG RAZZ Tecnologia razz@razz.com.br Paulo Cesar Zandona 
Vieira

www.razz.com.br

MG Universidade de 
Uberaba – UNIUBE

uniube@uniube.br Fernando Cesar Marra 
e Silva

www.uniube.br

MG Universidade Federal de 
Juiz de Fora – UFJF

coord.uab@ead.ufjf.br Liamara Scortegagna www.ufjf.br

MG Universidade Federal de 
Lavras – UFLA

reitoria@reitoria.ufla.br Warlley Ferreira Sahb www.ufla.br

MG Universidade Federal de 
Minas Gerais – UFMG

ead@ufmg.br Wagner José Corradi 
Barbosa

www.ead.ufmg.br

MG Universidade Federal de 
Uberlândia

ceadufu@reito.ufu.br Maria Teresa Menezes 
Freitas

www.cead.ufu.br

MG Universidade Federal de 
Viçosa

cead@ufv.br Silvane Guimarães Silva 
Gomes

www.ufv.br

MG Universidade Federal 
São João Del-Rei – UFSJ

reitoria@ufsj.edu.br Marise Maria Santana 
da Rocha

www.ufsj.edu.br

MG Universidade Vale do Rio 
Verde – UNINCOR

reitoria@unincor.edu.br Maria Carolina Silva 
Castro Oliveira

www.unincor.br

MG Webaula Produtos e 
Serviços Para Educação 
Editora S/A

vicente@webaula.com.br Kelen Rosa www.webaula.com.br

MS Secretaria de Estado 
de Educação do Mato 
Grosso do Sul – SED

gabinete@sed.ms.gov.br Paulo Cezar Rodrigues 
dos Santos

www.sed.ms.gov.br

MS Universidade 
Anhanguera – UNIDERP

uniderp@uniderp.br Mario Jungbeck www.uniderp.br

MS Universidade Católica 
Dom Bosco – UCDB

contato@ead.ucdb.br Jeferson Pistori www.virtual.ucdb.br

MS Universidade 
Federal da Grande 
Dourados – UFGD

reitoria@ufgd.edu.br Elizabeth Matos Rocha portal.ufgd.edu.br

MT Treina TOM comercial@egenial.com.
br

Erenice Della Jiustina www.treinatom.com.br

MT Unigranet Vanguarda 
Tangará da Serra-MT

tangaradaserra@
unigran.br

Ronan Marcelo Freitas www.unigranet.com.br
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PA Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência 
e Tecnologia do 
Pará – IFPA

ctead@ifpa.edu.br Márcio Wariss Monteiro www.ifpa.edu.br

PA Universidade Federal do 
Pará – UFPA

ivanete@ufpa.br Clayton Cavalcante Maia www.aedi.ufpa.br

PB Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-PB

wendellross@fiepb.org.
br

Wendell Ross Dantas de 
Medeiros

www.fiepb.com.br/senai

PE Be-a-Bite Serviços 
Educacionais e Comércio 
de Livros e Materiais 
Didáticos Ltda.

rafaela@beabyte.com.br Rafaela Alves www.beabyte.com.br

PE Centro Universitário 
do Vale do 
Ipojuca – UNIFAVIP

unifavip@unifavip.edu.br Marjony Camelo www.unifavip.edu.br

PE Colégio Agrícola 
Dom Agostinho 
Ikas – CODAI – UFRPE

nead.codai.ufrpe@gmail.
com

Argelia Maria Araujo 
Dias Silva

www.nead.codai.ufrpe.
br/ead/login/index.php

PE Fundação Joaquim 
Nabuco – FUNDAJ

ead.difor@fundaj.gov.br Verônica Danieli de Lima 
Araújo

www.fundaj.gov.br

PE Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência 
e Tecnologia do 
Pernambuco – IFPE

coord.ensino@ead.ifpe.
edu.br

Ana Flávia de 
Albuquerque

www.ifpe.edu.br

PE Universidade 
Federal Rural de 
Pernambuco – UFRPE

diretor.geral@ead.ufrpe.
br

Juliana Regueira Basto 
Diniz

www.ead.ufrpe.br

PI Universidade Federal do 
Piauí – UFPI

comunicaçao@ufpi.edu.
br

Gildásio Guedes 
Fernandes

www.ufpi.br

PR Benner contato@bennercursos.
com.br

Elias Milaré Junior www.benner.com.br

PR Centrais Elétricas 
do Norte do Brasil – 
Eletrobras Eletronorte

alessandra@
ceadmathisa.com.br

Alessandra Piacentini www.ceadmathisa.com.
br

PR Centro de Educação 
Profissional Exitum

secretaria@escolaexitum.
com.br

Jussara Vidal da Cruz www.escolaexitum.com.
br

PR Centro de Educação 
Profissional – IBREP-PR

ibrep.pr@ibrep.com.br Karina Feijó Ribeiro www.ibrep.com.br

PR Centro de Estudos 
Superiores Positivo

online@
universidadepositivo.
com.br

Manoela Tagliaferro www.up.com.br

PR Centro Educacional 
Maringá

coordenacaopedagogi 
ca@cursoscem.com.br

Simone Marcolino www.cursoscem.com.br
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PR Centro Universitário 
Campos de 
Andrade – UNIANDRADE

renata.costa@
uniandrade.edu.br

Renata Costa www.uniandrade.br/ead

PR Centro Universitário 
Curitiba – UNICURITIBA

centralderelacionamen 
to@unicuritiba.edu.br

Milton Mayer www.unicuritiba.edu.br

PR Centro Universitário de 
Maringá – UNICESUMAR

reitor@unicesumar.edu.
br

Fabricio Ricardo Lazilha www.unicesumar.edu.br

PR Centro Universitário 
Dinâmica das 
Cataratas – UDC

angela@udc.edu.br Alessandra Bussador www.ead.udc.br

PR Centro Universitário 
Filadélfia – UNIFIL

reitor@unifil.br Leandro Henrique 
Magalhães

www.unifil.br

PR Corpo de Bombeiros da 
Polícia Militar do Paraná

ccb-bm3@pm.pr.gov.br Geovana Angeli Messias www.bombeiros.pr.gov.
br

PR Direct to 
Company – DTCOM

marketing@gmail.com Clarissa Ferreira www.dtcom.com.br

PR Escola de Administração 
Tributária da Secretaria 
de Estado da Fazenda do 
Paraná – ESAT

esatdigital@sefa.pr.gov.
br

Mário Sérgio da Silva 
Brito

www.esat.fazenda.
pr.gov.br

PR Escola de Governo/
Secretaria de Estado 
da Administração e da 
Previdência 

cursosead.
escoladegoverno@seap.
pr.gov.br

Eliane Aparecida Dias 
Lunardon

www.escoladegoverno.
pr.gov.br

PR Faculdade de 
Educação Superior do 
Paraná – FESP

nead@fesppr.br Luciene Ferreira Iahn www.fesppr.br

PR Faculdade Dom Bosco moronicordeiro@
dombosco.sebsa.com.br

Moroni Cordeiro www.dombosco.sebsa.
com.br

PR Faculdade Educacional 
da Lapa – FAEL

vivian.bastos@fael.edu.
br

Vivian de Cássia de 
Camargo Bastos

www.fael.edu.br

PR Faculdade Eficaz Ltda. direcaogeral@
faculdadeeficaz.com.br

Amanda Chaves www.faculdadeeficaz.
com.br

PR Faculdades Batista do 
Paraná

ftbp@ftbp.com.br Robson Maurício 
Ghedini

www.ftbp.com.br

PR Faculdades de 
Administração, 
Ciências, Educação e 
Letras – FACEL

coordenacaocead@facel.
com.br

Mauro Júnior Faoro www.facel.com.br

PR FAE Centro Universitário vera.dullius@fae.edu Vera Dullius www.fae.edu

PR Organização 
Paranaense de Ensino 
Técnico – OPET

ouvidoria@opet.com.br Bianca Renata Aresta www.opet.com.br
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PR Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-PR

everaldo.andrade@
sesipr.org.br

Everaldo Moreira de 
Andrade

www.senaipr.org.br

PR Centro Universitário 
UNINTER 

benhur.g@uninter.com Benhur Gaio www.uninter.com 

PR Universidade Estadual 
de Londrina – UEL

pedroayrosa@gmail.com Pedro Ayrosa www.uel.br

PR Universidade 
Estadual do Norte do 
Paraná – UENP

gabinete@uenp.edu.br Silvio Tadeu de Oliveira www.uenp.edu.br

PR Universidade Federal do 
Paraná – UFPR

gabinetereitor@ufpr.br Marineli Joaquim Meier www.ufpr.br

PR Universidade Norte do 
Paraná – UNOPAR

unoparvirtual@unopar.
br

Mario Jungbeck www.unoparvirtual.
com.br

RJ Aliança Francesa afrio@rioaliancafrancesa.
com.br 

Roberta de Sousa 
Santos

www.rioaliancafrancesa.
com.br

RJ Associação Educacional 
Cultural e Assistencial 
Miesperanza

miesperanza@
miesperanza.org.br

Zilmar Ferreira Freitas www.miesperanza.org.
br

RJ AVM Faculdade 
Integrada

distancia@avm.edu.br Fabio Maia www.avm.edu.br

RJ Centro Federal de 
Educação Tecnológica 
Celso Suckow da 
Fonseca – CEFET-RJ

diped.cefetrj@gmail.com Maria Esther 
Provenzano

portal.cefet-rj.br

RJ Centro Municipal 
de Referência de 
Educação de Jovens e 
Adultos – CREJA

creja@rioeduca.net Marcos Aurélio Bassolli 
Alves

www.creja.blogspot.
com

RJ Comissão de Valores 
Mobiliários – CVM

coe@cvm.gov.br Débora de Souza www.cvm.gov.br

RJ Diretoria de Ensino da 
Marinha

secom@densm.mar.mil.
br

Luiz Claudio Medeiros 
Biagiotti

www.densm.mar.mil.br

RJ Eduvir Consultoria talentas@eduvir.com.br Beth Accurso www.eduvir.com.br

RJ Fundação Centro de 
Ciências e Educação 
Superior a Distância 
do Estado do Rio de 
Janeiro – CEDERJ

faleconosco@cederj.
rj.gov.br

Carlos Eduardo 
Bielschowsky

 www.cederj.edu.br 

RJ Fundação Getulio 
Vargas – FGV

cursosfgvonline@fgv.br Stavros P. Xanthopoylos www5.fgv.br/fgvonline

RJ Globo Comunicação e 
Participações S.A.

uniglobo@tvglobo.com.
br

Wagner da Costa Jesuíno afiliadas.globo.com
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RJ Instituto Brasileiro 
de Administração 
Municipal – IBAM

ibam@ibam.org.br Márcia Costa Alves da 
Silva

www.ibam.org.br

RJ Instituto de Pesquisas 
Avançadas em 
Educação – IPAE

instituto@ipae.com.br João Roberto Moreira 
Alves

www.ipae.com.br

RJ Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência e 
Tecnologia do Rio de 
Janeiro – IFRJ Campus 
Nilo Peçanha

nead.canp@ifrj.edu.br Aline Pinto Amorim www.ifrj.edu.br

RJ Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência 
e Tecnologia 
Fluminense – IFF

ead@iff.edu.br Rayanna Maciel www.iff.edu.br

RJ Livre Docência 
Tecnologia Educacional

contato@livredocencia.
com.br

Régis Tractenberg www.livredocencia.com.
br

RJ Rhanica Evelise Toledo 
Coutinho

rhanica@oi.com.br Rhanica Evelise Toledo 
Coutinho

www.semeareduca 
caoambiental.com.br

RJ Secretaria Municipal de 
Educação de Duque de 
Caxias

p2.keitemelo@
smeduquedecaxias.
rj.gov.br

Keite Silva de Melo www.
smeduquedecaxias.
rj.gov.br

RJ Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Comercial – SENAC – 
Departamento Nacional

edwin@senac.br Edwin Giebelen www.senac.br

RJ Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI/
CETIQT 

cead@cetiqt.senai.br Paula Celestino de 
Almeida

www.portaldaindustria.
com.br/senai/canal/
senaicetiqt/

RJ Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-RJ

faleconosco@firjan.org.
br

Ana Beatriz Lima Guedes 
Monteiro

www.firjan.org.br

RJ Sociedade de Educação 
e Assistência Realengo – 
Faculdades São José

ead@saojose.br Rita de Cássia Borges de 
Magalhães Amaral

www.saojose.br

RJ Sociedade Nilza 
Cordeiro Herdy de 
Educação e Cultura S/S 
Ltda. – UNIGRANRIO

vanessa.olmo@
unigranrio.com.br

Vanessa Olmo Pombo www.unigranrio.br

RJ Universidade do Estado 
do Rio de Janeiro – UERJ

copei.sr1@uerj.br Celly Cristina A. do 
Nascimento Saba

www.uerj.br

RJ Universidade Estácio 
de Sá

roberta.martins@estacio.
br

Roberta Martins Ramos www.estacio.br
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RN Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-RN

socorroalmeida@
rn.senai.br

Isis Misaela Colombo 
D Àlmeida

www.ead.rn.senai.br

RO Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência 
e Tecnologia de 
Rondônia – IFRO

reitoria@ifro.edu.br Ariádne Joseane www.ifro.edu.br

RO Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-RO

hudyson.barbosa@fiero.
org.br

Hudyson Santos 
Barbosa

www.ro.senai.br

RS ACP Agroconsultora Plus informes@
agroconsultoraplus.com

Miguel Lara Hidalgo www.
agroconsultoraplus.com

RS Banrisul S/A pessoas_universidade_
ead@banrisul.com.br

Luciana Maines da Silva www.banrisul.com.br

RS Centro Nacional 
de Educação a 
Distância – CENED

ferrari@cenedcursos.
com.br

Amarildo Roque Ferrari www.cenedcursos.com.
br

RS Centro Universitário La 
Salle – Unilasalle Campus 
Canoas

virtual@unilasalle.edu.br Ana Margô Mantovani www.unilasalle.edu.br/
canoas

RS Centro Universitário 
Ritter dos 
Reis – UniRitter

uniritter@uniritter.edu.
br

Clarissa Tarragô 
Candotti

www.uniritter.edu.br

RS Escola de Educação 
Profissional – IBREP

ibrep.rs@ibrep.com.br Diogo Raimundo 
Martins 

www.ibrep.com.br

RS Faculdade Cenecista de 
Osório

ead@cnec.br Joyce Munarski 
Pernigotti

www.ead.cnec.br

RS Faculdade da Serra 
Gaúcha Ltda. – FSG

fsg@fsg.br André A. Gomes da Silva www.fsg.br

RS Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência e 
Tecnologia Farroupilha – 
IFFARROUPILHA

 gabinete@iffarroupilha.
edu.br

Carla Cristiane Costa www.iffarroupilha.edu.
br

RS Pontifícia Universidade 
Católica do Rio Grande 
do Sul – PUCRS

ead@pucrs.br Paulo Rech Wagner www.ead.pucrs.br

RS Sociedade Educacional 
São Leopoldo Ltda.

claudio.galli@bol.com.br Claudio Galli www.portalcientifico.
com.br

RS Universidade de Caxias 
do Sul – UCS

informa@ucs.br Elisa Boff www.ucs.br

RS Universidade de Santa 
Cruz do Sul – UNISC

infor@unisc.br Joice Nunes Lanzarini www.unisc.br

RS Universidade do 
Vale do Rio dos 
Sinos – UNISINOS

pweber@unisinos.br Patricia Weber www.unisinos.br
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RS Universidade Federal de 
Santa Maria – UFSM

prcolusso@gmail.com Paulo Roberto Colusso www.estudioead.ctism.
ufsm.br

RS Universidade Federal 
do Rio Grande – SEAD/
FURG

sead@furg.br Ivete Martins Pinto www.sead.furg.br

RS Universidade Federal 
do Rio Grande do 
Sul – UFRGS

sead@ufrgs.br Rafael Pizzolato www.ufrgs.br

RS Universidade Luterana 
do Brasil – ULBRA

ulbra@ulbra.br Sandra Marise Machado www.ulbra.br

RS Univesidade Feevale ead@feevale.br Claudia Lunkes Schmitt www.feevale.br

SC Anima Ensino 
Acústica Tecnologia e 
Conhecimento Ltda. ME

contato@animacustica.
com.br

Tatiana Villela Martins www.animaensino.com.
br

SC Betha Sistemas Ltda. universidade@betha.
com.br

Larissa Suarez Peres www.betha.com.br

SC Centro de Estudos 
Pré-Universitário – CEPU

ana@cepunet.com.br Ana Maria Machado www.cepu.com.br

SC Centro Universitário 
Leonardo Da 
Vinci – UNIASSELVI

nead@uniasselvi.com.br Rosimar Bizello Müller www.nead.com.br

SC DellaSul – Cursos e 
Colégio

dellasul@hotmail.com José Possamai Della www.dellasul.com.br

SC Domínio Sistemas treinamento.dominio@
thomsonreuters.com

Adriano Ferreira www.dominiosistemas.
com.br

SC Escola Educacional 
Técnica SATC

satc@portalsatc.com Izes Ester Machado 
Beloli

www.portalsatc.com

SC Instituto Brasileiro 
de Educação 
Profissional – IBREP

ibrep.sc@ibrep.com.br Rosemary Ramos 
Martins

www.ibrep.com.br

SC Instituto Catarinense de 
Educação – ICEU

maravilha@iceu.com.br Joseane Schubert www.iceu.com.br

SC Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-SC

senai@sc.senai.br Aline Costa www.sc.senai.br

SC Serviço Social da 
Indústria – SESI-SC

rosaniadf@sesisc.org.br Rosani Aparecida Dias 
Favretto

www.sesisc.org.br

SC Sociedade 
Educacional de Santa 
Catarina – UNISOCIESC

atendimento.ead@
sociesc.org.br

Sandro Murilo Santos www.sociesc.org.br

SC Universidade Alto 
Vale do Rio do 
Peixe – UNIARP

atendimento@uniarp.
edu.br

Rafael Francisco Thibes www.uniarp.edu.br
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SC Universidade 
Comunitária da 
Região de Chapecó – 
UNOCHAPECÓ

unovirtual@unochapeco.
edu.br

Alexsandro Stumpf www.unochapeco.edu.
br

SC Universidade do 
Contestado – UnC

reitoria@unc.br Eduardo Dominico www.unc.br

SC Universidade do 
Estado de Santa 
Catarina – UDESC

deg.cead@gmail.com Isabel Cristina da Cunha www.udesc.br

SC Universidade 
do Extremo Sul 
Catarinense – UNESC

reitoria@unesc.net Elisa Netto Zanette www.unesc.net

SC Universidade do Vale do 
Itajaí – UNIVALI

ead@univali.br Jeane Cristina de 
Oliveira Cardoso

www.univali.br

SC Universidade Regional 
de Blumenau – FURB

proen@furb.br Franciele Otto www.furb.br

SE Centro de Educação 
Técnico e Tecnológico 
Alfama Cursos – CETTAC

cursostecnicos@
alfamacursos.com.br

Alessandra Oliveira 
Santos

www.alfamacursos.com.
br

SE Serviço Nacional 
de Aprendizagem 
Industrial – SENAI-SE

ead@fies.org.br Marco Antônio Moreira 
Pacheco

www.se.senai.br

SE TECNED – Tecnologias 
Educacionais Ltda.

atendimento@tecned.
com.br

Adriana Silva Santos 
Andrade

www.tecned.com.br

SE Universidade 
Tiradentes – UNIT

nead@unit.br Ana Maria Plech de Brito www.unit.br 

SP Ação Educacional 
Claretiana – 
CLARETIANO

ead@claretiano.edu.br Evandro Luís Ribeiro www.claretiano.edu.br

SP AD-Digital antonia.santos@
ad-digital.net

Antonia Santos www.ad-digital.net

SP Centro Brasileiro 
do Conhecimento 
e Administração 
Educacional 
Ltda. – CBCON 

cbcon@cbcon.com.br Angelo Manoel Zanão www.cbcon.com.br

SP Centro de Estudos e 
Pesquisas em Educação, 
Cultura e Ação 
Comunitária – CENPEC

adriana@cenpec.org.br Adriana Vieira www.cenpec.org.br

SP Centro de Integração 
Empresa Escola – CIEE

ead@ciee.org.br Rosa Maria Simone www.ciee.org.br

SP Centro Educacional 
Paulo Nathanael – CEPN

secretaria@cepn.com.br Ana Cristina Canettieri www.cepn.com.br
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SP Centro Estadual de 
Educação Tecnologia 
Paula Souza

adelina@
centropaulasouza.sp.gov.
br

Adelina Maria Lucio www.centropaulasouza.
sp.gov.br

SP Centro Universitário 
Belas Artes de São Paulo

paulo.cardim@
belasartes.br

Jacqueline de Oliveira 
Lameza

www.belasartes.br

SP Centro Universitário 
FIEO – UNIFIEO

ead@unifieo.br Julia Moreira Kenski www.unifieo.br

SP Centro Universitário 
Ítalo-Brasileiro – 
UNIITALO

uniitalo@uniitalo.it Fabrício de Carvalho 
Inocêncio

www.italo.com.br

SP Centro Universitário São 
Camilo

ead@saocamilo-sp.br Raquel Acciarito Motta www.saocamilo-sp.br

SP Colégio Lapa colegiolapa@colegiolapa.
com.br

Jose Gonçalves Lage 
Silva

www.colegiolapa.com.br

SP Companhia de 
Engenharia de Tráfego – 
CET SÃO PAULO

josefina@cetsp.com.br Josefina Giacomini Kiefer www.cetsp.com.br

SP Damásio Educacional 
S.A.

valbuquerque2@
devrybrasil.edu.br

Vitor Hugo Oliveira 
Albuquerque

www.damasio.com.br

SP De Pieri Comunicação falecom@
depiericomunicacao.
com.br

Sonia De Pieri www.
depiericomunicacao.
com.br

SP EDGE Technology Ltda. contato@exceda.com Weslei Nasario www.exceda.com

SP Eguru comercial@e-guru.com.
br

Marcelo Lima www.e-guru.com.br

SP Escola Brasileira 
de Ensino a 
Distância – SCIESP

ebrae@sciesp.org.br Ivete Mitiko Sunamoto www.sciesp.org.br

SP Fábrica de Conteúdos 
Educação 

contato@
fabricadeconteudos.
com.br

Luis Cesar Dias Morais www.
fabricadeconteudos.
com.br

SP Faculdade Método de 
São Paulo – FAMESP

famesp@famesp.com.br Patrícia Rodrigues www.famesp.com.br

SP Focus Escola de 
Fotografia

cursos@focusfoto.com.br Enio Leite www.focusfoto.com.br

SP Fundação 
Educacional de 
Ituverava – FEITUVERAVA

toca@feituverava.com.br Antonio Luis de Oliveira www.feituverava.com.br

SP Fundação Hermínio 
Ometto – UNIARARAS

olavo@uniararas.br Olavo Raymundo Jr www.uniararas.br

SP Fundação Richar H. Fisk webmaster@
fundacaorhf.com.br

Vera Laurenti Bianchini www.fisk.com.br

SP HUMUS humus@humus.com.br Thalita Chrispim www.humus.com.br

SP Idioma Fácil Ltda. contato@idiomafacil.
com.br

Frederico Perin www.idiomafacil.com.br
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SP Instituto Atende 
Empresas

carmen.ltm.conti@gmail.
com

Carmen Lucia Tozzi 
Mendonça Conti 

www.iatende.com.br

SP Instituto de Energia e 
Ambiente – IEE

contato@iee.usp.br Gezilda Balbino Pereira www.iee.usp.br

SP Instituto de Logística da 
Aeronáutica – ILA

ead@ila.aer.mil.br Cleber Aparecido 
Moriano

www2.fab.mil.br/
ila/?view=default

SP Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência 
e Tecnologia de São 
Paulo – IFSP

gab@ifsp.edu.br Osmir Pontes de 
Andrade

www.ifsp.edu.br

SP Instituto Metodista de 
Ensino Superior

nead@metodista.br Luciano Sathler www.metodista.br

SP Instituto Nacional 
de Educação a 
Distância – INED

institutonacional@
institutonacional.com.br

Joanir Fernandes 
Martinez

www.institutonacional.
com.br

SP Instituto Phorte 
Educação Ltda.

ipe@institutophorte.
com.br

Erica Peroni www.institutophorte.
com.br

SP Instituto Superior 
de Educacão 
Singularidades

singularidades@
singularidades.com.br

Katia Ramos www.
institutosingularidades.
edu.br

SP Instituto Unibanco priscila.pires@
institutounibanco.org.br

Priscila Silva Pires www.institutounibanco.
org.br

SP IOB Informações 
Objetivas

taise.meirelles@sage.
com.br

Taise Felipe de Araujo www.iob.com.br

SP ISAT Comunicação diretoria@isat.com.br Aureluce Pereira www.isat.com.br

SP ISCP Sociedade 
Educacional – Anhembi 
Morumbi

anhembi@anhembi.br Janes Fidelis Tomelin www.anhembi.br

SP Meban Metodologia 
Bancaria

titton@meban.com.br Luiz Antonio Titton www.meban.com.br

SP MLG Educação – Cursos 
Online

contato@mlgcompany.
com

Rogerio Lipper www.mlgeducacao.com.
br

SP PLUS Qualidade e 
Educação Ltda.

fmoraes2000@uol.com.
br

Francisco de Moraes www.empresas-escola.
com.br

SP Pontifícia Universidade 
Católica de Campinas – 
PUC Campinas

dde@puc-campinas.edu.
br

Nelson de Carvalho 
Mendes

www.puc-campinas.
edu.br

SP Santos Jr Consultoria 
Educacional

contato@santosjunior.
com.br

Jair dos Santos Junior www.santosjunior.com.
br

SP Serviço Social da 
Industria – SESI-SP

http://www.sesisp.org.
br/

Rita de Cassia Araujo www.sesisp.org.br

SP Sociedade de Educação 
e Cultura de São José do 
Rio Preto – UNIRP

ead@unirp.edu.br Lúcia Sanchez www.unirp.edu.br
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SP Sociedade Educacional 
Votuporanga Ltda.

colcomer@terra.com.br Nilson Luiz dos Santos www.
colegiocomercial-votu.
com.br

SP Sociedade de Ensino 
Regional Ltda – SOER

secretariageral@
colegiosoer.com.br

Maria das Graças 
Rodrigues de Paula

www.colegiosoer.com.br

SP Treina Treinamentos 
Ltda.

rh@treina.com.br Denise Spada www.treina.com.br

SP Universidade Braz 
Cubas

brazcubas@brazcubas.br Mara Yáskara Nogueira 
Paiva Cardoso

www.brazcubas.br

SP Universidade de 
Ribeirão Preto – UNAERP

atendimento@unaerp.br Najara Novelli www.unaerp.br

SP Universidade de São 
Paulo – USP

camaracursos@usp.br Eduardo Alves www.usp.br

SP Universidade de 
Taubaté – UNITAU

reitoria@unitau.br Rosana Giovanni Pires www.unitau.br

SP Universidade do Oeste 
Paulista – UNOESTE

proacad@unoeste.br Sonia Sanae Sato www.unoeste.br

SP Universidade Federal de 
São Carlos – UFSCAR

sead.ufscar@gmail.com Ligia Leite Castelli 
Ferreira

www.ufscar.br

SP Universidade Ibirapuera reitoria@ibirapuera.edu.
br

Alan Almario www.ibirapuera.edu.br

SP Universidade Nove de 
Julho – UNINOVE

uninove@uninove.br José Eduardo Storopoli www.uninove.br

SP Universidade 
Presbiteriana Mackenzie 

cedad@mackenzie.br Esmeralda Rizzo www.mackenzie.br

SP Universidade São 
Francisco – USF

simone.spiandorello@
usf.edu.br

Simone Cristina 
Spiandorello

www.usf.edu.br

SP Universidade Virtual 
do Estado de São 
Paulo – UNIVESP

faleconosco@univesp.br Ana Paula Morales www.univesp.br

SP Complexo Educacional 
FMU

carina.alves@fmu.br Juliana Alves www.portal.fmu.br

TO Fundação Universidade 
do Tocantins – UNITINS

rosinete.pc@unitins.br Rosinete Pereira da 
Costa

www.unitins.br

TO Instituto Federal de 
Educação, Ciência 
e Tecnologia do 
Ceará – IFTO

dead@ifto.edu.br Madson Teles de Souza www.ifto.edu.br

(conclusion)
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Annex II – Raw data

1. Overall profile of institutions

1.1 Administrative categories

Options Responses (%)

For-profit private educational 
institution (school, training 
center, learning institute, etc.)

58 21

Non-profit educational 
institution (community, 
religious, philanthropic)

56 21

Federal public educational 
institution

46 17

“S System” institution (Senai, 
Sesi, Senac, Sesc, Senat, 
Sebrae, etc.)

21 8

Government or public body 19 7

State public educational 
institution

17 6

Non-educational company 
that provides consulting, 
project development etc. to 
the distance learning industry

17 6

For-profit or non-profit 
educational institution that, in 
addition to distance learning 
courses, offers consulting, 
project development, etc., to 
the distance learning industry

15 6

Other 13 5

Non-governmental 
organization (NGO) and third 
sector

5 2

Municipal public educational 
institution

4 1

Public educational, public 
body or “S System” institution 
that provides consulting, 
project development, etc., to 
the distance learning industry

0 0

Total 271 100

1.2 Distribution of institutions by region

Region N. of institutions

Central-West 11

Federal District 28

Northeast 41

North 14

Southeast 111

South 66

1.3 Years of experience of institutions in the 
education business

Options  Responses  (%)

Less than 1 year 1 0

1 to 5 years 17 6

6 to 10 years 32 12

11 to 15 years 36 13

16 to 20 years 14 5

More than 20 years 170 63

Not available 1 0

Total 271 100

1.4 Years of experience of institutions in the 
distance learning business

Options Responses  (%)

Less than 1 year 5 2

1 to 5 years 71 26

6 to 10 years 96 35

11 to 15 years 57 21

16 to 20 years 22 8

More than 20 years 17 6

Not available 3 1

Total 271 100
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2. Educational institutions

2.1 Institutional identification

2.1.1 Administrative categories

Options Responses (%)

Federal public educational 
institution

46 19

State public educational 
institution

17 7

Municipal public educational 
institution

4 2

For-profit private educational 
institution (school, training 
center, learning institute, etc.)

58 24

Non-profit educational 
institution (community, religious, 
philanthropic)

56 23

“S System” institution (Senai, Sesi, 
Senac, Sesc, Senat, Sebrae, etc.)

21 9

Government or public body 19 8

Non-governmental organization 
(NGO) and third sector

5 2

For-profit or non-profit 
educational institution that, in 
addition to distance learning 
courses, offers consulting, 
project development, etc., to the 
distance learning industry

15 6

Total 241 100

2.1.2 Distribution of educational institutions by 
region

Region No. of institutions

Central-West 10

Federal District 27

Northeast 39

North 14

Southeast 91

South 60

2.1.3 Years of experience of institutions in the 
education business

Options Responses (%)

Less than 1 year 0 0

1 to 5 years 12 5

6 to 10 years 25 10

11 to 15 years 27 11

16 to 20 years 12 5

More than 20 years 164 68

Total 241 100

2.1.4 Years of experience of institutions in the 
distance learning business

Options Responses (%)

Less than 1 year 4 2

1 to 5 years 63 26

6 to 10 years 87 36

11 to 15 years 47 20

16 to 20 years 20 8

More than 20 years 17 7

Not available 3 1

Total 241 100

2.1.5 Type of distance learning offer

Options Responses (%)

Full distance learning courses 
accredited by legal body (MEC, 
CNE, CEE)

109 45

Blended courses accredited by 
legal body (MEC, CNE, CEE)

75 31

Distance learning discipline of 
accredited on-site courses

92 38

Non-corporate open distance 
learning courses (which do not 
require authorization from a 
legal body to be offered)

97 40

Corporate distance learning 
courses (whose students are 
employees or clients of the 
institution)

72 30
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2.1.6 Types of distance learning courses

Options Responses (%)

Full distance learning courses: 165 68

On-site (with or without 
distance learning disciplines)

120 50

Blended courses 122 51

Not available 4 2

2.1.7 Type of organization

Options Responses (%)

Centralized without on-site 
hub: One sector, department 
or group is responsible for all 
distance learning actions in the 
institution, with no on-site hubs

73 30

Centralized with on-site 
hub: One sector, department 
or group is responsible for all 
distance learning actions in the 
institution, with on-site hubs 
(indicate the number of hubs)

116 48

Decentralized without on-site 
hub: More than one sector, 
department or group develop 
distance learning actions with 
different objectives for different 
publics, with no on-site hubs

9 4

Decentralized with on-site 
hub: More than one sector, 
department or group develop 
distance learning actions with 
different objectives for different 
publics, with on-site hubs 
(indicate the number of hubs)

37 15

Other 6 2

Total 241 100

2.1.8 Participation in the UAB System

Options Responses (%)

Does not participate 205 85

Participates with 
undergraduate courses

11 5

Participates with graduate 
courses

1 0

Participates with graduate and 
undergraduate courses 

24 10

2.1.9 Participation in the UNASUS System

Options Responses (%)

Does not participate 228 95

Participates with graduate/
specialization courses

7 3

Participates with open courses 5 2

Participates with graduate/
specialization and open 
courses 

1 0

2.1.10 Number of students served

Options Responses (%)

Up to 99 11 5

100 to 499 32 13

500 to 999 29 12

1,000 to 4,999 77 32

5,000 to 9,999 33 14

10,000 to 49,999 45 19

More than 50,000 14 6

Total 241 100
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2.2 Courses

2.2.1 Accredited full distance learning courses

2.2.1.1 Educational level

Options Number

Primary education 9

Secondary education 26

Youth and adult primary education 46

Youth and adult secondary education 50

Technical 155

Sequential – specific training 9

Sequential – complementary studies 17

Undergraduate – bachelor’s degree 113

Higher education: Undergraduate – 
teaching degree

163

Undergraduate – bachelor’s and teaching 
degree

27

Undergraduate – technological 234

Graduate: lato sensu − specialization 779

Graduate: lato sensu − MBA 208

Graduate: stricto sensu – master’s degree 3

Graduate: stricto sensu – doctorate 1

Total 1,840

2.2.1.2 Knowledge area

Options No. of courses

Exact and Earth Sciences 102

Biological Sciences 12

Engineering 18

Health Sciences 65

Agricultural Sciences 7

Applied Social Sciences 519

Humanities 324

Linguistics, Literature and Arts 54

Environment and Health 22

Industrial Processes and Control 11

Educational and Social 
Development 

17

Business and Management 147

Options No. of courses

Information and Communication 37

Infrastructure 7

Military Studies 1

Food Production 4

Cultural production and design 11

Industrial Production 4

Natural Resources 7

Security 12

Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure 12

Other 41

Total 1,434

2.2.1.3 Average workload

Options Responses (%)

360 to 659 
hours 

23 21

Over 700 hours 64 58

Other 22 20

Total 109 100

2.2.1.4 Organization

Options Responses (%)

Not organized into groups 12 11

Organized into groups of up 
to 30 students

13 12

Organized into groups of 31 
to 50 students

47 43

Organized into groups of 51 
to 100 students

20 18

Organized into groups of 101 
to 500 students

7 6

Organized into groups of 501 
to 1,000 students

2 2

Organized into groups of 
more than 1,000 students

1 1

Massive courses with 
unlimited students (e.g. 
MOOCs – Massive Open 
Online Courses)

1 1

Other 6 6

Total 109 100

(conclusion)
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Options N. of courses

Satellite distribution with no 
support materials, online 
assistance through chat, 
videoconferencing, email, 
message boards, etc.

4

Satellite distribution with no 
support materials, on-site and 
online assistance

6

Satellite distribution with physical 
and/or digital support materials, 
no on-site assistance

0

Satellite distribution with physical 
and/or digital support materials, 
only on-site assistance

11

Satellite distribution with physical 
and/or digital support materials, 
online assistance through 
chat, videoconferencing, email, 
message boards, etc.

31

Satellite distribution with physical 
and/or digital support materials, 
on-site and online assistance

14

Other 8

Total 2,072

2.2.2 Blended courses

2.2.2.1 Educational level

Options N. of courses

Primary education 0

Secondary education 5

Youth and adult primary education 14

Youth and adult secondary 
education

14

Technical 190

Sequential – specific training 26

Sequential – complementary 
studies

91

Undergraduate – bachelor’s degree 1,288

Undergraduate – teaching degree 270

Undergraduate – bachelor’s and 
teaching degree

519

Undergraduate – technological 356

2.2.1.5 Format and distribution of materials and 
student assistance

Options N. of courses

Physical materials sent by mail 36

Physical materials sent by mail, 
only on-site assistance

30

Physical materials sent by mail, 
online assistance through chat, 
videoconferencing, emails, 
message boards, etc.

62

Physical materials sent by mail, 
on-site and online assistance

105

Digital materials available online, 
no assistance

85

Digital materials available online, 
only on-site assistance

19

Digital materials available online, 
online assistance through 
chat, videoconferencing, email, 
message boards, etc.

738

Digital materials available online, 
on-site and online assistance

446

Physical and digital materials 
sent by mail (or delivered directly 
to students) and online, no 
assistance

26

Physical and digital materials sent 
by mail (or delivered directly to 
students) and online, only on-site 
assistance

9

Physical and digital materials 
sent by mail (or delivered 
directly to students) and online, 
online assistance through 
chat, videoconferencing, email, 
message boards, etc.

200

Physical and digital materials sent 
by mail (or delivered directly to 
students) and online, on-site and 
online assistance

242

Satellite distribution with no 
support materials and no on-site 
assistance

0

Satellite distribution with no 
support materials and only 
on-site assistance

0

(continues) (continues)
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2.2.2.3 Average workload

Options Responses (%)

161 to 359 hours 26 19

360 to 659 hours 10 7

Over 700 hours 53 38

Other 49 36

Total 138 100

2.2.2.4 Organization

Options Responses (%)

Not organized into groups 3 2

Organized into groups of up 
to 30 students

21 15

Organized into groups of 31 
to 50 students

70 51

Organized into groups of 51 
to 100 students

17 12

Organized into groups of 101 
to 500 students

9 7

Organized into groups of 501 
to 1,000 students

2 1

Organized into groups of 
more than 1,000 students

1 1

Massive courses with 
unlimited students (e.g. 
MOOCs – Massive Open 
Online Courses)

1 1

Other 14 10

Total 138 100

2.2.2.5 Format and distribution of materials and 
student assistance

Options N. of courses

Physical materials sent by mail (or 
delivered directly to students), no 
assistance

83

Physical materials sent by mail, 
only on-site assistance

44

Physical materials sent by mail, 
online assistance through chat, 
videoconferencing, emails, 
message boards, etc.

104

Options N. of courses

Graduate: lato sensu − specialization 522

Graduate: lato sensu − MBA 149

Graduate: stricto sensu – master’s 
degree

7

Graduate: stricto sensu – doctorate 2

Total 3,453

2.2.2.2 Knowledge area

Options N. of courses

Exact and Earth Sciences 210

Biological Sciences 55

Engineering 252

Health Sciences 280

Agricultural Sciences 20

Applied Social Sciences 833

Humanities 358

Linguistics, Literature and Arts 92

Environment and Health 27

Industrial Processes and Control 13

Educational and Social 
Development

61

Business and Management 119

Information and Communication 38

Infrastructure 15

Military Studies 0

Food Production 3

Cultural production and design 9

Industrial Production 2

Natural Resources 8

Security 16

Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure 9

Other 63

Total 2,483

(conclusion)
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Options N. of courses

Physical materials sent by mail, 
on-site and online assistance

175

Digital materials available online, 
no assistance

187

Digital materials available online, 
only on-site assistance

23

Digital materials available online, 
online assistance through 
chat, videoconferencing, email, 
message boards, etc.

1,517

Digital materials available online, 
on-site and online assistance

2,403

Physical and digital materials sent 
by mail (or delivered directly to 
students) and online, no assistance

914

Physical and digital materials sent 
by mail (or delivered directly to 
students) and online, only on-site 
assistance

918

Physical and digital materials 
sent by mail (or delivered 
directly to students) and online, 
online assistance through 
chat, videoconferencing, email, 
message boards, etc.

1,246

Physical and digital materials sent 
by mail (or delivered directly to 
students) and online, on-site and 
online assistance

1,079

Satellite distribution with no 
support materials and no on-site 
assistance

0

Satellite distribution with no 
support materials and only on-site 
assistance

0

Satellite distribution with no 
support materials, online 
assistance through chat, 
videoconferencing, email, 
message boards, etc.

0

Satellite distribution with no 
support materials, on-site and 
online assistance

0

Satellite distribution with physical 
and/or digital support materials, 
no on-site assistance

0

Options N. of courses

Satellite distribution with physical 
and/or digital support materials, 
only on-site assistance

27

Satellite distribution with physical 
and/or digital support materials, 
online assistance through 
chat, videoconferencing, email, 
message boards, etc.

2

Satellite distribution with physical 
and/or digital support materials, 
on-site and online assistance

34

Other 0

Total 8,756

2.2.3 Open courses (corporate and non-corporate)

2.2.3.1 Educational level

Options Non-corporate Corporate Total

Professional 
initiation

4,420 272 4,692

Operational 
training

279 818 1,097

Training 
in social/
behavioral 
skills

127 355 482

Update 
course

1,012 10,485 11,497

Improvement 
training

545 332 877

University 
extension 
(courses)

729 202 931

Preparation 
for 
standardized 
and 
admission 
tests etc.

191 5 196

Languages 64 6 70

Other 31 0 31

Total 7,398 12,475 19,873

(continuation) (conclusion)
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2.3.3.4 Format and distribution of materials and 
student assistance

Options Corporate Non- 
corporate

Total

Physical materials 
sent by mail 

3 3,131 3,134

Physical materials 
sent by mail, only 
on-site assistance

12 0 12

Physical materials 
sent by mail, 
online assistance 
through chat, 
videoconferencing, 
emails, message 
boards, etc.

13 19 32

Physical materials 
sent by mail, 
on-site and online 
assistance

6 6 12

Digital materials 
available online, no 
assistance

385 1,431 1,816

Digital materials 
available online, 
only on-site 
assistance

23 15 38

Digital materials 
available online, 
online assistance 
through chat, 
videoconferencing, 
email, message 
boards, etc.

809 1,603 2,412

Digital materials 
available online, 
on-site and online 
assistance

114 185 299

Physical and 
digital materials 
sent by mail (or 
delivered directly 
to students) 
and online, no 
assistance

152 206 358

2.2.3.2 Organization

Options Responses (%)

Not organized into groups 30 23

Organized into groups of up 
to 30 students

26 20

Organized into groups of 31 to 
50 students

41 31

Organized into groups of 51 to 
100 students

15 11

Organized into groups of 101 
to 500 students

5 4

Organized into groups of 501 
to 1,000 students

0 0

Organized into groups of 
more than 1,000 students

1 1

Massive courses with 
unlimited students (e.g. 
MOOCs – Massive Open 
Online Courses)

6 5

Other 7 5

Total 131 100

2.2.3.3 Average workload

Options Responses (%)

Up to 2 hours 2 1

2 to 10 hours 10 8

11 to 40 hours 51 39

41 to 80 hours 34 26

81 to 160 hours 12 9

161 to 359 hours 7 5

360 to 659 hours 2 2

Over 700 hours 1 1

Other 12 9

Total 131 100

(continues)
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Options Corporate Non- 
corporate

Total

Physical and 
digital materials 
sent by mail (or 
delivered directly 
to students) and 
online, only 
on-site assistance

56 0 56

Physical and 
digital materials 
sent by mail (or 
delivered directly 
to students) and 
online, online 
assistance 
through chat, 
videoconferencing, 
email, message 
boards, etc.

73 222 295

Physical and 
digital materials 
sent by mail (or 
delivered directly 
to students) and 
online, on-site and 
online assistance

57 218 275

Satellite 
distribution with no 
support materials 
and no on-site 
assistance

1 3 4

Satellite 
distribution with no 
support materials 
and only on-site 
assistance

0 31 31

Satellite 
distribution with no 
support materials, 
online assistance 
through chat, 
videoconferencing, 
email, message 
boards, etc.

1 1 2

Options Corporate Non- 
corporate

Total

Satellite 
distribution with no 
support materials, 
on-site and online 
assistance

0 0 0

Satellite 
distribution with 
physical and/or 
digital support 
materials, no 
on-site assistance

152 210 362

Satellite 
distribution with 
physical and/or 
digital support 
materials, only 
on-site assistance

18 0 18

Satellite 
distribution with 
physical and/or 
digital support 
materials, online 
assistance 
through chat, 
videoconferencing, 
email, message 
boards, etc.

220 31 251

Satellite 
distribution with 
physical and/or 
digital support 
materials, on-site 
and online 
assistance

20 23 43

Other 15 0 15

Total 2,130 7,335 9,465

(continuation) (conclusion)
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2.3 Students

2.3.1 Age range by type of distance learning offer

Type of distance learning offer 20 years 
old or 
younger

21 to 30 
years old 

31 to 40 
years old 

41 years 
old or 
older

Not 
applicable

Not 
available

Accredited full distance learning 3 28 51 4 78 77

Accredited blended 1 33 24 5 91 87

Distance learning disciplines 5 46 16 3 80 91

Open 4 37 26 7 71 96

2.3.2 Distribution of students by gender

Accredited full 
distance learning 

Accredited 
blended 

Distance learning 
disciplines of 
on-site courses 

Open 
non-corporate 

Open corporate 

(%) Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Not 
available

163 163 193 193 191 191 202 202 209 209

0 to 10 4 0 2 1 2 0 2 0 1 3

11 to 20 3 4 3 2 1 0 1 0 0 3

21 to 30 9 2 5 1 3 5 2 2 3 3

31 to 40 19 13 11 10 13 6 10 7 5 5

41 to 50 18 10 8 10 14 13 8 8 2 8

51 to 60 13 26 11 12 9 16 12 14 11 5

61 to 70 7 10 5 3 7 5 4 4 2 4

71 to 80 4 6 2 5 1 3 0 2 3 0

81 to 90 1 7 1 4 0 1 0 2 2 0

91 to 99 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

2.3.3 Occupational profile of students

Option 25% 26%-
50%

51%-
75%

76%-
100%

Not 
applicable

Not 
available

Accredited full distance learning – only study 27 2 0 1 89 122

Accredited full distance learning – work and study 1 6 11 36 81 106

Accredited full distance learning – study and 
unemployed

11 4 1 2 91 132

Accredited blended – only study 20 5 3 1 99 113

Accredited blended – work and study 4 5 17 17 94 104

Accredited blended – study and unemployed 14 9 2 1 100 115
(continues)
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Option 25% 26%-
50%

51%-
75%

76%-
100%

Not 
applicable

Not 
available

Distance learning disciplines – only study 15 12 2 2 90 120

Distance learning disciplines – work and study 3 7 14 18 84 115

Distance learning disciplines – study and 
unemployed

8 6 1 2 94 130

Open non-corporate – only study 21 5 3 2 93 117

Open non-corporate – work and study 4 8 10 16 91 112

Open non-corporate – study and unemployed 14 7 1 3 95 121

Open corporate – only study 4 2 0 1 123 111

Open corporate – work and study 2 3 3 20 107 106

Open corporate – study and unemployed 4 3 0 1 122 111

2.4 Student dropout

2.4.1 Dropout reasons

Type of 

distance 

learning 

offer

Lack of time 

to study and 

participate 

in the 

course

Cost of 

enrollment 

or tuition 

fees

Business 

trips

Unemploy- 

ment

Struggle 

to adapt 

to the 

methodo- 

logy

Accumu- 

lation 

of work 

activities

Impedi- 

ments 

created 

by 

manage- 

ment

Other Not 

available

Total

Accredited 
full 
distance 
learning

62 22 12 21 39 30 3 12 160 361

Accredited 
blended

44 11 4 16 34 25 9 9 180 332

Distance 
learning 
disciplines

23 13 3 9 23 12 3 6 196 288

Open non- 
corporate

39 4 5 3 19 18 2 11 186 287

Open 
corporate

30 0 10 1 8 22 6 7 198 282

(conclusion)
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2.4.2 Dropout rate

Less than 
or equal 
to 25%

26% to 
50%

51% to 
75%

76% to 
100%

Not 
available

Not 
applicable

Accredited full distance learning 50 38 2 0 19 132

Accredited blended 36 24 5 0 10 166

Distance learning disciplines 45 9 1 0 37 149

Open non-corporate 29 29 3 0 36 144

Open corporate 33 15 0 0 24 169

2.5 Investments and profits

2.5.1 Focus of the institution’s investments

Options Responses (%)

Wages 8 3

Hiring staff 35 15

Training staff 17 7

Technology and innovation 59 24

Sales and marketing 13 5

Production of new courses/
modules 

54 22

Production of content 27 11

Logistics and infrastructure 17 7

Other 11 6

Total 241 100

2.5.2 Evolution of investments

Options Responses (%)

Increased in relation to the 
previous year 

123 51

Remained constant in 
relation to the previous year 

68 28

Decreased in relation to the 
previous year 

26 11

Not available 24 10

Total 241 100

2.5.2.1 Increase

Options Responses (%)

Up to 25% 56 46

26% to 50% 33 27

51% to 75% 10 8

76% to 100% 9 7

Not available 15 12

Total 123 100

2.5.2.2 Decrease

Options Responses (%)

Up to 25% 9 36

26% to 50% 8 32

51% to 75% 5 20

76% to 100% 3 12

Total 25 100

2.5.3 Future investments

Options Responses (%)

Will increase in relation to 
2014 

135 56

Will decrease in relation to 
2014 

23 10

Will remain constant in 
relation to 2014 

41 17

Not available 40 17

Total 239 100
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2.5.3.1 Evolution of future investments

Type of distance learning 
offer

Up to 
25%

26% to 
50%

51% to 
75%

76% to 
100%

Not 
available

Not 
applicable

Total 
responses

Accredited full distance 
learning

30 20 8 11 18 48 135

Accredited blended 25 10 5 4 16 75 135

Distance learning disciplines 33 15 4 8 22 53 135

Open non-corporate 26 15 6 3 22 63 135

Open corporate 22 10 6 3 22 72 135

2.5.4 Investment focus by type of course

Options Responses (%)

Accredited full distance learning 86 36

Accredited blended 53 22

Distance learning disciplines of 
on-site courses

31 13

Open non-corporate courses 36 15

Open corporate courses 25 10

Other 10 4

Total 241 100

2.5.5 Evolution of profits

Options Responses (%)

Increased in relation to the 
previous year 

48 20

Remained constant in relation 
to the previous year 

51 21

Decreased in relation to the 
previous year 

24 10

Not available 118 49

Total 241 100

2.5.5.1 Increase

Options Responses (%)

Up to 25% 27 56

26% to 50% 5 10

51% to 75% 4 8

76% to 100% 4 8

Not available 8 17

Total 48 100

2.5.5.2 Decrease

Options Responses (%)

Up to 25% 14 58

26% to 50% 4 17

51% to 75% 4 17

76% to 100% 0 0

Not available 2 8

Total 24 100

2.6 Enrollments

2.6.1 Accredited full distance learning

2.6.1.1 Evolution of enrollments

Options Responses (%)

Increased 55 50

Decreased 20 18

Remained constant 23 21

Not available 11 10

Total 109 100

2.6.1.2 Increase-evolution

Options Responses (%)

Up to 25% 30 55

26% to 50% 11 20

51% to 75% 1 2

76% to 100% 7 13

Not available 6 11

Total 55 100
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2.6.1.3 Decrease-evolution

Options Responses (%)

Up to 25% 9 45

26% to 50% 5 25

51% to 75% 1 5

76% to 100% 0 0

Not available 5 25

Total 20 100

2.6.1.4 Knowledge area

Options N. of courses

Exact and Earth Sciences 23,650

Biological Sciences 3,044

Engineering 3,003

Health Sciences 8,163

Agricultural Sciences 549

Applied Social Sciences 88,790

Humanities 81,314

Linguistics, Literature and Arts 10,038

Environment and Health 3,897

Industrial Processes and Control 1,108

Educational and Social 
Development 

4,061

Business and Management 66,422

Information and Communication 11,423

Infrastructure 1,038

Military Studies 400

Food Production 9

Cultural production and design 607

Industrial Production 555

Natural Resources 796

Security 6,745

Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure 881

Other 5,992

Total 322,485

2.6.1.5  Educational level

Options N. of courses

Primary education 640

Secondary education 1,614

Youth and adult primary education 23,521

Youth and adult secondary 
education

46,549

Technical 60,177

Sequential – specific training 441

Sequential – complementary 
studies

606

Undergraduate – bachelor’s 
degree

67,591

Undergraduate – teaching degree 89,429

Undergraduate – bachelor’s and 
teaching degree

34,004

Undergraduate – technological 102,314

Graduate: lato 
sensu − specialization 

75,066

Graduate: lato sensu − MBA 17,357

Graduate: stricto sensu – master’s 
degree

430

Graduate: stricto sensu – doctorate 100

Total 519,839

2.6.2 Blended courses and distance learning 
disciplines

2.6.2.1 Evolution of enrollments

Options Responses (%)

Increased 76 55

Decreased 13 9

Remained constant 31 22

Not available 18 13

Total 138 100
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2.6.2.2 Increase-evolution

Options Responses (%)

Up to 25% 45 59

26% to 50% 13 17

51% to 75% 5 7

76% to 100% 3 4

Not available 10 13

Total 76 100

2.6.2.3 Decrease-evolution

Options Responses (%)

Up to 25% 10 77

26% to 50% 2 15

51% to 75% 0 0

76% to 100% 0 0

Not available 1 8

Total 13 100

2.6.2.4 Knowledge area

Options Accredited blended 
courses

Distance learning 
disciplines of on-site 
courses

Total

Exact and Earth Sciences (ex.: Math, Computer 
Science, Geoscience, Physics, etc.) − accredited 
blended courses

6,179 14,558 20,737

Biological Sciences (Genetics, Biophysics, 
Pharmacology, etc.) − accredited blended courses

1,333 3,556 4,889

Engineering (Civil, Mining, Chemical, Mechanical, 
etc.) − accredited blended courses

4,907 15,086 19,993

Health Sciences (Medical, Dental, Nursing, 
Physical Education, etc.) − accredited blended 
courses

808 16,257 17,065

Agricultural Sciences (Agronomy, Animal Science, 
Veterinary, etc.) − accredited blended courses

1,914 777 2,691

Applied Social Sciences (Business, Law, Tourism, 
Architecture and Planning, Information Science, 
Communications, etc.) − accredited blended 
courses

30,934 96,064 12,6998

Humanities (Philosophy, Theology, Sociology, 
Archeology, Psychology, Education, etc.) − 
accredited blended courses

15,219 43,666 58,885

Linguistics, Literature and Arts (Linguistics, 
Literature, Arts etc.) − accredited blended courses

3,897 5,735 9,632

Environment and Health (Technician in 
Environmental Control, Technician in Nursing, 
Technician in Aesthetics, Technician in Personal 
image, etc.) − accredited blended courses

649 2,407 3,056

Industrial Processes and Control (Technician in 
Electronics, Technician in Mechanics, Technician in 
Chemistry, etc.) − accredited blended courses

422 0 422

(continues)
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Options Accredited blended 
courses

Distance learning 
disciplines of on-site 
courses

Total

Educational and Social Development (Technician 
in School Nutrition, Technician in Library, etc.) − 
accredited blended courses

3,610 150 3,760

Business and Management (Technician in 
Business, Technician in Foreign Trade, Technician 
in Secretary Studies, etc.) − accredited blended 
courses

3,980 2,265 6,245

Information and Communication (Technician in IT, 
Technician in Telecommunications etc.) − accredited 
blended courses

1,585 101 1,686

Infrastructure (Airport Technician, Technician in 
Edifications, Technician in Transit, etc.) − accredited 
blended courses

242 2,980 3,222

Military (Technician in Artillery, Technician in 
Special Forces, Technician in Hydrography, etc.) − 
accredited blended courses

3,265 0 3,265

Food Production (Technician in Food, Technician in 
Baking, etc.) − accredited blended courses

568 60 628

Cultural Production and Design (Technician in 
Visual Arts, Technician in Multimedia, Technician in 
Interior Design, etc.) − accredited blended courses

70 257 327

Industrial Production (Technician in Ceramics, 
Technician in Offset Printing, Technician in Plastics, 
Technician in Textiles, etc.) − accredited blended 
courses

61 65 126

Natural Resources (Technician in Agriculture, 
Technician in Forestry, Technician in Fishing, etc.) − 
accredited blended courses

254 0 254

Security (Technician in Civil Defense, Technician in 
Workplace Safety) – accredited blended courses

3,445 480 3,925

Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure (Technician in 
Cooking, Technician in Events, Technician in Tour 
Guide, etc.) − accredited blended courses

385 4 389

Other 1,117 1,185 2,302

Total 84,844 205,653 290,497

(conclusion)
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2.6.2.5  Educational level

Options N. of 
enrollments

Primary education 0

Secondary education 3,000

Youth and adult primary education 29,810

Youth and adult secondary education 58,558

Technical 27,661

Sequential – specific training 6,881

Sequential – complementary studies 2,081

Undergraduate – bachelor’s degree 150,545

Undergraduate – teaching degree 50,250

Undergraduate – bachelor’s and 
teaching degree

51,838

Undergraduate – technological 27,080

Graduate: lato sensu − specialization 30,397

Graduate: lato sensu − MBA 36,228

Graduate: stricto sensu – master’s 
degree

1,149

Graduate: stricto sensu – doctorate 1,006

Total 476,484

2.6.3 Open

2.6.3.1 Evolution of enrollments

Options Responses (%)

Increased 66 50

Decreased 21 16

Remained constant 28 21

Not available 16 12

Total 131 100

2.6.3.2 Increase-evolution

Options Responses (%)

Up to 25% 28 42

26% to 50% 25 38

51% to 75% 1 2

76% to 100% 5 8

Not available 7 11

Total 66 100

2.6.3.3 Decrease-evolution

Options Responses (%)

Up to 25% 13 62

26% to 50% 2 10

51% to 75% 3 14

76% to 100% 0 0

Not available 3 14

Total 21 100

2.6.3.4 Academic level

Options Non-corporate Corporate Total

Professional initiation 541,147 473,897 1,015,044

Operational training 16,848 338,463 355,311

Training in social/behavioral skills 6,632 166,823 173,455

Update course 311,130 31,527 342,657

Improvement training 181,644 38,183 219,827

University extension (courses) 162,753 5,974 168,727

Preparation for standardized and admission tests etc. 19,953 1 19,954

Languages 500,123 11,054 511,177

Other 39,770 26,461 66,231

Total 1,780,000 1,092,383 2,872,383
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2.7 Obstacles

Options Responses (%)

Resistance of teachers to the 
distance learning modality

80 33

Resistance of students to the 
distance learning modality

52 22

Course production costs 77 32

Profiting from the courses 34 14

IT support for teachers 41 17

Educational and IT support for 
students

38 16

Union agreements that define 
the workloads of teachers 

15 6

Organizational challenges of an 
on-site institution that starts 
offering distance learning

80 33

Student dropout 116 48

Course evaluation 14 6

Demand from students 
interested in the courses

41 17

Integration of new 
technologies in the courses

50 21

Options Responses (%)

Adapting the courses to special 
needs students to comply with 
current legislation

39 16

Complying with quality 
standards set by public bodies

15 6

Other 19 8

3. Wages

3.1 Number of professionals in the distance 
learning team

Options Responses

Less than 5 people 35

6 to 10 people 47

11 to 20 people 35

21 to 30 people 20

31 to 40 people 16

41 to 50 people 7

51 to 100 people 26

Less than 100 people 61

Not available 7

Total 254

3.2 Number of teachers by educational level

Accredited 
full distance 
learning

Accredited 
blended

Distance 
learning 
disciplines

Open 
non-corporate

Open 
corporate

Total

Secondary education 32 472 29 4 1 538

Technical education 638 402 2 30 2 1,074

Bachelor’s degree 762 265 354 18 12 1,411

Teaching degree 1,470 710 171 29 11 2,391

Lato sensu graduate 
degree

1,233 614 149 36 105 2,137

Master’s degree 1,193 355 219 54 149 1,970

Doctorate 1,073 270 95 22 97 1,557

Postdoctorate 15 36 1 1 2 55

Other 361 180 66 232 160 999

Total 6,777 3,304 1,086 426 539 12,132

(conclusion)
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3.3 Number of tutors by educational level

Accredited 
full distance 
learning

Accredited 
blended

Distance 
learning 
disciplines

Open 
non-corporate

Open 
corporate

Total

Secondary education 46 28 35 9 105 223

Technical education 874 413 2 18 3 1,310

Bachelor’s degree 515 288 147 30 134 1,114

Teaching degree 3,551 1,160 88 84 175 5,058

Lato sensu graduate 
degree

2,457 374 586 210 578 4,205

Master’s degree 871 210 64 39 272 1,456

Doctorate 133 99 22 10 81 345

Postdoctorate 1 3 1 0 2 7

Other 204 193 29 192 150 768

Total 8,652 2,768 974 592 1,500 14,486

3.4 Weekly workload by function

Up to 10 
hours

11 to 20 
hours 

21 to 30 
hours 

31 to 40 
hours 

Over 40 
hours

Not available

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

Teaching 111 40 47 49 3 10 6 56 0 6 74 80

Tutoring 84 34 74 59 10 17 10 52 4 11 59 68

Educational 
coordination

53 21 69 41 12 11 36 85 11 19 60 64

Text production 51 25 33 29 10 4 35 61 7 18 105 104

Audiovisual 
production

47 22 29 26 11 5 31 58 14 23 109 107

Systems 
production or 
customization

33 16 31 26 11 3 33 57 14 26 119 113

Systems 
maintenance

40 21 29 18 11 5 40 65 14 26 107 106

IT support 36 18 26 20 10 2 42 66 20 31 107 104

IT training 41 19 22 26 6 1 24 44 10 17 138 134
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3.5 Hourly rate paid to teachers

Options Responses

Less than R$ 30 33

R$ 31 to R$ 45 56

R$ 46 to R$ 55 16

R$ 56 to R$ 65 13

More than R$ 65 24

Not applicable 53

Not available 59

Total 254

3.6 Hourly rate paid to tutors

Options Responses

Less than R$ 30 72

R$ 31 to R$ 45 51

R$ 46 to R$ 55 7

R$ 56 to R$ 65 4

More than R$ 65 10

Not applicable 55

Not available 55

Total 254

3.7 Hourly rate paid to educational 
coordinators

Options Responses

More than R$ 30 35

R$ 31 to R$ 45 51

R$ 46 to R$ 55 23

R$ 56 to R$ 65 15

More than R$ 65 15

Not applicable 55

Not available 60

Total 254

3.8 Payment method of content producers

Options Responses

Per hour 89

Per product delivered 165

Total 254

4. Educational resources

4.1 Educational resources used

Resources Accredited 
full distance 
learning

Accredited 
blended

Distance 
learning 
disciplines 
of on-site 
courses

Open 
non-corporate

Open 
corporate

Total 
responses

Books and printed 
materials

78 59 37 24 20 218

E-books or digital texts 
(articles, booklets, book 
chapters, etc.)

97 64 78 70 50 359

Teleclasses or video 95 63 64 60 49 331

Audio (podcasts, music, 
etc.)

56 38 39 34 26 193

Online simulations 54 32 26 34 21 167

Video games 36 19 17 24 18 114
(continues)
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Resources Accredited 
full distance 
learning

Accredited 
blended

Distance 
learning 
disciplines 
of on-site 
courses

Open 
non-corporate

Open 
corporate

Total 
responses

Free learning objects 53 33 43 37 27 193

Proprietary learning 
objects purchased from 
private suppliers

17 9 8 16 10 60

Online encyclopedias 
(Wikipedia, etc.)

41 31 34 26 18 150

Other 10 2 5 4 2 23

Open educational 
resources (with open 
license)

53 41 45 43 30 212

UFMG and Fiocruz − Campo Grande

Sesi-RJ and Unisinos

Handout

Specialized professionals

Brazilian Revenue Service

Saber EAD

Infolio Editora

Senai – Regional departments

In-house and outsourced teachers

Other State Finance Departments

Pearson

Sensitive information

Pearson

(Sistema Dom Bosco)

Sesi-PR

The institution itself

Specialized professionals of different areas

Gráfica GTR E M. A. Pontes Editora

Gráficas Athalaia

Pearson and Saraiva Publishers

Fabrico

Ciatech

Cresça Brasil Company

Livro-Texto Program

(conclusion)
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4.2 Production of text materials

Options Responses

Produced by the institution 
autonomously, without outsourcing 
any stage of production

139

Produced by the institution, but 
outsourcing some of the production 
stages

70

Produced by third-parties by request 
and under the supervision of the 
institution

26

Bought from specialized suppliers 11

Obtained for free and adapted by the 
institution

27

Obtained for free and used as is 26

Other 4

4.3 Text content suppliers

Novo Telecurso

Expoente

SENAI-BA

Languages

Senai – National Department

In-house writers

Print outsourced by public tender

FABRICÔ

(conclusion)
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4.4 Sources of digital text content

Moodle

Articles

Not applicable

e-Tec handouts

Teacher-author

IFPR

Teacher production

Teacher production

online

Public domain MEC material

Publications edited by the federal government 

Reliable websites and library collection

Not available

Internet

Different sources

Moodle and UFSCar repository

Different sources 

UAB/Capes/MEC

Sisuab

Produced by the institution

UFBA online library

FNDE and Proinfo laws

UAB repository

Digital libraries

Sisuab and digital databases – Capes portal and 
others

UAB/Capes repository

Government

Books

Internet

Manuals

Partner universities

Scientific journals

Books

e-Tec network and PROFUNCIONÁRIO

Web curation

Ciatech company

UAB System

4.5 Production of audiovisual materials

Options Responses

Produced by the institution 
autonomously, without outsourcing 
any stage of production

128

Produced by the institution, but 
outsourcing some of the production 
stages

49

Produced by third-parties by request 
and under the supervision of the 
institution

13

Bought from specialized suppliers 8

Obtained for free and adapted by the 
institution

12

Obtained for free and used as is 23

Other 9

4.6 Audiovisual content suppliers

Senac

Novo Telecurso

SENAI-BA

Not available

UFMG and Fiocruz − Campo Grande

RTU – Institution’s TV

Public tender company

Imagine

ABR Agência de Serviços de Publicidade Ltda.

Iesde

The institution itself/FABRICO

Telecurso 2000

Sistema Dom Bosco

The institution itself

Iedi

Ciatech and Farol

(conclusion) (conclusion)
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4.7 Sources of digital audiovisual content

Options Responses

YouTube© 17

Vimeo™ 3

Futura 6

Wikimedia Commons 1

Other 10

4.8 Learning objects suppliers

CNJ

The institution itself

School library

Senac

Courses were already done

International Bank of Educational Objects

Expoente

Proprietary

IFPR

Not applicable

Students and representatives

Moodle

The institution partnered with teachers

Public tender

Not available

Internal production

Sesi-RJ and Unisinos

EAD Virtual Institute

YouTube©

Pearson

Not applicable

Saber EAD/IMAGINE

Not available 

Developed internally with teachers

Consulting

Outsourced company

Fabrico

Prezzi

Sistema Dom Bosco

Not available

Capes/UAB repository

Internal production 

MEC

Open

The institution itself

The institution itself

Senai – National Department

Ciatech

The institution itself 

None

4.9 Sources of learning objects

Google

Referral

Public domain

Handouts

International Bank of Educational Objects/ProAtiva.
com

Varies according to course

YouTube©

Proprietary

Institutional websites

Teacher research

Not applicable

Khan Academy

Open educational networks

Free resources modified by designers of the 
institution

International Bank of Educational Objects

Internet

Open source

Peixe Urbano

Educational books

Scielo

Open source

Publications edited by the federal government

Open database

Knowledge of company writers

(conclusion)
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Object banks

Proprietary

Public tender

Different sources

MEC and Escola Digital websites

Educational laws

Eadbox

Portal do Professor

EAD Virtual Institute

National and international databases

Proprietary and free databases

SABER EAD

Not available

Internal sources: video

Sources of the Legislative Power 

Outsourced company

Proprietary and free databases

Moodle

RIVED – Rede Internacional Virtual de Educação

Merlot II – Multimedia Educational Resource for 
Learning and Online Teaching

Instituto Catarinense de Educação

Capes/UAB repository

The institution itself

4.10 Tools used for sharing materials

Options Responses

Free (Moodle, Teleduc, Sakai, etc.), 
leased (Blackboard, Webaula, Aulanet, 
WEBCT, etc.) or proprietary (developed 
by the institution) virtual learning 
environment (VLE)

244

Email, Email listings or groups 78

Social network groups (Facebook©, 
Google + etc.)

49

Chat groups (WhatsApp, Telegram etc.) 27

Blogs 22

Wikimedia Foundation channels 
(Wikiversity, Wikipedia, Wikimedia 
Commons, etc.)

3

Google Drive 31

Options Responses

Dropbox 16

Scribd 1

Flickr 2

YouTube© 58

Vimeo™ 10

Other 10

4.11 Channels for distance learning student 
communication and assistance

Options Responses

Free (Moodle, Teleduc, Sakai, etc.), 
leased (Blackboard, Webaula, Aulanet, 
WEBCT, etc.) or proprietary (developed 
by the institution) virtual learning 
environment (VLE)

225

Email 193

Email listings or groups 63

Social networks 70

Message boards 119

Voice over IP – VoIP (Skype©, Google 
Hangouts, etc.)

23

Chat (Whatsapp, Telegram, Google Talk, 
etc.)

64

SMS 51

Other 24

4.12 Use of mobile devices

Options Responses

None 174

Regular cell phones 19

Smartphones 62

Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) 1

Tablets (iPad© and the like) 54

E-readers (Kindle, Kobo, Positivo etc.) 4

Other 2

(conclusion)(conclusion)
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4.13 Content made available on mobile 
devices

Options Responses

Lesson content 65

Notices 45

Sending exercises 33

Receiving exercises 25

Instant evaluations 21

Complementary materials 43

Other 6

4.14 Format of materials made available to 
students over mobile devices

Options Responses

Images 54

Apps 23

Video 56

Text 71

Other 7

5. Supplying institutions

5.1 Distribution of supplying institutions 
by region

Supplying institutions No. of institutions

Central-West 2

Federal District 3

Northeast 2

North 0

Southeast 22

South 3

5.2 Years of experience of institutions in the 
education business

Options Responses (%)

Less than 1 year 0 0

1 to 5 years 3 9

Options Responses (%)

6 to 10 years 11 34

11 to 15 years 10 31

16 to 20 years 3 9

More than 20 years 5 16

Total 32 100

5.3 Years of experience in the distance 
learning business

Options Responses (%)

Less than 1 year 1 3

1 to 5 years 5 16

6 to 10 years 13 41

11 to 15 years 11 34

16 to 20 years 1 3

More than 20 years 1 3

Total 32 100

5.4 Industry

Options Responses (%)

Commerce 1 3

Industry 0 0

Services 28 88

Other 3 9

Total 32 100

5.5 Legal form

Options Responses (%)

Individual company 5 16

Limited liability commercial 
company

15 47

Limited liability civil 
company

8 25

Public liability company 1 3

Other 3 9

Total 32 100

(conclusion)
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5.6 Size

Options Responses (%)

Micro business (up to 9 
employees for services and 
commerce; up to 19 for industry)

15 47

Small business (10 to 49 
employees for services and 
commerce; 20 to 99 for industry)

7 22

Medium business (50 to 99 
employees for services and 
commerce; 100 to 499 for 
industry)

6 19

Large business (over 100 
employees for services and 
commerce; over 500 for 
industry)

4 13

Total 32 100

5.7 Main activity

Options Responses (%)

Print 0 0

Publishing (production of printed 
or digital text e/or multimedia) 

7 22

Audiovisual production 3 10

Information technology 
(IT) – software

11 34

Information technology 
(IT) – hardware

0 0

Press office 1 3

Advertisement agency 0 0

Other 10 31

Total 32 100

5.8 Types of service

Options Responses (%)

Supply of educational 
materials (books, video, audio, 
etc.)

13 41

Software development or 
implementation

11 34

Options Responses (%)

Customization of educational 
materials (books, video, 
audio, etc.) provided by other 
institutions

10 31

Supply of full distance 
learning courses

20 63

Systems maintenance 
(software)

4 13

Equipment maintenance 0 0

Training 18 56

Consulting 13 41

Other 3 9

5.9 Number of courses produced

Options Responses (%)

Up to 10 courses 10 50

11 to 100 courses 8 40

150 to 250 courses 2 10

Not available 0 0

Total 20 100

5.10 Types of clients

Options Responses (%)

Federal public educational 
institution

5 16

State public educational 
institution

6 19

Municipal public educational 
institution

2 6

For-profit private educational 
institution (school, training 
center, learning institute, etc.)

20 63

Non-profit educational 
institution (community, religious, 
philanthropic)

7 22

“S System” institution (Senai, Sesi, 
Senac, Sesc, Senat, Sebrae, etc.)

11 34

Government or public body 8 25

Non-governmental organization 
(NGO)

4 13

(conclusion)
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5.14 Public funds

Options Responses (%)

Tenders 6 19

BNDES loans 0 0

Public trust 0 0

The institution has not received 
any public funds

24 75

Others 2 6

Total 32 100

5.15 Obstacles

Obstacle Responses (%)

Delay in the payment of the 
service provided/product 
supplied

8 10

Delay in the delivery of 
information/clarification 
requested

5 6

Delay in the approval of 
intermediary stages of the 
project

12 15

Changes to the initial order 
during development of the 
service/product

8 10

Course production costs 10 12

Adapting the courses to the 
VLE used by the client

2 2

Difficulty meeting the 
requirements of content 
production for services/
products

2 2

Resistance of the client 
companies/institutions’ 
employees to the distance 
learning courses produced

4 5

Adapting the courses to 
students with different 
disabilities, complying with 
legislation

0 0

Incorporating NICTs to the 
courses when requested by 
the client

0 0

Options Responses (%)

Other 11 34

Third sector 5 16

5.11 New clients

Options Responses (%)

Up to 25% 14 44

26% to 50% 8 25

51% to 75% 0 0

76% to 100% 1 3

Not available 9 28

Total 32 100

5.12 Area of highest investment

Options Responses (%)

Technology and innovation 21 66

Staff 3 9

Marketing 3 9

Content 5 16

Other 0 0

Total 32 100

5.13 Relevance of distance learning in profits

Options Responses (%)

Very relevant (76% to 100% of 
total profits)

14 44

Relevant (51% to 75% of total 
profits)

5 16

Medium (26% to 50% of total 
profits)

2 6

Low (less than 25% of total 
profits)

6 19

Not available 5 16

Total 32 100
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Obstacle Responses (%)

Customizing solutions for 
different clients

6 7

Cost of technological 
solutions (resulting in a 
poorer service/product)

5 6

Providing IT and technical 
support to students of client 
institutions

0 0

Inadequate requests for the 
distance learning modality

4 5

Overcoming competition in 
the “price-quality” ratio of the 
product/service offered

11 14

Other 4 5

5.16 Copyright

Options Responses (%)

Were made available with 
standard copyright (all rights 
reserved)

15 47

Had their copyright fully 
assigned to the content buyer

9 28

Were openly licensed (e.g. 
Creative Commons Attribution, 
CC-BY)

2 6

Were licensed with alternative 
licenses limiting commercial 
use (e.g. Creative Commons 
Attribution – Non-commercial – 
CC-BY-NC)

1 3

Were licensed with alternative 
licenses limiting derivatives (e.g. 
Creative Commons Attribution – 
NoDerivs – CC-BY-ND, etc.)

1 3

Other 3 9

No licensable materials were 
produced

9 28

5.17 Licenses

Options Responses (%)

No software was developed 18 56

Standard copyright (all rights 
reserved)

12 38

GNU General Public License 
(GPL)

1 3

GNU Library or Lesser General 
Public License (LGPL)

0 0

GNU Affero General Public 
License

0 0

BSD License 0 0

MIT License 0 0

Other 1 3

Total 32 100
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